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TIIE TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

A~ unpretending little volume was published in
186!) under the title of Jtineraire clcs Inrites
de S. A. le Khedire anx Fetes de l'Inaugum
tion dn Canal de Suez. The Yery title of the
work is a record of the great historical eyent
which gathered together many distinguishetl
personages in Egypt.
The Itineraire met with all the favour it
deserved, aml a first edition having been rapidly
exhausted, a second one, with some slight altera
tions, appeared in 1872.
It soon became evident, however, that as the
majority of regular tourists on the Nile belong
to the two great English-speaking nations, an
English edition of the Itineraire would not prove
otherwise than acceptable. At Mariette-Bey's
request, being myself no stranger to Egypt, I
readily undertook the required transln,tion into
English - a somewhat difficult task, in which

YI
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THE TRANSLATOR S PREFACE,

I was encomaged, however, by my brother's kindly
expressed opinion that I would be all the better
qualifietl for it by my genuine sympathy with
tbe whole subject.
I have endeavoured to be faithful to the
originnl text, keeping in view the author's
idiosyncrasy, and I have but seldom thought
fit to ttvail myself of the discretionary power
that lmtl been given me. My task, I need
Sl)areely say, has been a pleasant one, and I
slrnll feel am1,ly repaid for the trouble incurred
if I can but think that I have in the very re
motest degree contributed to popularise Egypt's
wonders, and to bring them and their English
and American visitors into closer intercourse.
As stated in the second French edition, this
little work docs not pretend to replace Murray's
Ilanclbook fur Tr,ffellers in Egypt, especially now
that that excellent guide has been revised by a
most competent writer. The aim of this volume
is altogether different; it deals exclusively with
the antiquities, and its sole object is to intro
duce the visitor to the Monuments of Upper
Egypt, and to supply him with such information
as will best enable him to understand their
meaning.

TIIE TRA~SL.\TOR'S PREFACE.

Vll

In conclusion, I would take this opportunity
of appealing earnestly to all travellers in Upper
Egypt. For the sake of science, for the sake of
those who will come after us-ancl I will acld, in
sheer justice to him whose perseYering labours
ancl truly heroic exertions have brought to light
so many hidden treasures, I would entreat all
visitors to Salfl,arnh, Abyclos, Denderah, Thebes,
etc., to watch with a jealous care over the integrity
of monuments which no educated man can gaze
upon without the keenest interest, and to pre
vent, as far as in their power lies, any further
desecration of those relics of a glorious past.
A.LPH. MARIETTE.

Krno's

COLLEGE,

Loxoo:-r,

May, 1877.
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MONUMENTS OF UPPER EGYPT.
---.;..

INTROD UCTIO~V.
embarking on the Nile the visitor
should have mastered certain data which will
afford a kind of preparation for the journey he
is about to nndertake. We will endeavour to
supply, in as concise a form as possible, some of
the requisite knowledge. We shall first treat oi
the sources from whence Egyptology, generally
speaking, springs ; we shall then refer succes
sively to History, Chronology, and Religion, and
after noticing Language and Writing, we will
conclude by presenting together, in one chapter,
under the head of Generalities, a few notes which
could not well find a suitable place elsewhere.
BEFORE

!.- SOURCES.

All the monuments we are going to meet with
belong to that civilisation which formerly flou
2
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THE MONUMENTS OF UPPER EGYPT.

rished on the banks of the Nile, and which, from
beginning to end, used hieroglyphs as its form of
writing.
For the interpretation and understanding of
those monuments Science avails herself of three
different sources.
As a matter of coursr, the first and principal
source is afforderl by the monuments themselves,
the undeniable witnesses, and often the con
temporaries, of the events they relate. After them
comes 1Ianetho, nn Egyptian priest, who wrote
a history of Egypt in Greek ; the third and last
place being assigned to the Greek and Roman
authors who travelled in Egypt, or who wrote
about it from hearsay.
A.- ~ONU!lillNTS.

The monuments are at once many and various.
Some are still in Egypt, some have found their
way into the museums of various countries. As
we haYe no intention of drawing up an inventory,
be it CYer so brief, of the monuments presened
in the Museums, we shall not go out of Egypt
n,n<l will rest satisfied with supplying here a few
data upon the temples and tombs, the only

SOURCES OF IlISTORICAL DATA.

3

monuments the visitor to Upper Egypt will meet
with on his way.*
1. The Temples.-This is not the right time to
describe fully the temples one meets with while
travelling in Upper Egypt, as such a description
will be found presently in its appointed place.
"\Ve may, however, put at once into the reader's
hand the thread destined to guide him in the
interior of those monuments.
A complete temple consists of the edifice pro
perly so called, and an cnccinte or surrounding
wall. The temple is of stone, the outer wall is
of large crude bricks, and is very high and very
thick. When the entrance-gate is closed, nothing
whatever can be heard or seen of what is taking
place inside.
It would be a mistake to look at an Egyptian
temple in the light of a church, or eYen of a
Greek temple. Here no public worship is per
formed ; the faithful do not congregate for public
prayer; indeed, no one is admitted inside except
the priests. The temple is a royal prosrynem,
or ex rnto, that is, a token of piety from the king
• The rnins of cities are not included herein. The
cities, properly so called, have completely disappeared,
arnl their site is only here and there indicated by a few
shapeless mounds.

'2 *
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who erected it in order to deserve the favour of
the gods. It is a kind of royal oratory, and
nothing more. In fact, this circumstance can
alone explain the profuse decoration that covers
the temples. Let the reader bear in mind that
the principle of the decoration is the picture;
that several pictures are ranged symmetrical ly
side by sick, and that sernral serif's of pictures,
disposed in tiers one above the other, cover the
walls of the chambers from top to bottom. Such
is the inrnriable arrangement . As to the meaning
of the pictures, it is eYerywhcre the same. The
king on one side and one or more divinities on the
other-such is tile sole subject of the composition.
The king 1,resents an offering (a table laden with
victuals, flowers, fruit, and emblems) and solicits
a fayour from the god. In his answer, the gocl
grants the gift that is prayed for. The decora
tion of the temple, therefore, consists of nothing
more than an act of adoration from the king,
r Ppeated under every possible form. 'l'hus a
temple is the excluRiYely personal monument of
the king by whom it was founded or decorated.
Indeed, this accouuts for the presence of those
most invaluable battle-scenes with "hich the ex
ternal walls of certain temples are adorned. It

SOURCES OF IJISTORICAL DATA.
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is to the god and to his protection that the king
chiefly ascribes his victories. In fighting the
enemies of Egypt, and in bringing them in chains
into the temples, the king has clone an act grate
ful to the gods, just as he has clone an act grate
ful to the gods in offering to them incens0,
flowers, and the limbs of sacrificed animals. Ile
therein giYes proof of his piety ancl is all the
more desen-ing of the fayours which the con
struction of the temple is intended to secure.
The Egyptian temples arc al ways dedicated to
three gods. It is what Champollion calls the
Triad. The first is the male principle, the secontl
tho female principle, and tho third the offspring
of the other two. But these three deities are
blended into one. The father engenders himself
in the womh of the mother and thus becomes at
once his own father and his own son. Thereby
are expressed the uncreateclness and the eternity
of the Being who has had no beginning and who
shall have no end.
The worship consists of prayers, recited within
the temple in the name of the king, aml above
all, of processions . In these processions, which
the king is supposed to head, are carried the
insignia of the gods, the coffers in which their

0
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statues are enclosed, and also the sacred barks,
which latter are generally deposited in the temple,
to be brought out on fete days. In the middle,
concealed under a veil, stands the coffer within
which lies the emblem that none must see. The
processions are commonly held within the tem
ple; they generally ascend the terraces and
sometimes spread themselves inside the inclo
sure away from the profane gaze, as "·e have
already said. On rare occasions, the processions
may be seen leaving the city and wending their
way, either along the Nile or along a canal called
the Sacred Canal, towards some other city more
or less distant. Close to every temple is a lake.
In all probability the lake played an important
part in the processions, and the sacred barks were
deposited there, at least while the fetes lasted.
2. The Tombs. - The tombs are situated in
the desert or in the side of a mo1mtain more or
less distant from the river. This accounts for their
being relatively so well p1·eserved. Less conspicu
ous than the houses of cities and the temples,
they have been less exposed to devastations.
When complete a tomb consists of three parts.~'

* We do not include in this description the tombs of
the kings nt Bab-el-Molouk, which are constructed on
a different plan.

SOURCES OF HIS'rOnICAL DATA.
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It is indico.ted from a distance by a small build
ing rising in the necropolis - this is the first
part. A roct!:i.ngular and vertical "\VCll opens in
some corner of the building and leads do1rn into
a yault--this is the second part. The third is
the subterranean mausoleum, "·hero the mum
mies repose.
The exterior building is not always solid. It
sometimes contains one or several chambers,
open at all times and to all comers, where tho
relatives of the defunct assemble with the ofier
iugs they have brought. There is also tho serdab,
that is, a kind of narrow passage left within tho
brickwork and walled in o.s soon as statues re
presenting the defunct have been deposited inside.
Of course this mysterious and inaccessible place
remains for ever closed.*
The well presents no feature worthy of special
attention. Its depth varies, as also its dimen
sions, according to the localities. Generally
speaking, when once the mummy has been de
posited in its ]Jlacc, the ,Yell is stopped up either
,:, ·when the tomb is hollowed out of the mountain, as
at Beni-Ilassan, it always consists of those three parts.
The first chamber by which the tomb is entered takes the
place of the exterior building. '.l'he well is iu a comer of
this chamber.

8
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by a stone which hides its aperture, or by mate
rials of all kinds heaped up there. Ropes arc
necessary for the descent.
The vault is cut into the rock, and so disposed
that the sarcophagus is placed right under the
principal chamber of the building, the one where
the survivors assemble.
The traveller who visits the tombs of Sa),l,arali,
of Beni-Hassan, of Goornah, and of El-Kab,
must therefore understand that the chamber into
which he will first enter, whether built of stone
or whether hollowed in the r ock, is the accessible
chamber reserved for the relatiYes. The mum
mies are in a vault under ground, to which
access is obtained by a narrow passage, which
we call a well.
The decoration of the tombs is in accordance
with certain lawR, which ntry according to the
period or according to that part of the tomb
which is to be ornamented. The "·ell, the vault,
and the serdab, are always without inscription.
The stone sarcophagi and the wooden coffins of
the mummies are often adorned with a vast
amount of texts, interspersed with illustrations.
All splendour of ornamentation was reserved for
the chamber of the outer building.

SOURCES OF HISTORICAL DATA.
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It is not easy to point out the precise meaning
of tho decoration of tho tombs of the Ancient
Empire. The defunct is evidently at home. He
fishes, he hunts ; his scrrnnts bring him tho
products of his lands ; dancing is held before
him; his wife and children are hy his side. But
was it intended to represent the deceased as still
of this world? Ancl was it the object of the
representations on the wall to preserve to us
the remembrance of what he ,rns during his life
time? Or is ho already in the other world, and,
according to the somewhat mti""ve promises made
to the Egyptians, will he continue in that other
world to lead tho same sort of life as he led here?
,Ye cannot discuss this question now. All we can
say is that the promises of which we have just
Rpoken arc real: the defunct will some day li,-e
again in the plenitude of his faculties; he will
have need of the same objects, he will occupy
himself with the same interests ; ngain will his
family and servants be by his side. But never
again will he suffer pain, nor be in apprehension
of death. This seems to be the main idea which
has presided at the decoration of the tombs
under the Ancient Empire.
But a little later the decoration changes in its

10
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character : the defunct must prove that he had
gained this immortality which is promi.,cd him,
and that by his merits he b:ul dcsened it.
The journey of the soul in the subterranean
regions, the or<leals which it lrns to undergo, and
its judgment, arc the subjecti; which adorn the
walls of the chambt:rs in the exterior building.
No more do we behold tbc varied scmcs of hunt
ing and fishing and of labour in the fiekl. In
their place appears the mournful procession of
infemal deities.
At S.i~~ilrnh a.ml nt Ilem-Ifassan arc found
perfect examples of thLse challlLcrs, where the
defunct i:3 rnpresented as ]ending in the other
world that domesticated and pastoral life which
Egypliansre ganlcd as the highest state of felicity.
It is at Bab-ol-hlolouk, in tho tomb of Sethi I.,
that the type of the second sort of tomb is
foun<l . ,:,

* I~or further details on this subject see the Av<inl
-propos of the" ~otice Somruaire de, ~Ionumeuts cxpos~s
duns ks Galeries du ~lusco de Boulaq," wLich rnuy bo
obtained at tho ruusclllll ut Doolak.
\ Vo have also treated of the tombs of the Ancient Em .
pire, u.ud the general idea on which their decoration rested,
iu a special article iu tho " Hc,·ue A.rch6ologi,1ue" for
J u.uuo.ry and February 18G!J. (Pu1·is: Libru.irio Didier,
Quai des Augustius.) See also S. Birch, " lJurolliog of
a Mummy."

SOURCES 01' IIISTORICAL DATA.
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8.-:UANETII0.

llfanetbo was an Egyptian priest, who lirnd
in the time of Ptolemy PLiladelphus, ,!' aml who
wrote a history of Egypt in Greek, in which he
introduced a list of all the kings who crnr reigned
on the banks of the Nile, from the most remote
period to the conquest of Alexander. This his
tory is lost, but the lists arc preserved in the
work of Goorgius Syncellus, a Byzantine his
torian of the eighth century, who bad borrowed
them from the Chronicle of Eusebius ancl from
the Ch ronography of Julius Africanus.
After what we have already saicl, we need
scarcely again refer to the lists of l\Ianetho to
point out of what importance they are for us.
It may be that we cannot, strictly speaking, rely
implicitly on the accuracy of t he figures which
mark the duration of the different reigns and
dynasties, those figures having been rearranged
by the Christian authors who copied them from
the original work; and, moreover, it may be
surmised that the names of some kings ha.-e
been changed or inverted. Be that as it mtty, if
for one moment we suppose the lists of Manetho
had been entirely lost, through whom shoul<l. we

* About the year 263 of the Clu·istian era.
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hn;-e hecome ncqunintecl with that previous cli,·i
sion into clynnsties, and how sboul<l we even
know thnt it ever existed ? The royal names
reYeale<l by the hieroglyphic inscriptio ns become
every day more and more numerou s. How Rhonld
we know in what manner to claRsify them at
all satisfacto rily without the lists of Uanetho ?
Jfaye not these lists tho aclrnntn ge-an nclrnn
tage newr sufficiently apprecia. tecl-of showing
us nt least a, road which we ma.y follow?
Among tho sources of tho history of Egypt,
tho Royal Papyrus of Turin, if it were complete,
could alone riva.l ?.fanetho in importan ce.

C.-CLASS ICAL HISTORIAXS.

Such persons a.s may not care to go deeply
into the study of Egyptolo gy may be content to
rra.cl tho Second Book of Herodotus, the First
Book of Diodorus, the Se.-enteenth Book of
Strabo, and the Treatise de Iside et Osiride,
attribute d to Plutarch .
Had we nothing but the writings of Herodotu s
antl of Diodorus to guide us in the study of
Ancient Egypt, we could certainly form but a,
very imperfect idea of that country. Every no
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tion of chronology is there completely upset. *
They contain stories as ridiculous as they are
impossible. One must read the histories of Egypt
written before the discovery of Clmmpollion to
see into what fatal errors these two writers ,rould
involrn science, ,vere no other sources of informa
tion at hand.
Strabo is more trustworthy. His Geography
contains excellent information, with no other
fault tlian that of being rather curtailed.
Whoever may have been tlie author of the
Treatise on Isis and Osiris, no one can enter
upon the study of the Egyptian religi,m without
an intimate acquaintance with this book. The
author has borrowed with discernment from true
Egyptian sources. In this worlu of ours, good
is incessantly struggling ,Yith evil, truth with
falsehood, light with darkness, life with death .
Osiris is one of the personifications of the eternal
antagonism of these two opposing principles . At
one moment overthrmYn by 'l'yphon, the genius
of evil, Osiris dies ; he reYives only to fall
again. Out of this antagonism and the nu
• Herodotus, for instance, places the Pyramids after
Ilnmescs, which is very much like plnci1,g Chnl'lemagnc
after Louis XlV .

1.J
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merous explanations and illustrations drawn from
the myth the pseudo-Plntarch has woven the
thread of his admirable Treatise.
IL- HISTORY.

The history of Egypt commences ,Yith :Menes,
the founder of the monarchy, and it terminates
with the Emperor Theodosius, who abolished by a
decree the ancient r eligion of the land (.LD. 381).
During this long period Egypt was not always
mistress of her destinies. She had been conquered
by the Shepherds, a horde of barbarians from
Asia; by the Ethiopians, by tbe Greeks, and by
the Homans, to say nothing of partial incursions
of Libyan and Arabian t1·ibes. But all these
conquerors, not even excepting th e Shepherds,
adopted "bile in Egypt the religion, the arts,
language, and customs of the conquered people ;
and their names figure in the official register of
the kings of the country.
To establish some order in the endless list of
kings who n,igned from the time of l\Icnes to that
of Theodosius, one generally diYides them, after
1\Ianetl10's method, into royal families, or Dynas
ties, and these dynasties are in their turn dis
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tinguished from each other either by the name
of the foreign nation which furnished the kings,
or by the name of the city which served as
capital in the time of such dynasty. Thus there
is the Greek dynasty, the 1\femphite, the Theban,
&c. From 1\fenes to 'fheodosius there are as
many as thirty-four different dynasties. Another
and a witler diYision has been made. Taking into
consideration certain important eyents and cer
tain mocJifications introduced into the general
economy of the kingdom, the entire history of
Egypt has been divided into four main stems : 
1. 'l'he first comprises the first ten dynasties,
and is called the Ancient Empire. The Ancient
Empire belongs to a period so prodigiously re
mote that it is literally lost in the obscurity of
ages. Its existence actually ceases before Abra
ham is born. The Ancient Empire spreads en
tirely oyer the fourth, the fifth, and part of the
sixth dynasties. Before and after that, all is
confusion, or rather darkness. This is the· ago
of tho P.) ramids. It is a remarkable fact that
the art of the statuary and of the sculptor
reached a degree of perfection under the Ancient
Empire which it was no,er again to attain.
2. The second extends OYer those centuries
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that elapsed between the eleventh dynasty and
the eighteenth. This is the Middle E111pire.
The Mi<l<lle Empire has already been some time
in existence when Abraham u.ppears. Joseph
is governor under the last king of the Middle
Empire. Of the whole of this period, however,
the twelfth dynasty and the Shepher<l kings
alone need be rememLere<l. The twelfth dynas
ty is made famous by the tombs of Beni
-Uassan. As to the Shepherds, or Ilyksos, they
girn their name to the most lamentable period
in Egyptian history, a perio<l of 511 years, dur
ing which the national homogeneity is utterly
broken, and Asiatic invaders lord it O\'er the
most flourishing provinces in the kingdom.
3. The thir<l stem is tho t which is called the
Kew E111pirc. It commences with the eighteenth
dynasty a!:d terminates with Alexander. The
most brilliant epoch of the Kew Empire, that
of ,Yhich the most frequ(;llt and glorious traces
are met with during a voyage on the Kile, cor
responds to the eighteenth, nineteenth, and
twentieth dynasties. It is the age of the
Thothmes', theAmenophises, and the Ramoses'.
It is also the time of Moses (nineteenth dynasty).
But this brilliancy was not to last, and when
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Shishak (twenty-second dynasty) took Jerusalem,
the decline of Egypt had already begun.
4. Tho fourth stem, to which the general name
of Lniccr Period is girnn, inclutles the Greek
dynasty founded by Alexander and that of the
Roman emperors, who were kings of Egypt by
the same right as Cambyses and Darius. The
history of this epoch, entirely taken up as it is
with a fruitleRs competition for the throne, pos
sesses but a feeble interest. The traYeller in
"Upper Egypt, howeYer, should not pass it by
because tho temples of Philre, of Eclfou, of
Ombos, of Denderah, and of Esneh, that is to
say, the most complete monuments which we
possess of Egyptian worship, belong to the
Lower Period.
A primary diYision of the kings of Egypt into
Dynasties, according to the type furnished by
:Manetho, and a further diYision of tho dynasties
into .1 ncit'III Empirl', Jliddle Empirl', Ncn· Em
pire, and L111ca J>Niud, such, then, is the start
ing-point of all study of Egyptian history, and
consequently the starting-poin t of tho classifi
cation of all the temples tho tourist will meet
with in his journey on the Nile.
It is evident that a history of Egypt woultl
3
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here be well placed, and would be the very best
preparation for the voyage. But we could not
possibly, without exceeding our limits, place
under the eyes of the reader, were it ever so
briefly, an account of those events which pro
cured for Egypt so wide an influence over the
destinies of the ancient world.
A few years since we prepared for the use
of the Egyptian schools a small " Aperi;u de
l'HistoiTe d'Egypte." Those who do not care to
go very deeply into the subject, or who would
be satisfied with general views, may make them
selves acquainted with its pages. If more details
be desired, penned by a competent hand, let the
Ilistory of M. Brugsch be consulted.*
111.-CHRONOLOGY.

Egypt is surpassed by no other nation in point
of antiquity. Prehistoric remains, it is true,
carry us back to a much more remote period,
• " llistoiro d'Egypte des les premiers temps de son
existencejusqu'u. nosjours," part i., comprising" L'Egypte
sous les rois indiglmes" (Hinrichs, Leipsic, 1859). See
al.;o M. Fran9ois Lenormant's resume in bis " Manuel
d'Histoire ancienne de l'Orient," vol. i., p. 828 and follow
ing (A. Levy, Paris, 1869).
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but if we seek monuments that bear the stamp
of an already refined civilisation, the most
ancient are certainly to be found in Egypt.
But easy as it may be to believe in the tra
dition which assigns to Egypt so prodigious an
antiquity, it is equally difficult to bring forward
scientific proofs of that antiquity. Records of
eclipses and other astronomical phenomena,
which are still wanting, could alone furnish the
required testimony.
In the meantime, we have no other source but
the lists of Manetho and the dates inscribed in
these lists. Unfortunately, disorder reigns su
preme here. Not only the dates taken from
:Manetho are not in accordance with extracts
taken from Julius Africanus and Eusebius, but
we possess two versions of the Chronicle of
Eusebius the dates of which do not agree with
each other. On the other hand, it too often
happens that the hieroglyphs themselYes fur
nish us with dates which contradict the duration
assigned to certain reigns by the national his
torian. It will be easily understood, therefore,
to how much error ,Ye are exposed when "·e
wish, for example, to fix the date of the founda
tion of the Egyptian monarchy.
3*
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And yet, for all that, it must be admitted that
the authority of Manetho, an Egyptian priest,
writing the history of his own country from the
archives of the temples, should always carry
great weight. In vain is it alleged th:i.t several
of the dynasties which he cites as successiYe
were contemporaneous. If the fact were proved,
we must eYiclently deduct from the total amount
the entire duration of those dynasties which
Im.Ye thus grafted themselves, like so many
branches, upon the main stem. But the sys
tem of contemporaneous dynasties is as yet
supported by no really trustworthy proof; on
the contrary, it seems certain that 1\Ianetho was
well aware that at rnrious epochs Egypt was
goYernecl simultaneously by sernral dynasties,
and he arnilccl himself of the means of control
at his dibposal to strike out of his work all such
dynasties as did not belong to the genuine series
of royal houses "·ho succeeded each other on the
throne. so that the ln,tter "·ere alone officially
enrolled in due order on the register of kings.
It is true, 1\Ianetho's figures have undoubtedly
suffered serious alterations. But if we consider
that thry haYe come down to us through Chri,;
tian "Titers, "ho had an eYideut interest in
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curtailing them, we shall see that, as a matter
of fact, far from ascribing too wide a rangf' to
those figures, we are bound, as fair critics, to
accept them as having been systematically re
duced in their total amount.
The authority, then, of 1'.lanetho as a chrono
logist remains unshaken, but on condition that
we only take the dates which he gives us as
approximate. Certain as it is that those dates are
not absolutely exact, yet it is difficult to believe
that they have been so radically altered as not
in any degree to come near to the truth. Anyhow,
the nearer we approach the source of those alter a
tions, the more we shall feel compelled to admit
that if the lists could have reached us intact
from the band of Uanetho, we would find them
extending over a still ·wider range of time.
From these remarks it will be understood that
the following table of Egyptian dynasties is pre
sented to the reader under all reserve ; and it
is almost superfluous to add that the simulta
neous dynasties are not included here ; that the
dynasties are presented in the same order as in
Manetho; and, moreover, that the dates are,
with one or two exceptions, the same as those
given by the national historian:
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Numh<'.r of Dynaaty.
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XXI.
XXII.
XXIII.
XXIV.

XXVI.
XXV.
XXVII.
XXVIII.
XXIX.
XXX.
XXXI.

~~ §o: {XXXII.
XXXIII.

.:jp."; XXXIV.

Name of Dynasty.

Duration.

Tbinite
Thiuite
Mempbite
Memphite
Memphite
Elephantine
Mempbite
Memphite
lleracleopolite
H eracleopolite

253 years
302 ,,
214 ,,
284 ,,
248
203 "
"
70 days
142 years
109
"
185 ,,

Theban
Theban
Theban
Xoite
Shepherds
Shephercls
Shepherds
Theban
'l'heban
Theban
Tanite
Bub1Lstite
Tanite
Saite
Ethiopian
Saite
Persian
Saite
Mendesian
Sebennyte
Persi,m
Macedonian
Greek
Roman

} 213

"

453
184

,,"

} 511

"

241
174 "
178 "
130 "
170 "
89 "
6 "
"
50 "
138

Date
B.C.

5004
4751
4449
4.!35
3951
3703



3500
3358
3249
3064
2851
2398
2214

121 "
7 "
21 "
38 "
8 "

1703
1462
1288
1110
980
810
721
715
665
527
406
399
378
340

27 ,,
275 ,,
411

332
305
30

I

"

"
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IV.-RELIG ION.

Jamblichu s, a writer who lived at the end of
the third century, represents the E gyptians as
believing in one God, unique, universal, un
create- the Author of his own being, having
no beginning, existing from eternity. Jambli
chus goes on to say that under this supreme deity
are a number of other gods who personify his
divine attributes. Thus Ammon is that hidden
force in nature which brings all things into life.
The supreme intellect, in which all other in
tellects are summed up, is Imothis. Phtah is
the creative essence, which accomplish es all
things with perfection and with truth. Osiris is
the good and beneficent deity. If Jamblichu s
is a faithful recorder of E gyptian traditions,
his statements would imply that, though dege
nerated by a belief in inferior gods personifying
the qualities of the Supremo Being, a peculiar
monotheis m was once the foundation of the
Egyptian religion.
The monumen ts themselves give us some
glimpses of this belief. At Tell-Amarna, Aten
is often styled the One God. At Thebes and at
Memphis, Ammon and Phtah are clothed with
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the attributes of the Supreme Deity. Ammon
is father to himself; he is the generating spirit
from the very commencement, the twofold Being,
at once father and mother, and existing from all
eternity.
On this foundation rests the whole edifice of
the Egyptian religion. To the initiated of the
sanctuary, no doubt, was reserved the know
ledge of the god in the abstract. the god con
cealed in the unfathomable depths of bis divine
essence. But for the less refined adoration of
the people who required, so to speak, a pal
pable and a tangible god, were presented the
images of the divinities sculptured on the walls
of the temples. Such are the ideas which thus
far have been accepted by the scientific world,
and the only classical authority on which the
whole tradition rests is the passage in Jam
blichus.
Unfortunately, the more one studies the
Egyptian religion, the greater becomes the doubt
as to the character which must definitively be
ascribed to it. A most fertile source of mate
rials has recently been placed at our disposal
by the excavations of the temples of Denderah
and of Edfou. From one end to another, these
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temples are covered with legends, and present
every appearance of being two books which treat,
r:c professo, of religion generally and more par
ticularly of the gods to whom these temples are
dedicated. But neither in these temples nor
in those which were previously known to us does
the one god of Jamblichus appear. If Ammon
at Thebes is the "first of the first," if Plitah at
Memphis is the father of all creation, without
beginning and without end, it is because all the
Egyptian gods are in turn clothed with the attri
butes of the Eternal. In other terms, we find
everywhere deities who are immortal and un
created; but nowhere do we find the One and
invisible God, without name and without form,
who presides from on high over the Egyptian
Pantheon. Thus no indication to that effect is
given by the temple of Denderah, the most hidden
inscriptions of which have now been thoroughly
examined. What we may rather gather from
the study of this temple is that, with the
Egyptians, the universe itself was God, and
that Pantheism formed the basis of their re
ligion. We should, therefore, feel disposed to
modify, in favour of this view, the general
ideas which we have expressed in the "Notice
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du Musee" (fourth edition, p. 20). "The theo
logy of the Egyptians, from whom Orpheus bor
rowed his ideas," says Eusebius in his Evan
gelical Preparation, " acknowledged that the
universe is God, composed of several divinities
which constitute his different parts." The
passage in J amblichus must, then, give way,
as a classical authority, to the passage in
Eusebius.
However this may be, and in whatever light
we are to consider the Egyptian divinities, an
equal amount of worship was not paid to these
divinities in all parts of Egypt. Ammon was
adored at Thebes, Phtah at Memphis, Cnouphis
at Elephantine, Horus at Edfou, Ilathor at
Denderah, Neith at Sai:s, Soutekh at Tanis.
Thus Egypt was divided, religiously as well as
geographically, into districts each of which
possessed its local worship, and the gods thus
sha1·ed among themselves the religious govern
ment of the country. An exception, however,
was made in favour of Osiris. The presiding
deity of the abode of departed spirits, Osiris,
was the god universally worshipped, and was
equally venerated in all parts of Egypt.
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V.- LANGUAGE AND WRITING.

Tho Egyptian language is neither Semitic nor
ludo-European. It is one of the principal types
of that group of languages which may be callod
Cliamitic. Tlie Coptic language is this same
Egyptian language as it was spoken in the second
or third century of our era, when it was used to
express Christian ideas.*
There are still many persons who firmly be
lieve that hieroglyphs are nothing but a series of
riddles which, when fa,ken collectively, form a sort
of onigma to be guessed at, and it must be con
fessed that this error is encouraged by the moot
serious classical writers: "Tho right hand open,
with oxtended fingers," saysDiodorus Siculus, "re
presents tho dosire of acquisition; the loft hand
closed, tho grasping and keeping of property."
"To express hatrod," says Plutarch, "they
depict a fish. At Sa'is, in tho vestibule of tho
temple of Minerva, there wore engraved a child,
an old man, a hawk, a fish, and a hippopo
• One should bear in mind that when the Egyptian
language became merged into Coptic it had already
greatly degenerated, so that tho Coptic language repro·
sents the language of tho demotic character rather than
iliat of the hieroglyphs.
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tamus. Eviden tly thC'se were so many symbols
which meant: ' Oh, ye who are enterin g upon
life, ancl ye who are ready to quit it, God haks
impudence, arrogance, pride of heart, and sclf
sufficiency.' Thus the entranc e into life is ex
pressed by a child, death by an old man, divinity
by a hawk, hatred by a fish, because of the sea,
and impudence by the hippop otamus .'' - "A vul
ture significs natU1·e," says Ammianus Marcel
linus. "Why? Because it is said that among st
those creatur es no males are to be found. A king
is symbolised by a bee making honey. Why ?
Becausc the king is the directorof bis people, w horn
he ought to be able to check by his gentleness,
at the same time that he incites them.'' ~'
The discovery of Champollion, however, has
TbeRe tradition s are not entirely without foundation.
A fish is pronoun ced bctu, and bclu means evil, sin,
abomina tion. The bee is pronoun ced sekhet, and dc~ig
nates the sovereignty over Lower Egypt. If the temple of
Miner..-a at Sais belonged to the Lower Period, it may well
be that, in accordance with the manit're spirit of the
times, and regardless of all gramma tical connection, they
wrotea child, an old man, a hawk, a fish, a hippopo tamus,
for what would thus be rendered , " Oh, child, oh, old man,
the diYiuity holds all eYil in abomination " (the hippopo
tamus being considered a~ a typhonin n animal). Strictly
speaHng , therefore, Diodorus, Plutarch and Ammian us
.l\1arcellinus do not lead us into absolute error. But
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dispelled these errors. Hieroglyphic writing is
not cnigmatical ; it is read and pronounced just
as Hebrew or Syriac is pronounced, and pos
sesses an alphabet of its own.
The chief instrument of the success of Cham
pollion's discovery is the monument known
throughout the world as the Rosetta Stone.
The Rosetta Stone is a fragment of a stela l
discovered in the year 1799 by :i\I. Boussard,
what is false is at once the point from whence they start
and the conclusion at which they arrive. Because the
Egyptians once made a play upon wonls with child, ol1l
man, &c., it does not follow that this sort of rid,lle should
Le the univertial rule of all hieroglyphic writing. The
authors we have Leen quoting seem to have had no idea
that hieroglyphic writing could Le alphabetic, and they
ha,·e helped to keep up thi, error until the present time.
• This is one of the words most frequently used in
Egypti,m archreology, because it designates a monument
which is found in hundre,ls. 'fhe stela is a rectangular
ffat stone generally rountlecl at the summit, and it was
made use of Ly the Egyptians for all sorts of inscriptions.
'l'hese stehe were, generally speaking, used for epitaphs ;
they also serve,1, however, to transcribe texts which were
to be preserved or exhibited to the public, and in this
latter case the stein became a sort of monumental pla
canL l n addition to the llosctta Stone, which is in the
British l\Iu,eum, the following are reckoned among the
most celebrate,1 stclre, viz. the Stone of !:,,in, the Stone
of Cheops, the Tablet of Alexander II., the fhe Tablets
of Gebel-Barkal, and the StPla of Thothmes III., all of
which belong to the :\luscum at Doo'.itk.
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a French artillery officer, while digging entrench
ments round the town of that name. It contains
a copy of a decree made by the priests of Egypt,
assembled at Memphis, in honour of Ptolemy
Epiphanes. This decree is engraved on the
stone in three languages, or rather in three
different writings. The first is the hieroglyphic,
the grand old writing of the monuments ; the
second is the demotic character as used by the
people ; and the third is the Greek. But the
text in Greek character is the translation of the
two former. Up to this time, hieroglyphs had
remained an impenetrable mystery even for
science. But a corner of the veil was about to
be lifted : in proceeding from the known to the
unknown, the sense at all events was at length
to be arrived at of that mysterious writing
which had so long defied all the efforts of
science. Many erudite scholars tried to solve
the mystery, and Young, among others, very
nearly brought his researches to a satisfactory
issue. But it was Champollion's happy lot to
succeed in entirely tearing away the veil.
Such is the Rosetta Stone, which thus became
the instrument of one of the greatest discoveries
which do honour to the nineteenth century.
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Thanks to this discovery, we are now in a
position to affirm that hieroglyphic writing is
not an idle play upon words. It is scarcely
more complex or more difficult to read than any
other writing. When once one can accustom
oneself to se& an a in an eagle, ~ . a b in a
human leg,

Jl , a

c in a bolt,

::;;=, and so forth,

the difficulties are soon overcome. What has
for so many centuries distracted attention from
the true meaning of the .hieroglyphics is the
somewhat singular selection of the forms
adopted to r epresent the letters of the alpha
bet. A priori, it was natural to imagine that
this singular medley of representations of ani
mals and of ordinary objects could only be taken
figuratively; and as a certain halo of mystery
had always enshrouded all things pertaining to
Ancient Egypt, it was quite naturnl to believe
that under these symbols the priests concealed
their religious mysteries. But now the veil has
been rent asunder, and hieroglyphic writing has
become not much more difficult to decipher than
any other Eastern character.
In consequence of the nature of the signs of
which hieroglyphic writing is composed, it can
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be written either in ,ertical or in horizonta l
lines. In examining a hieroglyphic text, it will
be easily ohserven that all the heads of animals
or of men are turned in the same direction. It
is from that side towards which the heads are
turned that the inscription begins. Consequently,
according to the desire of the scribe, the hiero
glyphs coukl be disposed in such a manner as
to be read either from left to right, or from right
to left.~
In a hieroglyphic inscription there are som~
signs which should be pronounced and some
which should not be pronounced. The former
are much the most numerous. They include in
the first place such signs as are purely alpha
betical. The alphabet itself contains twenty
four letters ; but there are sewral 11itiere11t
forms for the a, seYernl for the b, &c. &c. In
the second place they include syllabic signs:
thus a chessboard, ~ has a pronunci ation of
• The hil'rntic and dt>motic charncters are morl' rapid
writings deri\-ed in clilforent deg1·ees from the hieroglyph s
themselves. They are scarcely ever employed except for
the pnpyri. One finds, however, at Gebel-i:Msileh some
excelknt specimens of the forml'r of those characters ;
and at Philre arc to he fouml engra,·ed on the walls of the
temple a considerable umnber of proscynem ,, or ex votos,
in the demotic character.
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its O'l"l"n, mrn ; an upright yac;r. ~. is pronounce<l
hrs; the plant.

ffi. has the sound of mes, &c.

In

the third place, they include the id('al sounds :
a lion is represented hy a lion, a horse by a
lw1w, &c. And in the fourth place they in
clude symbolic signs, that is to Ray, Ruch as
arc (li\·ertecl from their true meaning in order to
symbolise an idea; thus the vulture, ~ . signi
fies mother, the cubit.=, rcprcsenbJ1t,~tice, &c.
The signs not to be pronounced arc the exple
tives, which are used to call the attention of the
reader to the text or to the m eaning of the wol'<l
they accompany. Nor are the very numerous
signs which Champollion has called determinn
ti rrs, to be pronounced either. Thus, after all
names of quadrupeds, the scribe draws the sign
'?, which r epresents th e tail of a quadruped; all
such words as refer to speech, to thought, to
affection, or anything expressing an emotion of
the soul, arc sometimes followed by the figure of
a man putting his hand to his mouth, ~ ; a man
in a crouching position raising one arm,~ . deter

mines proper nouns, &c., &c.
4

The crouching
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man, tbe man placing his hand on his mouth,
and the tail of the quadruped are signs which
are not pronounced ; but the presence of these
signs points out that the word which precedes
them is either a proper noun or a word express
ing a sentiment, or the name of a quadruped,
&c. &c.

Such, then, is the construction of hieroglyphic
writing in its principal features. At first sight it
seems complicated ; but in reality the use of
the determinatives· affords great help, and, how
ever obscure or mysterious a hieroglyphic text
may appear, it is certainly by no means more
difficult to decipher than a Hebrew text, nor
does its translation require so great an effort of
mind as that of a passage of Chinese.
We must not forget to add that the task of
interpreting hieroglyphic texts is facilitated by
the fact that the Coptic tongue is derived from
the language which lies hidden under the ancient
Egyptian writing. And this Coptic tongue, whose
connection with the old language can easily be
traced, has a vocabulary and a grammar well
known to scholars, and, although justly reckoned
among the dead languages, it continues to live
in its literature.

-
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VI.-GENERALITIES.

A.-The decoration of the temples demands
some explanations. The reader knows alretuly
that that decoration consists of sculptured pic 
tures, and that these pictures are arranged side
by side and in several rows one above the other,
in such a manner as to cover symmetrically from
top to bottom the walls of the chambers. The
reader is also aware that all the pictures are
composed on a uniform plan. The king is on
one side, the diYinity on the other, and the
texts accompanying these pictures arc also
drawn up on one and the same plan : on the
side of the king, his names and a few titles
in accordance with the offerings made, and
then the words which the king is supposed to
pronounce; on the side of the diYinity, l1is
name and titles, and an answer ,vherein gifts
are conceded proportionate with the offering.
To give a general idea of these pictures as to
disposition and style, we will select for descrip
tion the whole lower row of one of the walls of
the corridor R, in the temple of Denderah. ''
• On the north side of the corridor, the lower register
to the left on entering.
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i.~t picture.-Th e king offers to the gocld<'RS

Hathor the vase ,rhid1 senes in hieroglyphi1.·s
to <lcsignate the word heart. In token of h<'r
Rat isfaction, the goddess promises to the king
all kinds of happiness and joy.
211d pid11r1•.-IIa thor and Horus of Edfou arc
standing up at one end of the picture'. At the
other end, the king makes an offering of the
two sistra, emblems which in this temple repre
sent more particularly evil overcome, and con
sequently happiness. "~fa.yest thou be love,l
by women," replies IIatbor, alluding to that
sistrum which signifies happiness; " mayest thou
find favour with their lords." Horus, on his
side, responds to the offering of the other sis
trum : " May Egypt conduct herself as thou
wouldst ha;-e her; mayest thou tread under
foot all foreign conntries."
3rd pict11re.-Tb e king offers incense and a
libation to Osiris-Onnopbris and to Isis, "t6 fill
their divin<: nostrils with the perfumes of incense,
ancl to refresh their hearts with the waters of the
renorntcd Nilc." In return, Osiris promises the
king a favourable inundation, while Isis vouch
safrs to him a long dominion over Arabia and the
othC'r countries which produce incense.
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4th 11ict11re.--The king offers two vases full of
,Yine to lfathor itrnl to a god who seems to be
Horus. Ifatbor promiHcs him those regions
whicl.1 produce the best grnpcs, namely, Z.:f11c111c11,
'l"est'cs, and Sflwm. Horus promises him wine
to satiety.
5th pict11re.-At the same time that he offers
her flowers, the king ttddresscs himself in the fol
lowing terms to lfathor : " I bring thee bouquets
of flowers of all kinds, tha,t thou mayest adorn
thy heacl with their colours." In her answer, the
goddess promises the king that under his reign
tbe land shall be made merry with the most
brilliant verdure.
uth pict11re.-An offering of the hieroglyph
which expresses fields is made to lfathor and to
her son IIor-sam-hi- ui. 'l'he god A.hi, a dupli
cate of the person of the king, considered its the
third person of the triad, stands before llathor.
'l'he gifts bestowed on the king coni:;ist of corn
in immense quantities, and of cereals of nil
kinds.
7th pid11re.- The king and the queen offer the
two sistrn to Isis and to A.hi, to solicit the
favour of these divinities. Isis gnwts to the
king the Joye of his subj_cts.
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8th picture.-The king is in the presence of
Isis ancl of Hor-sam-ta-ui. He makes a general
offering of foocl, of flowers, of fruit, and of bread.
Isis replies : " I . give thee everything iµ the
b caYens, all that the earth produces, and every
thing that the Nile can bring." IIor-sam-ta-ui
r eplies : "I give thee all that emanates from
the rays of the sun, to fill thy dwelling "·ith
victuals."
The aboYe is a fair specimen of the pictures that
form the decoration of an Egyptian temple, and
which the visitor m:1y invariably expect to meet
with on entering. These pictures always consist
of an offering on the one side, and a gift be
stowed on the other, the whole being expressed
by a sort of dialogue between the personages
represented.

8.-In visiting an Egyptian temple one soon
becomes accustomed to see in the various cham
bers, and in the sculptures that adorn them,
the chapters and pages of a single book, con
ccin-d with a unity of idea which develops
itself on the walls of the temple from the en
trance gate to the depths of the sanctuary. The
king is in adoration, and throughout this act
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of adoration he develops an iclea common to the
entire temple: such is tho basis of the decora
tion of tho monument.
In tho temples of Pharaonic origin (Karnak,
Luxor, Mcdinet-Abou, Abydos, &c.) this rule
does not generally hold good. The decorn,tion
is vague. The king adores the tli\·inity of the
pl:wc, but there is no reason why the picture
should be in one part rather than in another ;
indeed, one finds, ::it the entrance of the tem1.le,
pictures which might just as well have hcen placed
at the far end, without their moaning being in tb.e
least affected. •
But temples of Ptolemaic origin are moro l)re
cise. Their composition is more scientific. The
decoration of each chamber is in accordance with
its pmpose. Tho two chambers wliich at Edfou
• Tho six Ynulted chambers of the g,rnn«l temple o!
Abydos arc an exception to this rule. All the pictures
relate to ceremonies which the king ought Rnccessivcly to
perform. Tho kinA', presenting himself on the riA'ht side
of the cloor, llroceedcd all round the hall, and departe,l at
tho left sill<'. Statues were disposed around the chambPr.
The king opPned the door of tho naos, or shrine, in which
they were inclosed, nncl as soon as ho perceived the
statue he offered it incense, nml, lifting tho vcHtment
which covered it, he laid his hnnds upon it, and perfumed
it, and then replaced the draperies, &c.
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and at Demlerah are called the treasury of the
temple ~ can be studied in reference to this
subject. The king presents himself at the
entrance of the chamber, holding in his hand
a coffer in ·which arc inclosed ingots of gold
ancl silver, and precious stones. In the interior
he is represented as offering to the divinity neck
laces, sistra, head- dresses enriched with pre
cious stones, mirrors, and sceptres. In the other
chambers, t which are the laboratories of the
temple, the king offers the sacred oils, essences,
ancl aromatics which are there prepared, and
which serve either to perfume the temple or to
anoint the statues of the gods. Now and then,
though unfortunately but seldom, we e;-en find,
divided into several sections, the various succes
sive scenes of a common action. On entering
the temple of Denderah by the magnificent hall
of twenty-four columns, we find immediately on
the right four pictures which are worthy of at
tention. Before penetrating into the most holy
place the king must submit to a certain initia
tion. In the first picture, he has his sandals on
• See bull J in the sul>joinccl plau of the temple of
Denclerah.
t See hull F in the plan of the irniplc of Dende:rub.
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his feet and his staff in his han 1. Ile enter:; the
temple preceded by fiye banners, "hich probably
accowpany him along the "·hole route. 'l'he next
picture bhows us the scene of purification. The
king is purifiecl by the flood of water "·hich
Thoth ,tud Horus are supposed to pour oYer
him under the form of a double jet of the cm
Lkms of life. In the third picture, the king
r(;ceircs the two crowns which denote his
bO\'ereignty over Egypt, from the hands of the
goddess of the South and the goddess of the
Korth. Thus crowned, the king is aclmittetl
into the presence of Ifathor, conducted on
one side Ly .Mont of Thebes, and on the other
by 'roum of Heliopolis. Ile adrnnces to enjoy
the felicity of contemplating the divine majesty.
In return, the goddess promises him " annals
"Titten for eternity," i.e. an OYorla,sting glory.·"
This forms the subject of the fourth picture.
Episodes no less interesting are represented at
Edfou in the two first halls. The king leaYes
• On entering tho first hall of the temple of Edfon one
perceives on tho right hand an<l on th<' left two small
edifices lot into the wall between the columns of the
fai;ade. 'l'hut on the right is the library; tho ono on the
lt·ft is tho little chamber where the king underwent tho
ceremonies of pmilication.
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his p alace and comes to lay the first stone of
the temple. He fashions a brick with his own
hands ; he traces on the ground the furrow
which shall mark the area of the temple. Ile
lays a foundation-stone. Ile performs the cere
mony of the presentation of the temple to the
god in whose honour it has been erected . On
this occasion he decapitates a bird, &c. *
But, apart from these episodes, it is difficult
at first sight to discornr the idea which has
presided at the decoration of a chamber. This
idea can eventually be realised in temples of
Ptolemaic origin (Denderah, Edfou, Thebes, &c.),
but we wonld look for it in yain elsewhere.
C,-By the side of many temples of Ptolemaic
epoch may be seen smaller edifices, remarkable
for the monstrous forms which decorate the
capitals of the columns, ancl which are also
used as ornaments in Yarious parts of the inte
rior. The author s of the great work of the
"Commission d'Egyptc " gaye to these temples
the name of Typhoniwn . Champollion called
them .l\lammisi. According to Champollion,
• For similar scenes see the lower rcgi~ter on the
right.hand side on entering tho hall B of tho temple of
Denderah.
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" these 1Iammisi were always constructed by
the side of the larger temples where a triacl was
worshipped, and they represented the celestial
abode where the goddess had given birth to the
third person of the triad."
It must be observed that the monstrous forms
of which we have just been speaking have no
thing to do with Typhon, the god of evil, and
tho eternal enemy of Osiris. The god thus
represented is called Bes in the Egyptian lan
guage. Far from presiding over evil, he is the
god who symbolises mirth and dancing, and it
is on that account that he so often appears on
articles of the toilette-table. As such also his
image is sculptured on the walls of the ,llammisi.
One secs by this how unsuitable is the appella
tion of Typhonimn. The Typhonia spoken of by
Strabo in reference to Denderah were more likely
to be the various parts of the desert appropriated
to the necropolis.
D .-It is impossible to trayel in Upper Egypt
without knowing what is meant by a cartouche.
A cartouche is that elongated OYal terminated
by a straight line which is to be seen on eYcry
wall of the Egyptian temples, and of which other
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monnments n.lso afford us numerous examples.
'l'hc cartouchc alw1tys contains the name of u.
king or of a queen, or in some cases the names
of royal princess<)s. · To designate a king there
arc most frequently two c1utouches sillc hy oido.
Tho fir:;t is called the prenomen, the i-;cco1lll the
1w111c11 .
Tho prcnomcn-c1irtouchc is usually prc
cnled by the titles of E iny <!f Up]i<'I' and Lower
E f1,1Jpt, and the nomen-carto uche hy the title of
Son of the S1111, represented thus:

!\~

~

n11
~

--...:::

'l'liey arc i;ometimes n placed liy other titles, in
this way:
~ ••.,

9

Ill

• It is sornelimes fournl, as for insbncc at Dendcrnh,
applied lo lho names of gods, in which case the gods are
cousidereil as dynastic.

C.\RTOUCITES,

J.i

,rhi,·h when interprctecl mean: Lord ora the lll'o
1rnrldx, Lonl of <Tow11.~ .
1\Iost frequently the cartouches rest on their
baRe in an upright J)Osition; there is nothing,
howeYer, in the structure of the Egyptian writ
ing that pre, ents their being l'lacecl horizontally ,
as in this example:

In Yisiting a temple the cartouches shonlil
always be carefully studied, as they fix the elate
of the monument.

E.-The cartouches known up to the present
time are very numerous, but for a journey info
Upper Egypt it is not necessary to be acquainted
with all of them. At the risk of some repetition,
we will enumernte the epochs ancl names which
"Will he most frequently met with by the traYeller
in those regions.
During an excursion into Upper Egypt we find
no traces of the three first dynasties, unless,
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perhaps, it be the step-shaped Pyramid of Salf·
l_ufrah. The Great Pyramids (those of Cheops,
Chephren and 1\Iycerinus) belong to the IVth
dynasty. The tombs of Tih and Phtah-hotep,
and all the tombs which are visited at Sald~arah
belong to the Vth• To find records of the VJth,
the traveller must visit some less frequented
spots, such as Zawyet-el-1\Iaitin, Qasr-es-sayad,
and the El-Kab rocks. The necropolis of Abydos
has supplied the :Museum at Boolak with some
valuable steloo of the VJth dynasty.
The VIPh, VIIPh, IXth and Xth dynasties are
a complete blank. There is no monument known
which can be assigned to this period with any
degxee of certainty.
The XJth dynasty is a revival. Thebes then
becomes a capital for the first time; and the
tombs of this XJth dynasty are found in that
part of the necropolis of Thebes which is called
Drah-abou'l-neggah.
The XIIth dynasty is represented by the tombs
of Beni-Hassan, and the names of its kings often
occur in the necropolis of Abydos. During the
excarntions made at Karnak, we have discovered
many fragments of statues and of tables of offer
ings belonging to tllis period.
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The XIIIth and XIVth dynasties have left but
few traces. Scarcely any cartouches of the kings
of this period figure on the scarabcei and statues
found in the necrovolis of ALydos. Near As
souan, and in the isle of Sehel (first Cataract)
the names of some kings of the XIIIth dynasty
are sculptured on the rocks.
The next three dynasties are taken up by the
Shepherd Kings. Another great blank occurs
here in the monumental history. The national
life is extinguished. "\Ve only find traces of the
Shepherds in Lower Egypt, and more particu
larly at Sun (the Tanis of the Bible) .
In Thebes alone are concentrated the XVIIIth,
XIXth and XXth dynasties. Egypt revives after
the expulsion of the Shepherds, and civilisation
takes a considerable start. Karnak is enlarged ;
Deir-el-Bahari is built, together with Luxor, the
temple of Goornah, the Rameseum and :Medinet
-Abou. In the Valley of the West, and at Bab
-el-:Molouk, vaults are excamted whicli are
destined to serve as tombs to the kings of
these three dynasties.
The XXI81 dynasty "·as twofold. At Thebes
the high priests of Ammon usurped the power,
and had themselyes proclaimed kings. They
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iinishetl the temple of Ehons. During this
time the legitimate dynasty reigned at Tanis,
and under its sway some additions were macle
to the temple of that city.
Of the XXIInd and the three following dynas
ties we find but few monumental traces. This
period is marked by severe struggles in the
north and in the south. The wall called the
Wall of the Bubastites at Karnak dates from
the XXIInd dynasty. A part of the southern
most wall of Karnak and a small temple built
on the north side, at the very foot of the in
dosing wall, bear the names of Sabacon an<l
Tahraka, Ethiopian kings of the XXV th dynasty.
The XXVJlh dynasty (the third renaissance)
occupied itself but little with Upper Egypt. Its
seat of government "·as Sais. Names of some
of its kings, however, are to be found on the
leaning column of the great hall at Karnak and
on the large columns at Luxor.
The XXVII th dynasty belongs to the Persians.
The XXVIIl th, XXIXth and XXXth correspond
to an anxious period, during which Egypt,
naturally kept uneasy by the presence of the
Persians, had other things to think of than the
erection of monuments.
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The Persians have left some sou,euirs on the
rocks of the valley of Hamamiit, near Kc .wh.
One finds here and there traces of Acboris antl
of Ncpherites on the walls of ~Icclinet-Abon,
anc1 in the subterranea n tombs of ,\.bcl-cl
-Goornah; and to Nccta1who II. we owe the
most ancient construction s in the isle of Philio.
'l'he XXXP dynasty again belongs to the
Persians. Darius "·as then king ; he was onr
thrown by Alexander, who commenced tl10
His son, Alexander JI.,
:S:.XX1Irn1 dynasty.
constructed the portal the uprights of which
aro still stall(ling at Blc,phanliuc . 'l'he granite
sanctnnry at Karnak ,rns rcstorctl by Philip.
J>l1iladclph11s
Xcd come the Ptolemies.
portion of
important
(Ptolemy II.) lmiltls an
Philm, and he appropriates to Lis own C'ar
touches some Rpaccs left unoccupied hy his
predc•cessors on the vast monumental walls of
Karnak. Encrgetes I. (Pto!rmy III.) rai~0c1 in
front of the temple of Kbons at 'l'heb( s the
magnificent gnteway which corresponds to the
other portal situatl'd to tliL north, antl which
,rn-; abo erected by this prince. Philopator
(Pt >lemy I Y.) founckcl on the left bank of the
Xilc the pretty little temple of Deir-cl-~Icd inch,
5
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ancl he also commenced the admirable edifice
of Edfou. At Philro are found the cartouches of
Epiphanes (Ptolemy Y.), as well as those of
Pbilometor (Ptolemy YI. ) who again appears
at Karnak, and whose name is also found at the
<·1Hl of the hypostyk hall at Esneh. Euergetcs
II. (Ptolemy IX.) built the little tem1)le which
stands on the western side of the temple of
Khons at Karnak, and here and there engraved
l1is cartoucbe on unoccupied corners at iicdinet
- \hon, at Ikir-cl-Baha ri ancl at Karnak. "Gnder
him the temples of Philro and of Edfou were
enlarged, and that of Ombos and the speos
wtrc commenced.
Soter II. (Ptolc·my X.) and Alexander
(Ptolemy XL) followed the steps of their pre
<lcc<·ssors and paid tspccial attention to Edfou.
The latter prince founded DelHlerah.
At
Omhos, at Eclfou, at Denderah aml at Pbilro,
1mnH:rous traces are found of Dionysius
(Ptolemy XIII.), while Crcsarion, the son of
Cl1·opatra, figures at Denclerah and at Erment.
\Yhrn Egypt hail become Homan, the
emperors reigned there with the title of suc
CC'ssors of the Pl1araohs, and founded th1•
XXX.l\ 11• and la~t dynasty. The emperors
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followed the traditions of the Ptolemies.
AugU<,tus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius and
Xero continued the decorations of Denclernh,
and Tiberius founded its magnificent pronaos.
Tho names of the same princes are foull(l at
Philre and at Esneh. Kcro's name also appears
at Ombos. Nerva figures at Esnch, Trajan on
tho ,1Imnmisi of Dcnclerah, A(hian at Philre, and
~farcus Amelius at Esnch. Decius (A.D. 250)
is the last emperor whoso name is recorded on
the monuments. Ile abruptly closes the list
which is never to open again.
To sum up, those who do not wish to go
any deeper into the subject may content thcm
selYcs with rememberin g the names of the
following dynasties and localities : 
!\'th clynasty.-T he Pyramids.
IYth and y th clynasties.-Salf!fa.rah.
XIPh dynasty.-B eni-Hassan . Necropolis of
Abydos.
XIlPh dynasty.-Xe cropolis of Abyclos.
XYJIPh, XIX th, and XX.th dynasties.-T hebcs on
both banks of the Nile.
XX.Ilnd dynasty.-T he wall of the Bubastites at
Karnak.
5*
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XXY th dynasty.-The small temple of Sabacon
on the north side of Karnak.
XXVlth dynasty.-The columns at Karnak ancl
at Luxor.
XXYIIth dynasty.-The IIamamat rocks.
XXXIlnd clynasty.-The gateway at Elephantine.
The granite sanctuary at Kamak.
XXXIIIrd dynasty.-The Ptolemies at Denderah,
at Erment, at Esneh, at Ombos, and at
Philoo.
XXXIV th clynasty.-The Roman Emperors at
Denclerah ancl at Esneh.
Of all those royal families, the IVth , the Xllth,
the XVIIPh, the XIX1\ and the Ptolemies haye
undoubtedly loft the most numerous marks of
their presence on the E gyptian soil.
F .-There is no need to enlarge upon the
importance of the monuments that coyer the
banks of the Nile. They are the witnesses of
Egypt's former greatness, and, so to speak, the
patents of her ancient nobility. They r epresent
in the eyes of strangers the tattered pages of
the archiYes of one of the most glorious nations
in the world.
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But the higher the esteem in which we hold
Egypt's monuments, the more it behoves us to
preserrn them with care. On their preservation
partly depends the progress of those interesting
studies which have for their object the history of
ancient Egypt. :Moreover, they are worthy of
being preseryed, not only for the sake of all
such among us as appreciate them, but also for
the sake of future Egyptologists. Five hundred
years hence Egypt should still be able to show
to the scholars who shall visit her the same
monuments that we are now describing. The
amount (?f information already obtained from
the deciphering of hieroglyphs, though this
science is still in its infancy, is already
immense. What will it be when several
generations of savants shall have studied
those atlmirable ruins, of which one may truly
s~y that the more they are known, the more
they repay the labour besto"·ed upon them ?
1Y0 therefore earnestly beg again ansl again
all travellers in Upper Egypt to abstain from
the chiltlish practice of writing their names on
the monuments. Let any one, for instance, visit
Tih's tomb, at Salf1i:.arah, and he will rest satis
fied that this tomb has actually suffered more
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damage by the hand of tourists, during the last
ten years, than it had during the whole of the
previous six thousand years of its existence.
Sethi L's beautiful tomb at Bab-eDiolouk is
almost entirely disfigured, and it is all we
can do to prevent the evil from increasing. M.
Ampere, who visited Egypt in 18-H , has, per
haps, ornrstepped the mark in the following
lines extracted from his journal; yet we will
transcribe them to show to what opprobrium
those travellers expose themselves who thouglJt
lessly engrave their names on the monuments:
"The first thing that strikes one on approach
ing the monument (Pompey's Pillar) is the
number of names traced in gigantic characters
by travellers, who have thus impertinently en
graved a record of their obscurity on the time
honoured column. Nothing can be more silly
than this mania, borrowed from the Greeks,
which disfigures the monuments when it does
not altogether destroy them. In many places,
hours of patient toil have been expended in
carving on the granite the large letters which
dishonour it. How can any one give himself so
much trouble to let the world know that an
individual, perfectly unknown, has visited a

.
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monument, and that this unknown individual
has mutilated it?" We recommend the perusal
of the above lines to the young American tnweller
who, in 1870, visited all the ruins in Upper
Egypt with a pot of tar in one band and a
brush in the other, leaving on all the temples
the indelible and truly disgraceful record of his
passage. ~
G.-,Ye have no a h·ice to giYe to those
travellers who wish to purchase antiquities aml
to take them home as souvenirs of their visit to
Egypt. 'l'hey will find more than one excellent
factory at Luxor.
But to travellers who wish really to turn
their journey to some account, we would recom
mend the search after papyri. In fact, there is
nothing in the way of monuments more precious
than a papyrus. One knows fairly well what may
" As to the two Dutch officinl~, the one nn ntlmirnl, the
other a consnl-genl'rnl, who hin-e thought it' right to
apprise unl,orn generations of their visit to the temples
in 1868, by writing their names ancl full titles in huge
letters over the cntrnnce gate of Dcndornh nml in other
conspicuous places, the trnnslntor mu~t beg learn to say
that men pnrncling such titles ought to sc~k a more honour
nbl13 wny of transmitting their names to po~terity.

----
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be expected from a temple or from a tomb; but
with the papyrus one is in the dark. In fact,
such a papyrus might be discoyered as would
proye of more importance than an entire temple ;
an<l certain it is that if ever one of those dis
coveries that bring about a rernlution in science
should be made in Egyptology, the ,vorld will be
indebted for it to a papyrus.
As all excavations are interdicted in Egypt and
no permissive firman has eYer been given, one
might imagine that opportunities of purchasing
pap.} ri can never present themselYes. Such,
however, is not the case. All travellers in
l'pper Egypt must ham seen fcllahs working in
those p:ufa; of the ruins \Yhere the crndo-brick
wulb are crumbling into powder. 1Yhat they
arc seeking is the dust which comes from the
crumbling bricks, and which they use for
manure. Kow and then, however, a piece of
good luck awaits them, and it is not an un
common occurrence for a papyrus to be found
in this 111:mure. Nor must it be forgotten that,
in spite of all prohibitions, clandestine searches
are made, particularly at Thebrs, and in this
, ,ay also, among many other monuments, papyri
may be diswrcred. It is for the traveller to
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make inquiries and to examine into the matter,
not at Thebes only, but at all the stations where
tbo dahalm1h stops. The fine collection of Mr.
Harris, at Alexandria, was formed in no other
manner ; and it was by mere accident that
1Iadamo d'Orbiney purchase(1 the papyrus, now
in tho British :Museum, which has rendered her
name famous. In tho present state of Egypt
olog_v, no greater service can be rendered to
science than in securing any papyrus which
accidentally falls into tho hands of the fellahs,
and which, sooner or later, must be entirely lost,
if not thns preserved from destruction.

--......

DESCilIPTIOX OF TIIE l\IOXU)IEXTS.
THE railway which connects Cairo with Alex
anclria has reduce(l the latter city to a mere
station on the route to Egypt from :\Iari:;eilles,
from Brindisi, from Trieste, or from Southamp
ton. Travellers seldom stop now at Alexandria,
ancl the real Egyptian jomney commences at
Cairo.
People ,isit Egypt because Egypt is the
East, because Egypt is one of those illustrious
countries which eYery man of refined culture
foels it incumbent upon him to visit; but
travellers would certainly be far less numerous
if beyond Cairo there were not the still greater
attraction of the glorious ruins of Upper Egypt.
Some travellers pass the first Cataract and
proceed as far as "\Viidy-Ilalfa. But the greater
number stop at .Assou.in, and we also shall make
the Joye}y island of Philro the extreme limit of
our journey on the Nile, in this Handbook.
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The Upper Egypt railway at present extends
to Siout, but that is practically of little a mil; for
at the end of the railway journey, even if the
roadways were not to fail him, the traYeller
would find neither carriages, nor horses, nor
any animals for ritling, capable of sustaining
a long and continuous journey. There remains
then but one other mode of journeying, and that
is along the Nile itself, which, in fact, is the one
high road of Egypt. Therefore, immediately on
his arrival at Cairo, the traveller would do well
to take steps to secure either the dahabeah or
the steamer "·hich is to con,ey him throughout
his journey.
But while the necessary preparations are
going on, there is plenty to be seen 'in Cairo
itself, and many an antiquity to be f'tmlied in
the immediate vicinity, which will well repay a
Yisit.
It is with these antiquities that we will begin
our description.

EXCURSIONS
IN THE ENVIRONS

or

OAIRO.

fa the immediate vicinity of Cairo are founcl the
ruins of two equally famous cities, Heliopolis and
~fomphis. The former is situated to tho north
uast of Cuiro, on the right bank of the Xilo, and
the latter to tho south-west, on tho left bank.
The ruins of Heliopolis consist only of an
immense inclosure, in the centre of which
stands an obelisk. The ruins of :l\Iomphis
comprise, besides the town properly so called,
of which the remains are seen at Mitrabyneh,
two vast cemeteries, namely the Pyramids and
Sal~1,aarh.
Heliopolis, tho Pyramids, :l\Iitrahyneh, and
Sa~]farah, these then are the four localities of
which we will give the description in this fu-st
chapter.
!.-HELIOPO LIS.

A carriage-roa d leads from Cairo to Heliopolis,
passing by the palace of the Abbassieh, one of
the residences of the Khedive, and by Matarieh,
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a ,illage rendered famous by a miraculous well
and a sycamore, known by the name of the
rirr1i11's tree.
Uatarieh is distant eight kilometres, or five
English miles, from Cairo, and about half a mile
further on are the ruins of Heliopolis.
Heliopolis was called An in Egyptian, or On
in Hebrew. It was pre-eminently the city of
Ra, or the city of the Sun; hence its Greek
appellation. In ancient classical times IIelio
polis enjoyed the reputation of being a sacer
dotal city, celebrated for its college of priests.
Solon, Plato, and Eucloxus studied there. Not
that Heliopolis was either an extensive or a
populous city, although a census taken under
Rmneses III. ascribes to one only of its temples
a population of twelve thousand inhabitants.
The history of Heliopolis may be written in a few
lines. The edifice "of barbarous construction,"
of which Strabo speaks, must have resembled in
its architecture the temple of Armachis at the
Pyramids of Geezeh, which proves that this city
,rns already in existence under the Ancient Em
pire. "C sertasen's obelisk, ·which is still stand
ing, connects Heliopolis with the XIPh dynasty,
and some blocks of stone, discovered during our
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excavations in 1858, further show that Thothmes
III. enlarged one of its temples. When then did
the decline of Heliopolis begin? Was it through
the fury of Cambyses, as Strabo asserts, that its
edifices were laid low? We cannot tell. Any
how, Strabo, who visited Egypt only a few years
before our era, describes it as almost a wilder
ness, and nothing now remains of it but the
inclosing wall of the principal temple and the
obelisk "·hich stands in the centre. We speak
achisedly when "·e say "the inclosing wall of
the principal temple," for the high and extensive
walls which form the enceinte of Heliopolis
must not be mistaken for the walls of the city
itself. It is true one may still see round the
obelisk, and eYen at some distance from it, re
mains of demolished walls and vestiges of dwell
ings, which one is quite prepared to imagine are
the remains of the houses of the city. But what
occurred at Medinet-Abou, at Denderab, at Aby
dos and in many other places, took place also
at Heliopolis. When their religion was abolished,
the Egyptians, haYing become Christians, that is
to say Copts, made use of the sacred edifices as
habitations, and the precincts of the temples,
until then considered as imiolable and holy,
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were coYerecl with the dwellings of the people.
The ruins, then, that surround the obelisk at
Heliopolis are not the ruins of the ancient city,
but those of the Coptic town which, at the down
fall of the ancient gods of Egypt, replaced the
pagan constructions/ ancl the large encircling
"·all, ·which marks their limit, extensiYe though
it be, t is but the enccinte of the temple.
As for the obelisk itself, it should be regarded
with interest, for it is the oldm,t in Egypt. It
bears, in fact, the cartouches of Usertasen I.,
the second king of the XIIth dynasty. It is a
little more than sixty-six English feet high. For
merly a casing of copper, of pyramidal form,
coyered its point, which still existed in the time
of Abcl-el-Latyf. !
• Of tho town, properly so calletl, nothing now remains.
One may generally recognise the site of ancient cities by
the grey or red heaps of rubbish formed by the crumbling of
the brick-built houses one oYer tho other, and theso moun<ls
aro grouped in regular ortler romul the vast enci.rcling
walls, in the centre of which stootl the temples. But
there is nothing of the sort here. Like Memphis, IIelio
polis has paitl the penalty of its proximity to Cairo, and
the city has entirely disappeared.
t It measures about four thousand English feet by three
thousand.
! An Arab doctor of Bagdacl who visite,l Egypt about
11!)0 A.D.
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A second obelisk completed with this one the
decoration of the principal frontage of the temple,
for which these two monoliths had been erected;
but it was already fallen down and broken in
two in the days of the Arabian historian we
have just named,* and now it has entirely dis
appeared.
I I.-THE PYRAMIDS.

The excursion to the Pyramids, like the ex
cursion to Heliopolis, is usually made by car
riage. The i-oute lies through the uew quarter
of Cairo, called after its founder, Isma"ilia.
The Nile is crossed by the Kasr-el-Nil bridge,
• This is the p~ssage from Abd-el-Latyf: "It is in this
city that nre found the two famous obelisks called
Pharaoh's two needles. These obelisks consist of a square
base, six cubits long and six cubits wide, and of about the
same height, resting firmly on its foundation. Above this
base rises a square column of pyramidal form. . .
Its summit is covered with a sort of funnel-shaped 'casing
of copper, which descends about three cubits from the
top. 'fhis copper, from the effects of ruin and the lapse
of years, hns rusted and turned green, and this green
rust has discoloured the 1,haft of the obelisk. Its entire
surface is covered with the sort of writing of which we
have been speaking. I noticed that one of these obelisks
had fallen down, and by the enormity of its own weight
wns Lxoken in two; the copper which covered its summit
had been removed."

6
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and one soon enters the charming road con
structed by his highness the Khedive, which
leads from Geezeh to the foot of the Pyramids.
J,'rom the Esbekyeh to the Pyramids the dis
tance in a straight line is twelve kilometres, or
about seven miles and a half. There are 8,300
metres, or 5 miles 280 yards from the banks
of the Nile to the tableland on which stand the
monuments we are about to describe.
The admiration in ·which the Pyramids have
been held for so many centuries, and which has
gained for them a place among the seven
"·011ders of the world, is indeed well deserved.
It must be confessed, however, that this admira
tion is not generally felt when the visitor first
reaches the foot of these far-famed monuments.
'l'he fa.ct is, the immensity of the sunounding
desert aml the want of some point of comparison
effectuall)· diminish the a1)parent size of the
Pyramids, and prevent their being at first sight
thoroughly appreciated. But they soon grow
upon one, and aEsume their true proportions.
And then one experiences a feeling of amaze
ment at the immensity of those constructions.
One secs in them the most lofty, the most
durable, the most stupendous monuments under
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heaven that have ever been erected by the hand
of man. The Pyramids are already six or se...-en
thousand years old, but there is no reason why
one hundred thousand years hence they should
not be in the same state as we see them at the
present day, provided no ignorant or profane
hand be laid against them.
The three great Pyramids are the tombs of
Cheops, of Chephren, and of :Mycerinus ; the
smaller ones are the tombs of members of the
families of those kings. The Great Pyramid was
formerly 146 metres high (479 English feet), but
in its present state it measures only 138 metres
(about 453 English feet) ; its cube is of no less
than 2,562,576 metres, and it covers an area of
more than eleven English acres. All the stories
which in accordance with Herodotus have been
told about the hatred those kings had brought
upon themselves, in consequence of the drudgery
inflicted upon the Egyptians who worked in "the
construction of the Pyramids, may now be con
sidered mere idle tales. The contemporaneous
monuments-witnesses far more worthy of belief
than H erodotus-tell us, in fact, that during
their lifetime and after their death, Cheops and
Chephren, equally with all other kings, were

6*
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honoured with a special worship. As for My
cerinus, he was so pious a king that ho is quoted
in the Ritual as the author of one of tho most
renowned works in the religious literature of
Egypt.
As to the especial purpose for which the
Pyramids were intended, it is doing violence to
all that we know of Egypt, to all that archooology
has taught us on the subject of the monumental
habits of this country, to imagine for a moment
that they could ever have been intended for
aught else but tombs. The Pyramids arc tombs,
massive, entire, everywhere hermetically sealed,
oven in their most carefully constructed passages;
"ithout windows, without doors, without ex
ternal openings of any kind. They are the
gigantic and ever impenetrable sepulchre of a
mummy, and even bad one of them exhibited in
its interior an accessible passage from whence,
as from the bottom of a well, astronomical
observations could have been made, that Pyramid
would not have been in · accordance with its
purpose. In vain shall it be said that the four
sides turned to the different points of the com
pass denote an astronomical intention ; the four
sides are thus set because they are dedicated for
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mythological reasons to the four cardinal points,
and in a monument so carefully constructed as
a Pyramid, a side dedicated to the north, for
example, could not by any possibility be turned
to any other point but the north. The Pyramids,
then, are nothing but tombs, and their enormous
bulk could not be held as an argument against
this theory, since there are some which arc
scarcely eighteen feet high. Moreover, there
does not exist in Egypt a single pyramid that is
not the centre of a necropolis, a fact which con
iirms in the most emphatic manner the cha
racter of these monunents.
What remains now of the Pyramids is only
the nucleus. Originally they were covered with
a smooth casing which has entirely disappeared,
and they terminated in a sharp point. Being
tombs hermetically sealed, each one of the
Pyramids, or at least each of those that served
as the sepulchre of a king, possessed an exterior
temple which was built within a few yards of
the eastern fa9ade. The king, deified as a sort
of incarnation of the divinity, was here wor
shipped. The three great Pyramids of Geezeh
possess, like all other Pyramids, an exterior
temple.
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What proves that Pyramids were monuments
hermetically sealed is that, when Amrou wanted
to penetrate into the Great Pyramid, he was
only able to succeed by perforating the northern
side by force, very nearly in the axis, which
caused him accidentally to come upon the as
cending passage of the interior. As at that
time the outer covering was still perfect r.nd
consequently there was no accumulation of
rubbish at its base, it may safely be inferred
that the entrance itself was not visible from the
outside.
About six hundred yards to the S.E . of the
Great Pyramid is the Sphinx. The Sphinx is
a natural rock, to which has been given, more
or less accurately, the external appearance of
that mystic animal. The head alone has been
sculptured. The body is formed of the rock
itself, supplemented, where defective, by a
somewhat clumsy masonry of limestone. The
total height of the monument is 19 metres 80
centimetres, equal to 65 English feet. 'rhe car
measures 6 fe et 5 inches ; the nose 5 feet 10
inches; and the mouth 7 fed 8 inches. The
face, in its widest part, across the cheek, is 4
metres 15 centimetres, that is, 13 feet 7 inches.
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Its origin is still a matter of doubt. .\.t one
time it wae supposecl to be a monument of the
the reign of 'rhothmes IY. (X.VIIJth dynn.sty).
But we know now, thanks to a stone in the
Boohtk Museum, that the Sphinx was already
in existence when Cheops (who preceded Cbepb
ren) gave orders for the repairs which this stone
commemorates. It must also be r emembered
that the Sphinx is the colossal image of an
Egyptian god called Armachis.
Near the Sphinx is a singular constrnction
,rhich, even to a greater degree than the Sphinx
itself, is an enigma to Egyptologists. It is cer
hiin that this constrnction is as ancient a8 the
Pyramids. But is it a temple, or is it a tomb'!
Its external appearance, it must be confcssea, is
rather that of a tomb. From a distance it must
have presented the appearance of a 111a.~tal1t1,
Rcarcely exceeding in size those which are
actually found, for example, at Abou~ir aml
Sa]s-~arah. In one of the chambers of the
interior there are six compartments, placed
one above the other, which certainly see:m to
liave been constructed, like those of the third
Pyramid and of the l\fastabat-el-Faraoun, for
the reception of mummies. :Moreover, the place
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does not differ essentially from that of certain
other tombs which are found in the vicinity. It
may tberefore be fairly argued that the monu
ment in question was a tomb, without violating
any rules of criticism; can the contrary opinion,
which calls it a temple, be equally well sup
ported? It is true, the Ancient Empire having
left us no other temple with which to compare
tbis one, it is not unnatural to suppose that at
this remote period Egyptian temples might ham
been constructed on the extraordinary plan of
the one we arc now considering. Nor is it un
natural either to assume that, since the Sphinx
is a god, the adjoining monument may be the
temple of that god. But are these arguments
sufficient ? And, after all, to put the case
plainly, is the monument an annex of the
Sphinx, or is not r ather the Sphinx an annex
of the monument? Does not the whole of this
represent a very ancient tomb, adorned, for the
sake of greater dignity, with a colossal statue of
a god ? The question is pending.
"\Ye need hardly remind the reader that the
spot we are now visiting is one of the cemeteries
of Memphis, just as Pere Lachaise is one of the
cemeteries of Paris. The tombs therein date
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from almost every poriod; those of the Ancient
Empire, however, predominate . The latter most
frequently take the form of the mastaba, a sort
of truncated pyramid built of enormous stones
and covering, as with a massive lid, the well at
the bottom of which reposed the mummy. The
visitor may observe two or three good specimens
near the eastern side of the Great Pyramid; but
a better opportunity of studying this sort of
monument will be afforded us at Sa~~arah.
To this description of the Pyramids we hero
add a plan which will serve as a guide to the
tra,eller who, being anxious to escape from the
deafening cries of tLe guides and their tiresome
demands for bal.sheesh, may feel induced to make
a somewhat serious study of the interior of the
most important of these monuments. As we
have already stated, the outer casing formerly
concealed the entrance to the Pyramid, and it
is evident that in the original design this
entrance was to remain for e,er closed. At
the present time tho Pyramid is entered by a
square hole on the thirteenth layer of stone, at
about sixty feet from the ground.
This description being intended for the traveller
who visits the interior of the Pyramid with tho
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plan in his hand, it is not necessary to give many
details. A is a subterranean chamber, at present
inaccessible. B is called the Queen's Chamber,
a title justified by no tradition whatever. C is
called the King's Chamber. D is a sort of land
ing intersected by two grooves, into which glided,
once upon a time, that is to say when the royal
mummy had just been deposited in the sarco
phagus, the two massive blocks which were to
close to all eternity the entrance of the chamber.
E, F, G and Hare the communicating passages.
I is a landing-place into which leads the forced
pas1;ago of the Caliph Amrou. J is the mysterious
well which has so long put the sagacity of dis
coYerers to so severe a test. Such is the interior
of the Pyramid.
But now, what was the purpose of all these
apparently inextricable passages and rooms '1
Evidently e;-erything was done to deceive the
future violators of the Pyramid, and to throw
them off the scent as to the actual position of
tho mummy. For let us suppose that tho en
trance hidden under the outer casing has been
disco;-erecl. A first obstacle will present itself,
namely, the blocks with which corridor II is fitted
up. If these blocks be broken and a passage
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successfully forced, chamber A will be reached.
If it is now discovered that chamber A is not the
true chamber of the Pyramid, corridor II must
next be sounded at all points to discover the un
known spot from whence the passage, supposed
to be the correct one, branches off. But this time
one has to do with blocks of granite, since two
of those blocks are still Lo their place (landing
place I). This obstacle, which is not to be
broken, must then be turned, and one comes upon
the ascending corridor G at the end of which the
landing-place K "'ould not have been disposed as
we find it at the present day. It woulu bo com
pletely blocked, as also would Le the apertme of
the well. If the passage is forced, it is quite
natural to follow the flagstones, and the explorer
will find himself in corridor F without suspecting
that a second ascending corridor runs over his
head. Chamber B is thus reached. Herc fresh
doubts will arise as to the real character of this
chamber, and fresh efforts will be made to ascer
tain where the next bifurcation takes place. The
point of connection is hit upon after a while, and
the corbellated corridor E is gone through, when
at length the true chamber is reached, the two
grooves presenting no serious obstacle. There is
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nothing, even to the well, which is not explained
in this manner of accounting for the internal dis
tribution of the monument. During the con
struction of the Pyramid, blocks of granite of
the same dimensions as corridor G were deposited
in the corbellated corridor E. The Pyramid
being finished, and the mummy laid in its place,
these blocks would be allowed to slide by their
own weight down corridor G ; the landing-place
K would then be blocked up, and the workmen
would descend by the well and return to the open
air by the corridor H, which in its turn would be
obstructed by blocks introduced through the ex
t ernal entrance of the monument. Let us add
that experience in exca,ations authorises this
explanation to a certain extent. Indeed, it is no
uncommon thing to find tombs where a false
scent has intentionally diverted the attention of
the would-be _violators of the pit in which the
mummy is reposing.*·
111.- MITRAHENNY.

Mitrahenny lies on the road from Cairo to
Sal~J_;arab. Both villages therefore are visited in
* Examine with this view the two great Pymmids of
Dashoor. IIere again ernry emle:wour has been m ade to
dceci\'C those who might seek to rillc the monumc11t.
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the same excursion ; the first is passed just
before reaching the second.
The traYeller who wishes to visit Mitrahenny
and Sal~l~{wah can wait until his dahabeah is
ready, and then make Bedreshayn his first
halting-place on his journey up the Nile.
If, however, he should prefer making the ex
cursion from Cairo, there are two routes from
which he can choose. He can either hire don
keys at Cairo and ride the whole way to the
colossus of :Mitrahenny (the donkey boys know
the way and would serve as guides), or he can
sencl forward the donkeys to Bedreshayn which
is the nearest station to 1\fitrahenny on the
Upper Egypt railway, in which case he ,rnultl
take a carriage from Cairo to Geezeh, and woulcl
continue his journey by train from Geezeh. This
is the fayourite route, especially with those who
have not much time to spare or who dread the
fatigue of a long journey, to and fro, on donkey·
back.
:Memphis was in all probability the largest city
in Egypt, and if, as we believe, the step-shaped
Pyramid at Salilfftrah belongs to the l"t dynasty,
:Memphis may assuredly boast of an antiquity
that Thinis alone can rival. A palace " of bar
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barons construction" was to be found here as
,rell as at Heliopolis.
Explorations have not confirmed the assertion
of Strabo, who describes l\Iemphis as reaching to
the foot of the Libpan chain. ::\Iemphis, on the
cOlltrary, seems to have been shut in between the
Bahr-Jousef on the one side and the Kile on the
other, and thus to have been a city of an ex
tremely elongated form, stretching to the north
nearly as far as Geezeh and to the south to
Schinbab, an extent which accoUllts for its ceme
teries being scattered widely apart. Throughout
the whole length of the space contained within
the above boundaries are mounds, more or less
arid, stre"·n here and there with blocks of
granite and I foundations of ,rnlls which emerge
from the surface of the soil. On the most con
siderable of these mounds is situated the village
of 1\litrahenny, where once stood the famous
temple of Phtah, the Vulcan of Greek tradition.
'l'he history of Memphis is, on the whole, very
much the same as that of Heliopolis. \Ve have
here, however, materials that Heliopolis could
not yield. The still extant burial· grounds of
l\Iemphis (the Pyramids, Abousir, Sal5¼arah and
Dashoor) furnish us with abundant information
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on the history of that city during the different
periods of its existence. Founded under the
most ancient kings, the successors of l\Ienes
flourishing under the IVth dynasty, that grancl
epoch which witnessed the rise of the Pyramids;
equally prosperous under the Vth and the begin
ning of the Vlth ; neglected and abandoned under
the X.Ith, Xllth and XIIJ!h dynasties, l\Iempllis
revfrecl, like Egypt herself, as soon as the kings
of tho XYIIIth dynasty llad succeeded in purging
the national soil of its invaders. Taken and
retaken by tums under the subsequent dynasties
by the Assyrians, the Ethiopians and the Per
sians, l\Iemphis recovered under the Greeks a
portion of her ancient splendour, even though
Strabo describes her at the time of his visit as
being already deserted. The time, hO\vever, was
approaching when nothing "·ould be left of 1Iem
phis but ruins, and when the gloomy threatenings
of Jeremiah should be literally fulfilled : " 0
daughter of Egypt, prepare thyself for captivity;
for Memphis shall be laid waste; she shall be
abandoned and shall become uninhabitable."
And now nothing remains of the once proud
city which through so many centuries exercised
so profound an influence over the destinies of man
7
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kind -nothing but interminable mouncls where
only tlte date-palm can grow, besides here and
there the d'·bris of a wall, tho shaft of a broken
column, and mutilated statues half-hidden in the
ground or buried in the mud.
Yd it must not be imagined that Memphis
disappeared all at once, and as it were at one
stroke, at tho Ycry same moment when the ancient
Egn,titm civilisation received its death-blow.
It is eyen curious to see in Abd-el-Latyf in "·hat
state were tho rnins of Memphis eight hundred
years ago: "Let us pass no"·," says the Arab
travellor, "to other vestiges of Eg) pt's greatness;
1 mean to the rnins of the ancient capital of that
country. This capital was ~fomphis, tlte resi
dence of the })lrnraohs and tho seat of govern
ment of tho Kings of Egypt. Notwithstanding
tho enormot:s size of this city, and her exceeding
great antiquity, in spite of tho many vicissitudes
of tho rnrious Governments to whose yoke she
had :mccessinJy submitted; notwithstanding tho
efforts made by various people to annihilate her
by destroying the smallest vestige and ddacing
the :,;lightest trace of her, carrying away tho
stones and material,; of which she was built,
laying waste hu edifices, autl mutilating the
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figures with which they were adorned; in spite
also of what the lapse of four thousand years and
even more must have added to so many other
causes of destruction, her ruins still offer to the
eye of the spectator an assemblage of wonders
which astonish the mind, and which the most
gifted writer would find it impossible to describe.
The more one contemplates this city, the more
does the admiration she inspires increase, and
each successive visit to her ruins becomes a fresh
cause of wonder and delight." A little further on,
Abd-el-Latyf adds: " One sees on the same spot
pedestals resting on enormous foundations. The
quantity of stones proceeding from the demolition
of the buildings seems to fill up the surface of
these ruins; in some places bits of broken walls
are still standing, . . . elsewhere nothing i-s to
be seen but the foundations, or heaps of ruined
fragments. I saw the arch of a very high door,
the two side walls of which are formed each of a
single stone, and the vault aboYe, also formed of
a single stone, had fallen down in front of the
door. . . . As for the figures of idols which are
found among those ruins, whether as regards
their number or their enormous magnitude, it is
something that baffles description, and of which
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one can hardly convey any idea ; but what 1s
still more worthy of admiration is the precision
of their forms, the accuracy of their proportions
and their great resemblance to nature. We
found one "\"\"hich without its pedestal was more
than thirty cubits high. . . . This statue was
in a single block of red granite, covered with
a red polish to which its antiquity seemed only
to lend an additional freshness."
And still further on he says: "I saw two lions
facing each other within a short distance ; their
aspect inspired awe ; for notwithstanding their
colossal size, infinitely larger than that of life,
the sculptor had succeeded in presening the
truthfulness of form and of proportion. They
have been broken and covered with earth."
It is impossible to peruse these lines, written
by one of the most sagacious and the most truth
ful of .Arabian historians, without bitterly regret
ting the treasures we have lost. Even Karnak,
stripped as it has been for the last fifty years of
all its riches, can give but a faint idea of what
Memphis must have been at the end of the XII1h
century, before the stones of its temples had one
by one been swallowed up in the constructions of
Cairo. But alas ! there now remains nothing to
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be seen of :Memphis, beyond the few following
monuments :
1. The hollow space, on the borders of
which the traveller must pass as he reaches the
ruins, and beyond which he perceives through
a vista of trees the pointed summits of the
Pyramids, is the lake of the temple of Vulcan.
Close by is a colossus in pink granite, discovered
in 1852 by Hekekyan-Bey. It represents Ram
eses II., and the superscribed cartouches are
those of the immediate successors of that prince.
::!. A few yards further on, to the south of the
colossus, is a large stela, in white limestone, lying
face upwards. It dates from the time of Apries
(XXVIth dynasty). Apries had increased the endow
ment of the temple of Vulcan, and had enlarged the
temple itself, for the service of which he had made
several lakes or canals. The stela was intended
to preserve the remembrance of those benefits.
3. Near to the isolated house in which have
been stored away some broken statues discovered
during our excavations is another colossus. This
is in silicious limestone, and represents Rameses
IL The statues of Rameses are so common that
science would attach no importance to this one,
were it not that the head, modelled witll a gran
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dour of style which one never tires of admiring,
is an authentic portrait of the celebrated con
queror of the XIXth dynasty.*
IV.-SA~~ARAH.

Saldpfrah is a village which giyes its name to
the necropolis near which it is situated. This
necropolis is the most important, the most an
cient, and yet at the same time the most modern
of all the cemeteries of Memphis. It extends
along the verge of the sands of the desert for
about four miles and a half in length, with a
breadth varying from a third of a mile to nearly
one mile.
There is certainly not, at the present time, a
single spot in the whole of the necropolis of
Sal~~t'trah that has not already been, over and

•

* This

statue was discovered by Caviglia, about 1820,
antl was given by l\Iehemet Ali to the English Govern
ment. For nine months in every year it is under water.
Thero is every reason to suppose that it stood facing tho
north, against a pylon of tho temple of Vulcan of which
not a vestige remains. A second colossus must have cor
responded with this one on tho other side of tho entrance.
ror this secon,l colossus, however, we have sought in vain.
Examples of such an an-angement are found at Luxor and
at Karnak, and the two colossi of the pylon at Luxor also
represent Rameses.
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o,er again, explored by exca,ations more or less
ancient. It offers, in fact, a spectacle of utter
denlstation. Pits without number lie yawning at
the feet of the passer-by. Dismantled brick walls,
heaps of sond mingled with stones aml partides
of granite, encumber the trn,Yeller's path almost
at every step. Here aml there fragments of
mummy-cloth borne along by the wind, or lnmrnn
bones drying and bleaching in the sun, w:uu us
that we arc in the region of the de::ul.
N"o less remarkable are the many pyramicls
with which the necropolis is covered. In the
centre, forming as it were the nucleus of this
vast cnsemule, rises a pyramid curiously built in
six gradients. If tradition may be trustt'cl, ancl
if the spot of which this pymmid is the centre is
called Ko-Komch, and if King Oucncphcs really
built his pyramid in n. place called Ko-Komeh,
then this step-shaped pyramid elates from the J•t
dynasty, and is consequently the most an, ·ient
known monument, not in Egypt only, but in the
whole world. The other pyramids boar no cliite,
and it is probable that tho greater number of
them have never been 01rnned.*
• The stcp-shn.petl pyramiu has been opened, but 11.
recent falling in of part of tho masonry hus ob5trnctcil
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Tho necropolis of Sal~l.nh-ah is so vast that it
is impossible to visit the whole of it. The
monuments most frequently inspected are the
Sanprwn, the Tomb of Tih, and the Tomb of
J>htnh-Ilotrp.
A.-T1rn SER.\PEU~r.-The Serapeum is one of
the edifices of l\Iemphis rendered famous by
a frequently quoted passage of Strabo, and by
tho constant mention made of it on tho Greek
papyri. It had long been sought for, and we
had tho good fortune to discover it in 1851.':'
the entrance. To the S. of tho necropolis is the Maslabal
-cl-Furaoun, a Yast construction of royal origin, of which
we discovered the entrance in 1859. Some quarry marks
traced in red on the blocks employed in the masonry
work haYe left signs which seem to us to form the name
of Onnas, one of the last kings of the Vth dynasty.
• Strabo, in his description of Memphis, expresses l:um
self thus: "One finds also (at Memphis) a temple of
Scrapis in a spot so sandy that the wind causes the sand
to accumulate in heaps, under which we could see many
sphinxes, some of them almost entirely buried, others
only partially coYcred; from whlch we may conjecture
that the ronte leading to this temple might be attended
with danger if one were surprised by a sudden gust of
·wind."
If Strabo had not written this passage, in all proba
hility the Scrnpcmn would to this day Jio buried under
the santls of the necropolis of Sak¼:arah. In 1850 I had
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Apis, the living image of Osiris revisiting the
earth, was a bull who, while he lived, had his
temple at Memphis (:M:itrahenny), and, when
dead, had his tomb at Sa~l{arah. The palace
which the bull inhabited in his lifetime was
called the Apiemn; the Serape111n was the name
given to his tomb.
As far as we can judge by the remains found
during our researches, the Serapeum resembled
in appearance the other Egyptian temples, even
those which were not funereal in their character.
An avenue of sphinxes led up to it, and two
been commissioned by the French Government to visit
the Coptic convents of Egypt, and to make an inventory
of such manuscripts in Oriental languages as I should
find there. I noticerl at Alexandria, in M. Zizinia's
garden, several sphinxes. Presently I saw more of these
same sphinxes at Cairo, in Clot-Bey's garden. l\L Fer
nandez had also a certain number of such spbi11xes at
Geezch. Evidently there must be somewhere an avenue
of sphinxes which was being pillagecl. One day, attractld
to Sa"Ji],{:l.rab by my Egyptological studies, I perceived the
head of one of these same sphinxes obtruding itself from
the sand. This one bad never been touched, and was
certainly in its origiual position. Close by lay a libation
tablc, on which was engraved in hieroglyphs an inscription
to Osiris-Apis. The passage in Strabo suddenly occurred
to my mind. The avenue which lay at my feet must be
the one which led up to that Serapeum so long and so
vainly sought for. But I had been sent to Egypt to make

-..._,,,_
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pylons stood before it, and it was surrounded by
the usual inclosure. But what distinguished
it from all other temples was that out of one of
its chambers opened an inclined passage leading
directly into the rock on which the temple "·as
built, and giving access to yast subterranean
vaults which were the Tomb of Apis.
The Serapeum, properly so called, no longer
exists, and where it stood there is now nothing
to be seen but a vast plain of sand mingled with
fragments of stones scattered about in indescrib
able confusion. But the most beautiful and in
teresting part of the subterranean yault can still
be visited.
The Tomb of Apis consists of three distinct
an inventory of manuscripts, not to seek for temples. My
mind, however, was soon made up. Reganliess of all
rifikq, without saying a word, and almost furtively, I
gathered together a few workmen, aucl the excavation
begun. The first attempts were harcl indeed, but, before
very long, lions ancl peacocks all(l the Grecian statues of
the dromos, together with the monumental taulets or
stclre of the temple 0f N ectanebo, were drawn out of tho
sand, and I was able to announce my success to the
French Government, informing them, at the same time,
that the funds placed at my disposal for the researches
after the manuscripts were entirely exhausted, and that a
fuxther grant was indispensable. Thus was begun tho
discovery of the Serapeum.
The work lastecl four years. The Serapeum is a temple
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parts which have no direct communication ,,ith
one another.
The first and most ancient part carries us back
as far as the XVIIIth dynasty and Amcnophis
III. It served as the burial-place of the sacred
bulls up to the end of the XXth dynasty. Here
the tombs are separate. Every dead Apis ba<l
his own sepulchral chamber hc,rn here and there,
as it were at random, out of the rock. These
chambers are now hidden under the sand, and
were never possessed of any very great interest.
The second part comprises the tombs of Apis
from the time of Sheshonk I. (XXIInd dynasty)
to that of Tahraka (the last king of the XXVth
dynasty). In this part a new system was adopted.
Instead of isolated tombs, a long subterranean
gallery was made, on each side of which mortu
built without any regular plan, where all was conjectlll'c,
and where the ground had to be examined closely, inch
by inch. In certain places the sand is, so to speak, fluid,
and presents as much difficulty in excavating as if it were
water which ever seeks its own love I. Besides all this,
difficulties arose between tl.10 French and tho Egyptian
Governments, which obliged me several times to discharge
all my workmen. It was owing to these circumstances
(to say nothing of other trials) that the work proved so
long, and that I was compelled to spend fotll' years in tho
desert--four years, however, I can never regret.
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ary chambers were excavated, to be used when
ever an Apis expired at l\Iempbis. This gallery
is also inaccessible now, the roof having in some
places fallen in, and the r emainder not being
sufficiently secure to allow of its being visited by
travellers.*
The third part is that which is now so well
known. Its history begins with Psammetichus I.
(XXVIth dynasty), and ends with the later
Ptolemies. The same system of a common vault
bas been followed here as in the second part,
only on a much grander scale. These galleries
co,er an extent of about 350 metres, or 1,150
English feet ; and from one end to the other the
great gallery measures 195 metres, or about 640
English feet. l\Ioreover, granite sarcophagi have
• In approaching the entrance to the tomb of Apis by
tlie ordinary path, one sees to the right, i.e. towards the
N., a somewhat large circular hole. Here are to be found
the vaults which preceded those we are about to visit.
This hole was caused by the falling in of a portion of the
stone-work. In blowing up the dt'bris with gunpowder,
we discovered, not an Apis, but a human mummy. A
gold mask covered its face, and jewels of every descrip
tion were arranged on its breast. All the inscriptions
wero in the name ofRameses' favomite son, who was for a
long time governor of l\fcmphis. It may therefore be
reasonably supposed ,hat it was here this prince was
burie<l.
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been used here. Their number throughou t the
whole extent of the galleries is 24. Of these only
three bear any inscription, and they contain
the names of Amasis (XXV!th dynasty), Cam
byses and Khebasch (XXVIlth dynasty) . A
fourth, with cartouches without any name, most
probably belongs to one of the last Ptolemies.
As to their dimensions, they measure on an
average 7 feet 8 inches in breadth, by 13 fce:t in
length, and 11 feet in height; so that, allowing
for the vacuum, these monoliths rnnst weigh,
one witll tho other, not less than G5 tons each.
Such are tho three parts of the Tomb of .\.pis.
It is woll known that tho exploration of this
tomb has furnished science with unhoped-for
rnsults. For what the traveller now sees of it
is merely its skeleton. But the fact is that,
althou o:h it had been rifled by the early
Christians , the tomb, when first discovered,
still possessed nearly all that it had ever con
tainetl that was not gold or other precious
matter. Thero existed a custom which had
especially contributed to enrich the tomb with
valuable documents. On certain days in the
year, or on the occasion of the death and funeral
rites of an Apis, the inhabitant s of Memphis
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came to pay a visit to the god in his burial
place. In memory of this act of piety they left a
stela, i.e. a square-shaped stone, rounded at the
top, "·hich was let into one of the walls of the
tomb, having been previously inscribed with
an homage to the god in the name of his visitor
and his family. Now these documents, to the
number of about fise hundred, were found, for
the most part, in their original position (see
especially the entrance chamber to the N.); and
as many of them were dated according to the
fashion of the time, that is with the year, month
and day of the reigning king, a comparison
of these inscribed tablets must necessarily prove
of the greatest importance, especially in fixing
chronology.
B . -To:uns OF Tm AXD OF PnT.m-IloTEP. 

After Yisiting the Scrapeum, the traveller usually
turns llis steps to,rnrds one or more of those
tombs of the Ancient Empire in which the ne
cropolis of Sal5liurah is so rich. We "ill se
lect for description those of Tih and of Phtah
Uotcp.
Generally speaking, a tomb of the Ancient
Empire may be recognised externally by a small
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building having the form of a mastab.ih." This
mastabah consists of three parts, viz. : 1st, one
or more chambers, sometimes with the addition
of a serdab, a sort of narrow passage concealec.l
in the thickness of the masonry-these chambers
being accessible at all times through a doorway
opening upon one of the streets of the necropolis ;
2nd, a vertical pit opening out of one of the
chambers; 3rd, a sepulchral chamber hollowed
out in the rock, wherein the mummy reposes.
The serdab never bears any inscriptions; the
chambers, on the contrary, are almost always
decorated, and these representations are too
interesting not to arrest our attention.
Strangely enough, everything here is as little
funereal as possible. In the tombs of other
periods, as we shall see in more than one
instance at Bab-el-:Molouk, an army of strange
fantastic gods has invaded the walls of' the
chamber. The defunct is there seen actually in
the other world, and in a world peopled with
,:, The reader already knows that under the Ancient
Empire the tombs of prirnte in<liYiduals were generally
in the form of the mastabah, by which we menu 11 sort of
pyrumid, truncated near the base, and which from
a distance presents the appearunce of an enormous
sarcophagus lid.
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beings mostly impossible to describe. But here
we baYe notbing of the kind, and we would look
in rnin for a single representation of the divinity
on the walls. The defunct is in this world and
not in the other.'' He is represented st:1nding.
or sometimes seated, "·ith the stuff of office in
his band. His wife is by his side, aml his
children close by; his servants are standing
before him, and it altogether looks as if he were
still of this "·oriel.
Let us try and fathom the meaning of these
pictures, and "·e shall fiml the principle we have
alluded to more and more forcibly brought out.
On the lintel of the entrance to each tomb,
wheneYer this part is not altogether destroyed,
"·hich is unfortunately too often the case, is
a somewhat long inscription which serves as
a sort of introduction to the monument. The
name and titles of the defunct are set forth, and
• See the reservations brought to bear upon these
ideas in the Introduction, page 9. The present descrip
tion of tho tombs of Sa½¼{1rah dates from 1869, whilst the
Introduction was written in 1872. This divergence of
opinion shows through what stages science must needs
pass: and it may be that on further inquiry into the facts
thus far ascertained, or through the discovery of fresh
data, we shall be compelled once mo1·e ts> modify our view
ou this subject.
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then follows an invocation which sums up, so to
speak, the pictures that are to be found in such
numbers in the interior. In this invocation
Anubis, the guardian of tombs, is entreated,
1st, to grant to the personage named a wortliy
sepulture in the necropolis, after a long anil
happy life; 2nd, to befriend the defunct during
his journey through the regions beyond the
grave; 3rd, to secui-e to him through all eternity
the proper paying of what the text calls "tho
funereal gifts." Now, it is especially to these
th1·ee subjects of invocation that the victures in
tho interior refer; for every one of them may be in
cluded under either of the tliree following heads:
1. Scenes relating to the 71ersonage tdiile still
liring.- The tomb of Tih offers several of these
pictures, most interesting to study. The defunct
is in his home. In the narrow entrance passage
on the southern wall some women of his house
hold are dancing before him ; musicians are
playing on ,arious instruments, ancl singers
accompany them, beating time with thou- bands.
On the northern wall of the large chamber the
defunct is shooting in the mtu-shes; he is stand
ing upright on a bark made of papyrus reeds ;
with one baud be holds some call-birds and with
8
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the other he lets fly, over the aquatic birds dis
persed among the tall reeds, a curved stick which
whirls round and round. Crouching in the
water on which the bark is sailing are hippo
potami and crocodiles. Some of his servants
are trying to catch them. One curious episode
is a combat between t"·o of these amphibious
animals; the crocodile is vanquished. Close by,
a servant of the household is hooking a hippo
potamus with a sort of harpoon-a scene which
forcibly recalls to one's mind those two verses of
Job (chap. xli. 1, 2), " Canst thou draw out levia
than with an hook? or his tongue with a cord
which thou lettest down ? Canst thou put an
hook into his nose? or bore his jaw through with
a thorn?" The figure on the tomb deserves
special attention. Another scene represents the
shooting of certain aquatic birds by tbe servi
tors of the defunct. Further on, upon the same
northern wall, are charming representations of
country life. Cows are passing over a ford ;
calves are feeding in a meadow; herdsmen are
conducting a flock of goats. Equally curious
are the agricultural pictures on the eastern wall
of the same chamber. The corn is reaped; it is
gathered into stacks ; it is threshed and tied into
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shcases, with which n.sses arc laden. At each of
these varied scenes the defunct is present, either
seated or standing, in the attitude of command.
Here (on the eastern wall) be witnesses tho
building of his barks; there (on the southern
wall) ho superintends carpenters making furni
ture for his house; elsewhere (on tho western
sitle of the small entrance passage) large ships
with distended sails, and barks manned by rowers,
float on the Nile, bent on his errands. In fact,
everything in these pictures shows the realisation
of the first petition in favoul" of the defunct over
the entrance to the tomb. Tih evidently leads
a happy and prosperous life on earth, the very
ideal that must have been conceived by a people
eutiJ:cly devoted to agricultural pursuits. Ho is
surrounded by his family and his sernmts, and
he attains, as the inscription records, "a -happy
and prolonged old ago." (Compare the inscrip
tions of the tomb of Phtah-Hotep ).
2. Scc11cs 1·elati119 to the death of the personage.
-This is the least communicative of the three
parts. The defunct, standing erect in a bark,
watches tho conveyance of his own mummy into
the necropolis. But this representation docs not
occur frequently, and one easily understands the
8

1t
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sort of euphemism which compels the constructor
of the tomb to pass lightly over this part of the
decoration. Moreover, it is worthy of remark that
the conveyance of the mummy is the only really
funereal scene which these pictures offer us. We
see the defunct conducted to his burial-place, but
we do not follow him to the regions beyond the
grave. All the representations of the tomb refer
to the present world ; not one ventures to pene
trate beyond that mysterious portal which sepa
rates our frail perishable life from the life eternal.
3. Scenes relating to the bringing in of funereal
gifts.-The chambers we are now visiting were
open to all comers, and on certain fete-days the
relatives of the deceased met together here.
Now, a universal custom made it incumbent upon
those relatives to bring to the tomb offerings of
all sorts-bread, wine, the produce of the fields,
and the limbs of animals slaughtered outside.
These are what our inscription calls " the
funereal gifts." The pictures relating to the
bringing in of these gifts are numerous. Both
walls of the little chamber on the right of the
entrance passage of Tih's tomb are covered with
scenes of this nature : servants carrying on their
heads or shoulders, or on their extended hands,
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victuals, flowers, and trays laden with vases. On
the eastern wall of the same entrance passage
has been represented the slaughtering of the
bullocks intended to constitute an important
part of the funereal gifts. In the interior of the
tomb, on the lowest register of the northern -wall,
is a long file of women driving various animals
and carrying rouffes or frail baskets on their
heads. The various farms of the defunct are
thus symbolised, and are all made to contribute
to the accomplishment of the ceremony for
bringing in those offerings which are intended
to figure in kind within the innermost chamber
of the tomb.
Scenes of this description are most vividly
conveyed in the tomb of Phtah-Hotep. There
(on the western wall, between the two stelro) the
defunct is seated, and before him passes a regular
procession of servants, bringing offerings. At
their head march priests chanting sacred hymns,
while behind them other servants of the house
hold heap up on a table the offerings destined
to the ceremony. Phtah-Hotep himself receiYes
the gifts, and carries to his lips a vase con
taining one of the substances which figure m
"the bringing in of the funereal gifts."
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,Ye should be carried away too far if we at
tempted to describe the many pictures, so varied
in their composition, which adorn the walls of
the tombs of Tih and Phtah-Hotep. What we
wish to impress on the visitor's mind is the
general meaning of these pictures, that he may
thereby realise the character of that part of
the tomb in which they are placed. Let us re
member that we are in the interior of a masta
bah, on a level, however, with the surrounding
plain. There is nothing mournful here, nothing
to remind us of death. The deceased seems
to be in his home; he receives his relatives
and the people of his household. Moreover,
he himself commenced the tomb in his life
time, and had those scenes sculptured on
the walls which we have just endeavoured to
interpret.
"The Egyptians," says Diodorus, " call their
habitations hostelries, because of the short
space of time during which they sojourn there;
whilst they speak of their tombs as eternal
abodes." Such, indeed, is the true character
of the monuments we are examining. The house,
the farm, the cattle, the :fields, the harvest, every
thing is here represented, and by the solidity
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of its construction the tomb becomes truly an
"eternal abode."
As to the soul, as to that life beyond the grave
which the Egyptians have made the basis of
their faith, and which is here altogether
wanting, another part of the tomb is a,ssigned
to it. But no one may enter therein, and it must
remain for ever hidden. This is the sepulchral
chamber, for ever lost to view under the ground,
at the bottom of a pit, the entrance of which
is carefully concealed from all eyes. There lies
the mummy, but there also is the Ritual. The
defunct has crossed the awful threshold, and is
now in that mysterious world where gods and
pure spirits dwell.
To sum up, a Sal~\,arah tomb consists of an
external building which incloses three distinct
parts, viz.: 1st, some chambers accessible at aH
times and most frequently decorated with sculp
tures ; 2nd, a vertical pit * hidden from all eyes,
• It so happens that the tomb of Tih offers a very rare
exception to this rule. The pit, as may now be seen in
the centre of the court, is not vertical, but slopes down
like the passage of a pyramid. The p1·inciple, however,
is the same. This inclined passage was filled to the very
bottom with blocks of stone. The sarcophagus is in lime
stone, and bears no inscription whatever.
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into which no one at the present time can descend
without ropes; 3rd, a subterranean Yault where
lies the mummy. Let us add that all the other
tombs one meets with in Egypt are constructed
on the same principle.

JOURNEY
INTO UPPER EGYP~
A FEW years ago, tho only means of visiting
"Cppor Egypt was by dalwbiah. But no~
steamers stru:t on certain days anJ accommo
date a goodly number of passengers.
Thoroughly to enjoy the journey, however, it
should be made in a dahabiah. For there you
feel at homo, and, open to any impression that
may arise, you can stop where you please ; you
can land and shoot, or visit the villages, and
never lea,e the temples and monuments, until
you feel you have done justice to them.
It is true you are sometimes too much at the
mercy of the wind, but no one should undertake
the journey in a dahabiah who has not plenty
of time to spare. To the traveller, then, who
wishes really to sec and to know Egypt we
recommend the dababiah. As to the steamer,
we ha,e little advice to give. Everything on
board is clean and comfortable ; meals are served
at regular hours; and at regular hours also tho
temples and monuments are visited and admired
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in company with a dragoman and a number
of fellow-travellers whom one has never seen be
fore. Egypt, however, cannot be seen and known
in this manner; only a vague idea of her many
beauties and her vast interest can thus be ob
tained, and the saving of time and of money can
scarcely compensate for so serious a drawback.
But unfortunately in these fast days of ours,
when everything is done in a hurry, and every
man seems to run a race against time, the
steamer is in general demand, and the journey
by dahabiah has become a 1:oyage de luxe. So
much the worse for Egypt, which cannot be done
justice to in a visit "a la vapeur."
The antiquities which may be seen from the
banks of the Nile, or which are described in the
guide-books, are very numerous. We will only
stop at those of real archreological interest, and
with which it is indispensable for the traveller to
become acquainted.
I .-BEN I-HASSAN.
Miles

From Boolak to Bedrechyn .. .
,, Bedrechyn to Zawyet .. .
,, Zawyet to Beni-Souef .. .
,, Beni-Souef to Fechn .. .

15
41

19
22
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Miles

From Fechn to Abou-Girgeh
,, Abou-Girgeh to Kolosaneh
,, Kolosaneh to Minieh . . .
,, Minieh to Beni-Hassan
From Boolak to Beni-Hassan

31
13
23
15
179

From Boo1ak to Beni-Souef the route is rather
wearisome. The banks of the river are low, the
landscape is monotonous, and the villages fall
flat on the eye. A strangely shaped pyramid
attracts the traveller's attention for many homs
on the way. This is the Pyramid of l\Ieydoum,
which from a distance seems to stand on the top
of a hillock. This hillock, however, is nothing
but an artificial mound formed by the crumbling
away of the outer casing. The Arabs call it
IIaram-el-Katdab (the false pyramid) ; for' they
suppose it to be formed of the rock itself, to
which a rough sort of masonry has given the
shape of a pyramid, an assertion we are not in
a position to verify, as the pyramid has never
been opened.
Be this as it may, the Pyramid of l\Ieydoum
is certainly the most carefully constructed and
the best-built pyramid in Egypt. What we see
of it now is doubtless only its nucleus, and when
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complete (if ever it was complete), it was, per
haps, built in steps like the greater number of
the monuments of this kind. The name of the
king who caused it to be constructed for his
own tomb is unknown ; there is, however, some
reason to suppose that it was Snefrou, the pre
decessor of Cheops. Around the pyramid extends
the necropolis, which mostly belongs to the time
of the first of these two Pharaohs. It was in
the chamber of the most northern mastabah of
this necropolis that we discovered, in January
1872, the two admirable statues which are now
in the jewel-room of the Boolak Museum.
From Beni-Souef the scenery become3 rather
more animated, and one begins to perceive,
standing out from the horizon, the innumerable
chimneys of the sugar-factories of the Khedive,
which promise so much prosperity and riches
for Egypt at no distant time. A little beyond
Kolosaneh, we pass at the foot of the mountain
of Gebel-Teir (the mountain of birds). There,
on a rocky eminence, stands the convent of Deir
-el-Bakarah, so called on account of the pulley by
which travellers formerly gained access into its
interior. It is inhabited by monks, who profess
to be shoemakers by trade, but whoso principal
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occupation would seem to be to precipitate them
selves into the water as soon as they perceive
the approach of a dahabiah or a steamer, and,
having forced themselves on board, to solicit
alms, in a scantiness of costume of the impro
priety of which they themselves seem to be
utterly unconscious. The convent is rich, and
travellers would do well to drive away these
importunate beggars, who, when there is but
little wind, often cause much annoyance by their
audacious obstinacy.
Beyond Minieh, the Arabian chain opens it
self to view along the banks of the river, in fairly
regular horizontal lines. With the assistance of a
field-glass, one may soon discern hollowed out in
the side of the mountain, about one-third of the
way from the summit, some tombs preceded by
columns. These are the grotto tombs of ~eni
-Hassan, situated about two miles from the halt
ing-place of the boats. They are not all of
equal interest, the most remarkable being the
two last to the north. These grottoes are tombs
of the early part of the XIIth dynasty (3,000
years n.c.). The personages buried here were,
in their lifetime, public functionaries in the
city to which this mountain once served as a
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burial-place, but of which we know neither the
name nor the exact site.
The Beni-Hassan tombs are constructed on
the same principle as those with which we are
already acquainted at the Pyramids and at
Sal~tarah. They consist of: 1st, an accessible
chamber which at Sal_d~arah and at the Pyramids
is inclosed within the mass of the mastabah, but
which here is hollowed in the rock; 2nd, a well
carefully hidden and blocked up, leading down
to the vault (here the opening of the well is
found in the centre, or in one of the corners of
the chamber) ; 3rd, a funeral vault where the
sarcophagus and the mummy were deposited,
and which is situated alike at the Pyramids, at
Sa~I~arah and at Beni-Hassan, at the bottom of
the well. The style of the decoration is also
similar, only the scenes have undergone a slight
change. More than ever, the deceased is seen
in his home. Still more details are given bear
ing upon his biography and the various scenes
and inciclents of his life. He is hunting wild
animals in the desert ; captives bring him gifts;
acrobats execute in his presence various gym
nastic feats. Moreover, as a characteristic sign
alike of the Ancient and of the Middle Empire,
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there is the same absence of all representation
of the divinity.
As we have already said, the most important
of the Beni-Hassan tombs are the two situated
immediately to the north. Architects will un
doubtedly find much to admire in their style,
and it is well emphatically to remind the reader
that the magnificent columns which adorn the
frontage of both these tombs, and also the in
terior of one of them, have preceded our Christian
era, notwithstanding their Doric appearance, by
some three thousand years.
The first tomb to the north is that of Ameni
-A menemha (thus called after a king of the XIth
dynasty who bore these two names). In the
inscription which covers both sides of the en
trance doorway, Ameni-Amenemha relates the
history of his life. He was general of infantry,
and in that capacity had led one campaign against
the Apou, and another against the ·Ethiopians.
The king who reigned at the time was Usertasen
I. It was with the son of this king that Ameni
-Amenemha marched to battle. He was also
governor of the province of Sah, and in that
capacity he merited the approbation of his
sovereign by his good administration, &c. &c.
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The second tomb is that of Noum-IIotep. The
paintings therein are admirable, although they
have suffered much from age, and have fared
still worse at the hands of those travellers who
seem to think that the greater is the value which
attaches to a monument, the more tempting it
is to take away from that value by engraving
their names thereon. The tomb of Noum-Hotep
dates, like that of Ameni-Amenemha, from the
commencement of the Xllth dynasty, but it be
longs to the reign of Amenemha II. In the long
inscription which encircles the sub-basement of
the chamber, Noum-Hotep also relates the history
of his life. His father and mother and ancestors
were established in the town of Menat-Ko11fo1i
(possibly Minieh). His father had resided there
as a state official and a governor of the eastern
provinces.
Ile himself was, like Ameni
-Amenemba, governor of the district of Sah.
Then follows the enumeration of his good deeds.
He has honoured the gods, be has caused the
temples to overflow with his gifts, and so forth.
In the northern wall of the tomb of Noum
-Ilotep, a remarkably curious scene is represented,
which unfortunately is gradually fading away
from day to day. Noum-Ilotep is stanJing.
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Personages with a sb:ongly marked aquiline
nose, and a black and pointed beard, are ushered
into his presence, accompanied by their wives
and children. They advance, followed by their
asses and by antelopes and wild goats, which
are probably all the cattle they possess. Some
among them carry arms (arrows, pikes, clubs),
and one of the number is playing a sort of
lyre. An inscription explains the meaning of
this picture. These axe thirty-seven Amon, who
present themselves before Noum-Hotep, and in
token of submission offer him the precious
ar omatic called Nest'em. This episode in the
life of :Noum-Hotep doubtless possesses in itself
but a secondary interest, yet it desenes attention
from its being the most ancient known example
of those immigrations of an Asiatic race which
later on played so important a part in the affairs
of Egypt. Tho word .Amon means literally
shepherd, or co1rherd, and is the generic name of
the Syro-Aramaic races. These Amou of Noum
-Hotep are in fact the first instalment of tho
immigrating hordes "·ho were in all ages at
tracted by the proverbial fertility of Egypt, antl
settled in tho eastern portion of the Delta. Tho
Jows w1:ro oYentually to be indudod in tho Amou,
~
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together with other nations; ancl if the testimony
afforclecl by the monuments of Sfm can suffi
ciently be reliecl on when estimated by the
standarcl of such of the Amou as are still to be
founcl in Egypt, the name of Amou may fairly
be given also to the Shepherd-Kings. Indeed,
the much clreacled inhabitants of the marshes
spoken of by historians are none other than
Amou who had settled in Egypt. In their out
of-the-way Bucholics, where they hacl settled
down, they afforded shelter to Psammetichus
and to Amyrtams. Later on, under the name of
Bi-Amiles (Bi here represents the article in
Egyptian), tlrny gave themselves up to brigand
age, and cut to pieces the troops of the Kaliphs
l\Ierwan and 1\Iamoun that bad been sent against
them. Lastly, we may recognise the descend
ants of the same Amon in the present inhabit
ants of Lake 1\fenzaleh, and of part of the
eastern district of the Delta, who live by their
fisheries and their flocks, and who, until lately,
relying on their quality as foreigners, obstinately
refused to pay certain taxes. The Amou, there
fore, of the Noum-Ilotep picture, whatever may
have been their tribe, boast a history. After a
lapse of 1,800 years, they stand before us as the
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first foreign people who yielded to that fascinat
ing attraction of the land of Egypt, the traces
of which have not yet altogether disappeared.
11.-ABYDOS.
Miles

From Deni-Hassan to Rhodah
,, Rhodah to Melawi
Melawi to Haggi-Kandil
" Haggi-Kandil to Gebel-abou-Fedah
,," Gebel-abou-Fedah to nfanfalout
Manfalout to Siout ...
" Siout to Aboutig
" Aboutig to 'l'ahtah ...
,," Tahtah to Sohag ...
Sohag to ~Ienshieh
Menshieh to Girgeh
" Gi.rgeh to Bellianeh

"

From Beni-Ilassan to Bellianeh ...

12

7½
7
18
11}
27

17
28}
27
12
13

8
188}

From BooHLk to Bellianeh, 367} miles.
From Beni-Hassan to Bellianeh (Abyclos) the
route is long and somewhat monotonous.
The first halting-place is Rhodah, where the
tomist may visit the magnificent factory founded
by his highness the Khedive.
The traveller who has a day to spare miglit
make good use of it in visiting the grottoes of
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Tel-A mnrna, ancl Ilaggi-Kanclil would then be
chosen as n, landing-place. Tho grottoes of Tel
-A.mama Lclong to the XYIIIth dynasty, and to
that ;;till obscure period when, under a king
who probably laboured under monomania, the
Egyplin,n religion suddenly degenerated into a
i-chi:m1. lf these tombs were not situated so far
from tho rirnr, and at the same time at such a
dii;tanco one from the other, they would certainly
he more frequently Yisited, as indeed they cle
seno to he. They are, with but few exceptions,
the tombs of officials of tho court of Amenophis
IV. (the Xlwu-en-Aten of the monuments), and of
two or three of his immediate successors. 'l'ho
pen;onagcs here represented arc remarkably portly
and corpulent. A fashion has been introduced in
funeral matters under Amenophis IV., which will
prevail again during the reign ofilamesesII. Under
both tht>se princes the artists luwe apparently
made it a point of honour to give the figures
tlH\Y exernted the very features of the reigning
king ; and it is out of compliment to their sove
reign 1.hnt the irnli\·idnals buried in Tel-Amarna
display those eunuch-looking l1eads and those
forms overladen with fat, ,,hich impart so strange
nn a 1 ect to the has-reliefs of this necro1)0lis.
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Gobcl-ahou-Fedah is tho name ginn to the
pn•cipitous chain of mountains which, a little
hl'forl' reaching )Ianfalout, rise so aurnptly from
the riYer. High up i11 these mountains, almost
at their southernmos t extremity, are the famou,;
grottoes of iraauclell. Access is ohtainetl to
them through a natural fissure in tl1c roc:k, a,,
a lwnfc woul<l be entered by the roof, arnl 011 0
fimls oneself in a spot literally fillrnl with mum
mies of crocodiles. Hut little explort'd at prt'sent,
those mysterious caYcs have proliably much to
rcYcal to us, for no one knows llow far they ex
tend either to the right or to the left. ·with
those mummies of crocodiles arc found inkr
mingled some human mummies, the richest of
"·hich arc gilded from head to foot, whil~t eYen
the poorest ean boast of somt• sort of decoration
in the form of square-shape d lea,es of gold placed
in immediate contact with the i;kin. Ono may
well '\Tornler, in penetrating into the caws of
~I:rnbdeh, whence could C()lllC these thousands
ancl thousands of crocodiles which lie in heaps
one over the other. For now-a-days, it is the
rarest possible thing to sec own 011(; or twb of
these reptiles during a voyage on the Xilc. 'l'he
answer is a simple one. In the first place, but
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a short while ago crocodiles were much more
frequently seen than they are now; moreover,
the mountain of Gebel-abou-Fedah was always
one of their favourite resorts. Let the traveller
watch carefully the :fissures of the rocks which
lie closest to the water's edge. Very frequently
what at fu·st sight appears to be nothing but a
log of wood lying against the rock, proves to be
a crocodile with extended jaws basking in the
sun. Now, if the description we have given of
the tomb of Tih (page 98) is not already for
gotten by the reader, it will be seen that not
only the crocodile, but even the hippopotamus
also formerly existed close to Memphis, i .e.
almost as low down as Cairo ; it is evident,
therefore, that these animals must formerly
have been found on the Nile in far greater
numbers than at present. Moreover, let it be
borne in mind that in the days of Abd-el-Latyf
(1190 of the present era) hippopotami were still
to be found in· the Damietta branch. Therefore,
seeing what a nu1.1ber of crncodile-mummies are
found, not only at Maabdeh, but also in various
other parts of Egypt, one may rest assured that
once upon a time the Nile produced these crea
tures in considerable numbers. 'IYhen Cham
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pollion passed Keneh, he saw foUTteen crocodiles
" in solemn conclave " on an islet. If the like
good fortune never now falls to the lot of the
tomist, it is because the crocodile is driven back
farther and farther south by the fire-arms of
tra.-ellers, and the constant passing of steam
boats, to such an extent that the Kile is likely
ere long to know them no more below Assouun,
except by tradition.
Manfalout, Siout, ... Tahtah, Sohag and Girgeh
are passed one after the other in rapid succession,
and ha.-e but little to recommend them to the
antiquarian. For those who wish to visit Abydos,
the next halting-place would be Bellianeh. For
merly Abydos was reached from Girgeh, the
route lying along the dyke as far as the desert, a
distance of twelYe to thirteen miles, but now ti.le
road from Bellianeh sa.-es half the distance.
At Ahyllos are to be seen the Temple of Sethi,
the Temple of Rameses, the Tomb of · Osiris,
aull the ,Yccropolis.
• Siout, however, deserves a visit, being the capitnl of
tho province, nnd having an important trade with Darfur,
from whence caravnns arri\-e periodicnlly. Its pottery
works nro justly renowned. It is a picturesque plnco,
and tho bazanrs afford many interesting studies, both of
costume and manner,;.
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The temple of Sethi is the first temple which
is visited in Upper Egypt. In order thoroughly
to understand the meaning of tho numerous
pictures "·hich adorn its walls, the reader is
recommended to refer to the explanations given
in the first pages of this volume. The king who
founded the temple is in tho presence of one or
more chrinities; such is, nine times out of ten,
the motif of each ono of the pictures which form
the decoration of the temple. The temple of
Sethi is the 1llc111wmi11m of Strabo, descr-rndly
famous for the magnificence of its sculptures.
It "·as founded by Sethi I., the father of Ilameses
II. All that bears tho name of this prince is
remarkable for the artistic manner of its treat
ment; while on tho contrary tho sculptures of
Ilameses aro poor, and too often of a most in
different ,rorkmanship. The temple of Sethi,
moreover, is one of tho edifices of Egypt tho
purport and meaning of which are most cliflicult
to grasp. Properly speaking, it is composed of
seven naYes or bays, leading into seven sanc
tuaries, as if dedicated to seven different deities.
The southernmost aisle, which is joined on in
such an irregular manner to the principal build
ing, constitutes another problem difficult of solu
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tion. Then again, hoth its founders, the kings
Sethi and Hmnescs, are represented in company
one "·ith the other in such a fashion that we
must ine,-itably conclude that these t1Yo king»
reigned conjointly; or, in other terms, that the
temple was in course of construction when the
father associated his son "·ith him on the throne.
By way of information we may add that it was
in the temple of Sethi that "·e discovered a
chronological table of kings, more complete and
in a better state of preservation than that "·hich
has enriched the collection of the British illusemn
(sec the ascending passage to the south of tho
second Hall of Columns) . Sethi as king, and
Ilameses still as a prince, arc there represented
standing ; the one offering the sacrifice of fire,
the other reciting tho sacred hymn. Before
them, as in a sort of synoptical diagram, arc the
cartouches of the seventy-six kings (Sethi. has
included himself among the number), to whom
this homage is paicl, ancl it is not "·ithout a
certain emotion that one reads at the head of the
proud list the name of :Menes, the ancient and
venerable founder of the Egyptian monarchy. ~
A little to the north of the temple of Sethi
• For a description of the vaulted chambers, see page 38.
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is that of Rameses II. Of the latter, however,
nothing remains but the walls to a height of
scarcely fl.ye feet ; nor haye the excavations that
baye been carried on here enabled us to draw
out a complete plan of this temple, from which
the "Tablet of Abydos" at the British Museum
"·as carried away- a mutilated copy of the
table we found entire in the temple of Sethi. It
is easily understood. that a temple so completely
deYastated as the one we are at present contem
plating should throw but little light on the ques
tion of mythology. But the question of origin is
by no means so obscme, and we know for certain
that the temple of Rameses II. is contemporary
with the Paris obelisk, that is to say, it was be
gun by Rameses II. when he was associated with
his father on the throne, and was completed by
him after he had become sole monarch.
Still proceeding towards the north, we come
upon a lal"ge encircling wall of crude brick.
This is the ancient site of Thinis, the cradle of
the Egyptian monarchy ; here also stood the
tomb of the Osiris of Abydos, which was to the
inhabitants of Egypt what the Holy Sepulchre
is to Christians. Unfortunately there now re
mains absolutely nothing of Egypt's most an
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cient and most venerated sanctuary, nor is there
the faintest hope that even the foundations will
ever be brought to light by any frosh excavations.
Close by, however, and also comprised within the
enceinte, is a tumulus, from which one is jus
tified in expecting great results. This is the
Kam-es-Sultan. The Korn-es-Sultan is not a
natural mound ; it is the result of the constant
accumulation of tombs which have thus been
heaped up one ov6r the other, through suc
cessive generations. According to Plutarch, the
wealthy inhabitants were brought from all parts
of Egypt to be interred at Abydos, in order that
they might repose close to Osiris. In all proba
bility, the tombs of Korn-es-Sultan belong to the
personages of whom Plutarch speaks. The only
interest that this tumulus of Korn-es-Sultan
p0ssesses is that there can be no doubt the
famous tomb of Osiris is not far off, and certain
indications would lead one to believe that it is
hollowed out of the self-same rock which serves
as the basis of this mound, so that the person 
ages interred there repose as near as possible to
the last resting-place of their beloved Osiris.
The excavations now being carried on at Korn
-es-Sultan have therefore a double interest: they
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may furnish us with valuable tombs which be
come more and more ancient the further ,Ye
penetrate into the sides of the mountain, so
that it is not unreasonable to hope that in
time we may come upon some belonging even
to the 1st dynasty. In the second place, they
may any clay lead us to the discovery of the still
unknown entrance of the divine tomb, if indeed
it were ever a subterranean vault.
As for the necropolis itself, however much
interest it may have afforded during our excasa
tions (and it furnished the greater part of the
rnluable collection of stelre which is to be seen at
the Boolak 1\Iuscum), its appearance has hecn
so entirely changed by those excavations, that it
has lost much of its attraction for the ordinary
traveller. Let us state, in conclusion, that the
tombs of the necropolis of Abydos belong prin
cipally to the VJ!h dynasty (3700 years n.c.), to
the Xllth dynasty (3000 years n.c.), and to the
XIIJ!h dynasty (2800 years n.c.) We may fur
ther notice that the greater number of the tombs
of the XIIIth dynasty consist of pyramids econo
mically built of crucle bricks, the interior being
hollowed out in the form of a cupola; and again,
that it is not at all unusual, among the tombs of
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this period, as also of the YPh dynasty, to find
vaulted roofs ·which take the form of a pointed
arcll, and where, moreover, the bricks of the
ogive are wedge-shaped.
III.-DENDERAH.
l\Iiles

From Bellianeh to Farschout .. .
,, Farschout to Kasr-es-sayad
,, Kasr-es-sayad to Ken eh...

20
8
30

From Bellianeh to Keneh

58

From Boolak to Keneh, 425t miles.
Between Bellianeh and Keneh there is no place
particularly deserving of the traveller's attention,
but Farschout has an iudustrial establishment
of great importance. Tombs of the YPh dynasty
are to be seen at Kasr-es-sayad. Some of the
rock tombs of this locality are covered with
numberless Coptic inscriptions which are worth
studying. Kl'neh is with Siout, Esnel1 and
Assouan, one of the modern towns of Upper Egypt
which traYellers usually visit.
Keneh is situated on the right bank of the
river; and almost immediately opposite, on the
left bank, is the temple of Denderah . This is
one of the best preserved and the most important
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of Egypt's temples. It was built, like all Egyp
tian temples, in the centre of a vast cucirding
·wall of crude bricks, which was so high ancl so
thick that "·hen the two gates were closed
through which admission "'as obtained, nothing
could be seen or heard of what was taking place
inside. The history of the temple of Denclerah may
be summed up in a few words. Its foundations
were laid under Ptolemy XI. ; its construction
was finished under Tiberius, and its decoration
under ~ero. Jesus Christ was living at Jerusalem
when this temple was being completed.
No one can fail to be struck with the profusion
of inscriptions, of pictures and of bas-reliefs
with "·hich it is covered. E-ren the ceilings, the
doors, the windows, the basement, and the walls
of the staircases are crowded in every part. It
is true the composition of these many pictures
is the same throughout. The king presents
himself before one of the divinities of the temple
and recites a prayer; he solicits a farnur which
is always granted ; this is the inevitable subject.
A stranger standing in the midst of the
temple of Denderah cannot help wondering what
could be the intention of this vast assemblage of
buildings. _This we "·ill try to explain.
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According to the purpose for which they
were intended, the chambers of the temple of
Denderah may be divided into four groups, as
follows:
1. The first group consists only of the hall A
(see the accompanying plan). The hall A is
merely a sort of monumental frontage. Open to
the light of day, ancl exposed to all external
sounds, it has no direct relationship with the
temple properly so called. Two small doors are
let in at the sides. Through these doors the
priests passed to and fro, and the offerings were
brought in which played so important a part in
the innermost service of the temple. Through
the large portal the king alone had the right to
pass. The king presented himself before it,
clothed in his long robe, wearing sandals on his
feet and leaning on his staff. Before he could
be allowed to penetrate into the temple it was
necessary that the gods should recognise him as
king of Upper and of Lower Egypt, and i_t is to
the ceremonirs commemorating this consecra
tion that the first pictures to the right and to
the left of the entrance gate are dedicated.
There we see the king coming out of his palace
and presenting himself before the gate of the
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temple. To tho right, i.e on the northern side,
he is rrcognisod as king of Lower Egypt; to the
left, i.e. on the southern side, be is entitled
king of Upper Egypt. On his arrival, Thoth and
Horus pour oYer his head tho emblems of purifi
cation. The goddesses Ouat'i and Suvan crown
him with the double crown. After which Mont
of Thebes and Toum of Heliopolis take the king
by the band, and conduct him into the presence
of the goddess Hathor.':' Thus tho hall A is only
an entrance, a place of passage. Here it is that
the king prepares himself for those ceremonies
which we shall see him celebrating in tho interior
of the edifice.
2. 'fbe second group is composed of the
chambers B, C, D, E, F, G, II, I, J and K. We
are now in the temple properly so called. Here
all is closely shut in, all is sombre, all is silent.
It was in these ten chambers of the second
group that the priests assembled, and that tho
preparations for the fetes were carried on. A
sort of calendar engraved on the walls of the
hall n tells us what was the nature of these
fetes. They consisted mostly in processions
which went round the temple, ascended tho

* For a fmtlicr description of these pictures, sec p. 40.
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terraces, and descended again in order to en
compass the encircling wall, according to the
prescribed rites. Now it was from the hall B
that these processions started.
The other
chambers served for the preparation of the
offerings destined to figul'e in the fetes, and also
as a place where the sacred emblems, carried in
state during the processions, were deposited
and carefully preserved. The halls C and D
were annexes of the hall B, and contained altars
before which certain prayers were recited as the
procession passed. In the ha.11 E were kept the
four barks which played so conspicuous a part
in the processions. When not in use these barks
Wf:re placed upon large chests, and when required
for the service of the temple staves of wood were
adjusted into them, by means of which they
were carried about. In the centre of each of
these barks was a small edifice, always securely
clos£:d, wherein lay placed the mystic emblem of
the particula.r divinity to whom the bark was de
dicated. By way of additional precaution, a thick
white veil was thrown over this structure which
was thus completely hidden from all eyes.
(Compare with this the description of the ark in
the Bible.) The chamber Fis a laboratory, in
10
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which were prepared the oils and essences with
which the temple and the statues of the gods were
to be perfumed. In the chamber G were collected
together and consecrated such products of the
earth as were to be introduced in the ceremonies.
The chambers H and I served as places of
reception, the one for the offerings arriving
from Lower Egypt, the other for those from
Upper Egypt; and here also were received and
consecrated certain offerings of loaves of bread
and of libations. The chamber J was the treasury
of the temple, and this is why each of the
pictures with which its walls are lined exhibits to
us the king in the act of consecrating and offering
to the divinity sistra, pectorals, mirrors, utensils
of all sorts fa8hioned with gold and silver and
lapis-lazuli. In chamber K were deposited the
vestments with which they draped the statues of
the gods. Coffers scrupulously closed contained
these vestments, and each province of Egypt was
expected to contribute to the keeping up of the
sacred stores in chamber K.
3. The third group contains the chapel L,
the court 1\I, the halls N, 0, P, Q, the two flights
of stairs, the one to the north, the other to the
south, and lastly the little temple with twelve
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columns situated on the terraces, and which
we cannot introduce into our plan. The prin
cipal fete of the temple, that which is celebrated
on the first day of the year, and which has for
its object the first appearance of the star Sirius,
is of such vast importance that at Denderah a
smaller temple has been dedicated to it, incloscd
as it were inside the larger temple, and it is this
smaller temple that is composed of the various
parts which we have been enumerating . Prnyers
were 1·ecited in the chapel L. In the court M
the various offerings were collected together, as
also were the different limbs of the victims
slaughtered for the sacrifice. The little chamber
N was another place of deposit for the many
valuable objects which were brought forth in
this special fete. In the three chambers 0, P
and Q, the king consecrated certain offerings.
Like the other fetes of the temple, that of the
new year consisted chiefly in processions, the
details of which will be found on the walls of
both the flights of stairs. The king ma,;ches at
the bead; thirteen priests carrying standardpoles
crowned with the emblems of different divinities
follow him, and so forth ; thus constituted, the
procession ascended by the northern staircase,
10 *
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stopped on the terrace at the hyprethral temple,
the twelve columns of which are dedicated each
to a particular month of the year, and descended
by the southern staiJ:case.
4. The fomth group comprises the corridor
R,*the chambers S, T, U, V, X, Y, Z, A', B', C'
and D'. This part of the edifice is more parti
cularly reserved to the myth, and here was to be
found the nucleus of the whole, a niche situated
in the chamber Z. Here the king alone could
penetrate; here, hidden from all eyes, was the
mysterious emblem of the temple, a large sis
trum of gold. The chambers themselves were
not set apart for any distinct purpose, as were
the others, although in them were preserved
various objects connected with the religious rites,
but they served more especially for the recital of
prayers. In the chamber S it is Isis who is
invoked. The chamber T is consecrated to
Osiris. Here OsiJ:is is supposed to be recalled
from death to life, which was symbolised in this
chamber by changing the Yestments that covered
the statue of the god. The chamber U was
sacred to Osfris-Onnophris. Hero the god restores
• We baye already described, at page 85, a part of the
corridor R.
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youth to his body, impart s fresh vigour to his
limbs, and forthwith comes before us as the
vanquisher of his enemies represented by a
crocodile, which the god, armed with a pike,
"drive s backwards." In the chamber V the
work of resurrection is completed, and the god
appears under the form of Hor-sam-ta-ui. In the
chambers X and Y, it is Hatho r who is wor
shipped, taken in her attribu tes of divine geni
trix, out of whom the Sun daily takes his renewed
birth. The chamber Z is in the axis of the temple,
and the principal divinity is there adored under
the most comprehensive titles. Lastly, in the
chambers A', B', C', D', a special worship is paid
to Pascht , considered as the fire that vivifies ; to
Horus, considered as the light which has con
quered darkness, and to the terrest rial Ilatho r.
Such is the temple properly so called, which
therefore is not, like our churches, a place where
the faithful meet together to unite in prayer. We
find neither dwellings for the priests, nor any
place of initiation, nor traces of oracle or divina
tion; nor is there anything to indicat& that with
the exception of the king and the priests any
person was ever permitted to enter here. The
temple was a sacred depository, a place of pre
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paration and of consecration. Within its walls
certain fetes were celebrated and processions
organised, and the sacred vessels carefully stored
away ; if inside all was dark and sombre-and
nothing whatever indicates the use of torches
or any other artificial light-that darkness was
intended to intensify the mystery of the cere
monies, while at the same time it secured the
only mode known of preserving the precious ob
jects and the sacred vestments from the ravages
of insects, from flies, from the penetrating dust,
and from the scorching sun. As to the principal
fetes of which the temple was at once the centre
and the starting-point, they consisted chiefly in
processions which were carried on outside in the
full sunshine, as far as the extreme boundary of
the great encircling wall of crude bricks. In
short, the temple was not entirely contained
within its stone walls, its true limits being
rather those of the enceinte. In the temple
itself the gods were housed and draped and pre
JJared for the fetes ; it was in fact a sort of
sacristy where none but the king or the priests
might enter. But within the encircling wall long
processions were organised, and if the general
public were not admitted, we may at least believe
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that some few initiated were privileged to take
part in these processions. We may add that
the numerous Coptic and Arab dwellings which
have invaded the whole circumference of the
t emple, and even of the enceinte itself, no longer
permit of our fully realising what this temple
might once have been, when it arose stately
and isolated, the centre of a vast area shut in at
the four corners of heaven by high and sombre
walls of crude brick.
There is another part of the temple of which
as yet we have said nothing', but which travellers
are in the habit of visiting-w e mean the crypts.
These are long, narrow, secret corridors inter
colated into the thickness of the foundations and
of the inner walls of the temple. It must have
been the intention of the architect to make of
these crypts secret hiding-places; theyhad neither
doors, nor windows, nor opening of any sort, and
when they were entered it was only by some
special mechanism that the stone which myste
riously blocked up the entrance could be removed.
For what purpose could those crypts have been in
tended ? There can be no doubt as to tne actual
use to which they were put. Statues of the divini
ties in gold, in sih·er, in lapis-lazuli, and in wood
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were secreted there, as also sistra and jewelled
collars and emblems of all kinds; and on certain
fete-days these were fetched away, that they might
be carried in state in the processions. Except on
the rare occasions when these sacred objects were
thus brought out to lend their aid to the embel
lishment of the religious ceremonies the cr,ypts
were so securely closed that from the inner cham
bers of the temple thefr existence would never for
a moment have been suspected. But if we may be
content with this explanation of the use to which
these crypts were put, it is by no means so easy to
determine for what specific purpose they were
originally constructed. Numberless inscriptions
cover the walls; unfortunately, however, minute
as are the details which these inscriptions afford
us respecting the dimensions of the objects therein
contained, their numbers and the material of which
they are composed, these same inscriptions are
trivial and utterly devoid of interest upon all other
points. Notwithstanding all one's efforts, it is
therefore impcssible to make the crypts tell their
own tale as to their relationship to the temple.
One can only imagine that the construction of
those corridors hidden underground bears a certain
analogy to the ideas, so abundantly illustrated
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throughout the temple, of burial and of resur
rection, of life latent and life active, of germina
tion unseen and the efflorescence that ensues.
The terraces also will be found interesting.
We have already made acquaintance with the
little temple of twelve columns. There are six
other chambers equally worthy of notice. These
six chambers are divided into two groups of
three chambers each, one group to the north,
the other to the south ; and the two groups
form together a small temple which is dedicated
to Osiris.
According to the invariable tradition, both of
the monuments and of classical writers, Osiris
is always described as the universal god of the
Egyptians. Egypt was divided into forty-two
provinces or nomes, and each of these forty-two
nomes p0ssessed a local Osiris, so that, correctly
speaking, Egypt recognised forty-two different
forms of Osii-is. Now the deity of the small
temple on the terrace is the Osiris of the nome
of Denderah, worshipped under the name of
Osiris-An.
As to the little temple being divided into two
groups of chambers, the one to the north, the
other to the south, it was on account of the local
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deities of the same name which the Osiris of
Denderah admitted by his side as secondary
divinities. On the northern side were the Osiris
of the northern nomes, whilst the Osiris of the
southern provinces had access to the southern
chambers. This explanation will afford a clue
to the particular purpose for which the little
temple of the terraces was constructed. Osiris,
and more particularly the Osiris of Denderah,
was there worshipped; but in thus becoming a
local divinity the Osiris of Denderah lost none
of the qualities of the principal Osiris; and what
we see on the walls of the little temple refers
chiefly to the Osiris of the national traditions,
that is to say, to the Osiris who came down
upon earth as the benefactor of mankind, who
was put to death, and who rose again. We here
become acquainted with the forty-two names of
Osiris in the forty-two nomes.~, We find long
processions of the gods carrying in vases the
members of Osiris which each town possesses. t In
• Frieze of the seconcl chamber to the S.
Second room to the S. In this chaijlber was formerly
the planisphere or zodiac which is now in Paris ; the
traces of its removal may still be seen. The astronomical
representations sculptured on the ceiling of four of the
chambers of the little templo have no direct relationship
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another place the forty-two funeral biers of Osiris
are represented.* Then come the twelve hours of
the day, with a notice of the prayers to be said at
each hour; and also the twelve hours of the night,
the whole being divided after the same manner
as the temple itself into Upper and Lower Egypt. t
As to the fetes, this time they consist of proces
sions in which priests from all parts of Egypt
take part. t A calendar sets forth all the details,§
while it gives recipes for the preparation of the
oils, the perfumes and the essences which should
be used. Short notices furnish also the calendar
of these same fetes for the Osiris of the other
towns.
Considered with reference to the dogma which
it represents, the temple of Denderah bears the
with the myth to which this edifice is dedicated. The
heavens are there vaguely portrayed as they were con
ceived by the Egyptians, together with the divine forms
that are supposed to dwell there. Astronomy, as a
science, is not in any way treated of, and we find neither
an original scheme nor a projection of the heavens
calculated upon any precise standing-point.
• Third room to the S., and third room to the N.
t Second l'Oom to the S., and second room to the N.
! Sub-basement at the entrance of the first chamber to
the S.
§ See the long texts engraved on the side walls of the
southern chamber.
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stamp of a philosophical spirit which cannot fail
to awaken the highest interest. The principal
divinity of the temple is Hathor, the Aphrodite
or Venus of classical tradition. In her principal
character Hathor is the pupil of the Sun's eye,
and thus the Egyptians made Hathor the god
dess of beauty, the seat of which they placed
chiefly in the eyes. Then come her other titles
-the goddess of the lovely face, the beautiful
goddess, the goddess of love. At the same time
Hathor is represented as the personification of
the general harmony of the world, which exists
and endures only through the harmonious co
operation of all its parts. Thus she is the divine
mother who causes all vegetation to germinate,
who makes the corn to grow, who gives life to
mortals, who carries fecundity and abundance
into all parts of the world, love being productive
only in such measme as it is harmonious.
Again, one of the characters under which the in
scriptions of the temple most frequently represent
Hathor is that which connects her with every
idea of youthfulness, of expansion, and of re
surrection; this is exemplified even in the subjects
chosen for the decoration of the frieze, and of
the sub-basement, where flowers in blossom,
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stems of plants crossing each other and inter
twining, scarabrei alternating with the phcenix,
shadow forth at every step the eternal beauty of
nature. It is even as a symbol of these ideas
of constant renovation that Hathor is so fre
quently designated the goddess Sothis (Sirius),
Hathor thus becomes the star which determines
and governs the periodical return of the year/
which announces the rising of the river ; she
is the star whose appearance at the eastern
horizon at the same moment as the rising sun
foretells the renewal of nature. Hathor then,
like the Aphrodite of the Greeks, is something
more than the goddess of beauty ; the Hathor of
the Egyptians is the type of that universal har
mony which is necessary to the well-being and
to the life of the world; what they desired to
personify in her was the ideal of all that is
beautiful.
Perhaps if the temple of Denderah were of
Pharaonic origin, and consequently free from all
Grecian influence, the inscriptions would carry
us no farther. But from the arrangeme!lts of
• The Egyptian year commenced on the 21st July, the
day when Sothis and the Sun appear simultaneously in the
morning horizon.
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certain pictures, invariably placed opposite each
entrance door, and where the king himself is re
presented as offering to the Divinity a statuette
of truth,,:, Hathor is evidently intended to per
sonify not only the goddess of all that is beauti
ful, but also the goddess of all that is true.
According to custom, inscriptions accompany
these pictures. In front of the king are the
words he is supposed to pronounce ; in front of
the goddess is the answer which she is supposed
to make to the king's speech. In all the cham
bers, with the exception of the sanctuary, the
speech is meaningless enough on either side :
"I offer to thee Truth," says the king; "I rnise
her towards thee, 0 Hathor, sovereign lady of
the H eavens." The goddess replies, " May Truth
be with thee, mayest thou live by her, and by
her means triumph over thine enemies (i.e.
may falsehood ever be vanquished by truth) ! "
But in the sanctuary the triviality of these texts
disappears, and in entering the chamber the king
exclaims, '' I offer to thee Truth, 0 goddess of
• Truth isrepresented by a little statue of a female seated
in a basket, her head crowned with a waving feather.
The king holds the basket in his outstretched hand, and
presents it to the goddess who stands before him.
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D.mderah, for Truth is thine own work, for thou
art Truth itself.'' The philosophical character of
Hathor is thus more and more forcibly illustrated.
A third attribute of Hathor, no less charac
teristic than the two former, is clearly manifested
by the care that has been taken to assign to her
an especial place in the temple of the terraces.
Here she is no longer the same Hathor that we
have known below; she is transformed into Isis,
she becomes the goddess who attaches herself to
Osiris, who accompanies him from chamber to
chamber, and who is present at his resurrection.
Now Osiris, according to the tradition handed
down to us by Plutarch, is the principle of good.
"Osiris," says Plutarch, "takes pleasure in
doing good, and his name, amongst many other
meanings, is said to express activity and bene
ficence." Again, Plutarch shows us Isis and
Osiris, sometimes governing the kingdom of
good, sometimes presiding over intellect, the
principle of all good. "Isis," says Plutarch,
" possesses an innate love of good principles.''
Moreover, without going so far as the t~rraces
for an illustration, does not the interior of the
temple impress us with the same idea, when we
notice that among the nine emblems of the
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temple the foremost rank has been ascribed to
the sistrum? " The sistrum," says Plutarch,
" symbolises that men should always be actirn
and busy ; that they must be constantly stimu
lated and roused out of the state of languor and
enervation into which they are too prone to fall.
It is said that the sound of this instrument puts
Typhon to flight." Death vanquished to the
benefit of life ; evil suppressed to the benefit of
good ; falsehood dissipated by truth: this then is
the symbol of which the sistrum is the genuine
type, and by this one sees that to the same ideas
of universal harmony, that is to say, of the beau
tiful and the true, which we found so ingeniously
applied in the interior of the temple, is here added
the idea of good.
The temple of Denderah therefore presents a
certain arrangement which no doubt would never
be displayed by a temple of Pharaonic origin,
and this it is which betrays the influence of the
times in which it was erected. Evidently the
Platonic schools of thought then flourishing at
Alexandria extended their influence as far as
Denderah, and the entire decoration of the
temple is composed with a view to summing up
synthetically, under the imagery of local divinities
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and their attributes, the three fundamental parts
of that philosophy, the Beautiful, the True, and
the Good.
IV.-THEBES.
~Jiks

From Kench to :Naggacleh
Xaggacleh to Luxor

2i½

From Keneh to Luxor

38}

1G

From Boohik to Luxor, 46-! miles.
Thebes spreads itself on both hanks of the
Kile, just as London and Paris extend over both
banks of the Thames and Seine.
On the right bank are the temples of Karnak
and of Luxor. On tho left bank, going from N .
• to S., are the temple of Goomah, the temple
of Deir-el-Balwri, the llamesc11111, the Colo.~si, the
temple of Dcir-cl-.lledineh, and the temple of
.llcdi11et-A li0u . Besides these there wore othci·
temples which e.dorned the loft side of Thebes;
but they are utterly demolished, and some among
them Jiaye hardly left any traces by which their
site ruay be ascertained. On the left bank arc
also to be found tho various cemeteries of Thebes.
Behind the t emple of Goornah is that which is
called Drah-Abotl'l-ner19ah. In front of Deir-el
-Bahari is a second necropolis called El-Assassif,
11
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and on the slope of the hills situated behind the
Hameseum is another called Scheikh Abd-rl
-Goornah, and Goomah-Jlonrci"i. ·we may fur
ther mention the Valley of Queens and the two
l'11lleys of Kings (Bab-el-Jlolouk), situated in the
desert at some little distance to the west.
Thinis (Abydos) and 1\Iernphis are the two
most ancient capitals of Egypt, being cotem
poraneous with the foundation of the Egyptian
monarchy. Thebes makes her first appearance
in history with the kings of the XJ!h dynasty.
This is one of the most curious periods that the
antiquarian can study. If we may believe the
tf,stimony of the monuments, Egypt was just
recovering, either from an invasion or from long
ages of internal troubles which had lasted
since the end of the Vlth dynasty. All at once,
the broken links in the chain of tradition are
restored, and Thebes appears with a civilisation
of her own, as shown by the tombs of that
remote period-a civilisation which differs widely
from that which may be studied at Sal_,~,arah,
at 1\Ieycloum, at Zawyet-el-l\lai:tin, at Kasr-es
. Sayad, on the latest monuments of the YJth
dynasty. The manner in which the mummies
are arranged, the style of the hieroglyphs, the
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formulas employed, all seems changed. The
inhabitants of Thebes interred at Dmh-abou'l
-nermalz, the necropolis of that early period, were
frequently negroos. The coffins are formccl of
the hollowed trunk of a peculiar kind of tree
which is now no longer met with except in the
Soudan. All this seems to indicate that the
rcnoYation of Egyptian society and the founding
of Thebes constitute a political fact which points
to an invasion from the south.
The history- of Thebes may easily be traced
on the monuments, temples and tombs which
to thi8 day overspread the site of that far-famed
city. Nothing of greater antiquity is to be
found at Thebes than the chambers cut in the
rock and the funereal vrnlls which sc1Tecl for
the interment of the mummies of tho XI th
dynasty, and this part of the necropolis is
already lmo"·n to the reader under the name
of Drah-abou'l-neggah. The XIlth dynasty is
also represented here, though more important
monumental traci:s of it arc found at ·Karnak.
Up to tho invasion of the Shepherds (X.Yth
dynasty), Thebes was able to hold her own, but
at this point occurs a complete blank, and
"·hcther or not the savage invaders of Northern
11
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Egypt eyer came to Thebes, seYeral centuries
elapse clming "·hich the national spirit is ex
tinguished. The legitimate kings who hacl
probably taken refuge in regions still more
remote than Thebes, and who could have re
tained hnt a feeble authority, ,rerc otht•rwise
employed than in building temples or erecting
palaces. Presently the XY1Ilth dynasty becomes
a secornl re11aissr111ce of Egyptian ci.-ilisation,
arnl rn,hl'rs in the era of the Amenophis' arnl
the 'l'l10tbmes'. 1.:-ntil this time, nothing seems
to indicate that TlH hrs extended beyond the
i=;anctuar~- of Earnak, and the tombs of tlte
XP" dynasty <1o not convey the idea either of
a huge city or of a Yery ach·amed state of
civilisation. But "ith the XYIIlth dynasty
suddenly rises in its full extent and glory that
city which "ill Foon he unrivalhd in Egypt.
Amenophis L coni=;tructcd at Kamak a portion
of the temple which is now destroyed, but the
importance of which is borne witness to by the
colossal 1n·oportions of that king's statue which
adorns the south-west frontal of the third pylon
to the south. Thothmes I. commenced, in front of
the sanctuary of Karnak, that truly monumental
series of balls, of pylons and of obelisks, which
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giYes so imposing an appearance to that side
of the edifice. Under the regency of the sister
of the two succeeding Thothmes', the third pylon
to the south and the lateral chambers of the
sanctuary were commenced at Karnak. The
singular temple of Deir-el-Bahari was founded
to commemorate a successful expedition into
the Pount country (Arabia Felix). But it "·fts
principally under Thothmes III. and Amenophis
III. that the prosperity of Thebes increased.
Thothmes III. enlarged Karnak and sketchecl
out its general plan; all(l he also erectecl on
the left bftnk a temple "·hich no longer exists.
He laid the foundations of the little temple of
:i\Icdinet-Abou, and hy his order several other
temples "·ere erected on those sacred sites to
,rhich the modern village of Karnak has giYen
its name. Nor did Amenophis III. allow him
self to be eclipsed by the glory of his ancestors.
The whole of the southern portion of the temple
of Luxor was built by him, and it is to him we
owe the temple of I\Iout, the northei·n temple
of Ammon and the Alley of Sphinxes which leads
up to the temple of Khans at Karnak. The
imposing edifice which stood behind the two
celebrated colossi of the left bank, "·as also
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built by Amenopbis III. There are no records
of the schism of Amcnopbis IV. at Thebes,
beyond the traces of that puerile fanaticism
which everywhere effaced the name of Ammon;
but under Horus, ·who re-estal.Jlished the ancient
religion upon its former footing, the luxmious
capital received fresh embellishments. At Kar
nak, the two southern pylons and the avenue
of Sphinxes, which connects the first pylon with
the temple of l\Iout, were cont,tructecl. Nor was a
f->imihtr spirit wanting under the xrxu, dynasty.
Rameses I. inaugurated the series of royal tombs
in the principal rnlley of Bab-cl-1\Iolouk. He
erected at Karnak the pylon which precedes tho
hniostyl hall, and it is most probably to him
tlrn,t we owe the conception of the really gigantic
plan of this hall. lJndcr Sethi I. the art of the
sculptor and of the cngrnvcr maintained on the
walls of the monuments of Thebes that per·
foction wl..tich we have already remarked at
Abydos. It "·as also Sethi I. \Yho commenced
the construction of the hall of columns at
Karnak ; he erected seyenty . eight out of the
one hundred and thirty -four columns which
make this ball the master-piece of Egyptian
architecture. It ,ms also Sethi I. who raised
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the temple of Goornah to the memory of his
father, Ilameses I. At Bab-el -1\folouk he ex
cavated in the rock itself that celebrated tomb
which is at once the delight of the Egyptologist
on account of the abundance of the inscriptions
it contains, and bis despair because of the muti
lations to which it is daily subjected at the
hands of travellers. Rameses II. ,ms too much
occupied in the provinces of Egypt, where his
name is met with at almost every i;tep, to have
left at Thebes any trace worthy of the renown
of him "·ho was the Sesostris of the Greeks.
Ile, however, completed the hypostyl hall of
Karnak and built the surrounding wall of the
temple ; he also constructed a portion of Lux.or.
The decoration of his tomb, grand as the general
plan may be, is mean and poorly conceived; but
this inferiority is compensated by the Rame
seum "·hich does full justice to the reputation
of the glorious son of Sethi I. The successors
of Ramcses II. added nothing of any i~portan<:e
to the existing monuments of Thebes, and it was
not until Ilameses III. appeared that the temple
of Khons and the temple of the principal court
of Karnak were founded. Then it was that
hledinet-Abou "·as built, and then also was ex
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carnted at Bab-el-1Iolouk that celebrated tomb
which is now known by the name of Bruce's, or
the Harpist's tomb.
Ilere ends the period of Thebes' gr eatest mag
nificence and SJ)lendour. True, under the xxnnu
dynasty, the Bubastites will construct the large
court which precedes the temple of Karnak, and
in due time Tahraka will engrave his cm·touches
on the same temple, as also at )Icdinet-Abou.
And later on, tho Sai:tes of the XXYJlh dynasty
will raise here and there some sanctuaries now
almost in ruins ; and lastly the Ptolemies will
mark their passage by tho erection of tho temple
of Deir-el-)Icdineh and the two handsome por
tals which so magnificently usher in Karnak.
But for all that, the grandeur of Thebes is
already a thing of the past. At the death of
Assarhaddon, Sanlanapalus seizes on the city
which ho sacks, and which is subsequently
r estored by Tahraka, only to be retaken by tho
Ninevite conqueror. No real proof exists of the
dernstation which a somewhat exaggerated tra
dition assigns to Cambyses ; it is possible,
however, that this conqueror violated some
of the tombs of Bab-el-:\Iolouk, and that the
Theban necropolis in particular suffer ed from his
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ravages. The siegeancl sack of Thebes by Ptolemy
Lathyrus was the last and most supreme act of
violence inflicted on the city of the Thothmes'
and the Amenophis'. After that time Thebes
had no place in history. Its downfall, which
commenced with the high priests of the XX th
dynasty, was complete before the commence
ment of the Christian era; for Strabo found
nothing remaining of Thebes hut a collection of
Yillages disseminated o.-er its ruins.
In its character of a sacerdotal city Thebes
was called in Egyptian
abode of Ammon),

c-=i
I

0~ Pir Amen (tho

~ IV'.MN\

c:.e\ ~~ .Yo Amen (tho city

of Ammon, LJ[ou7Tol\.i,); but in its character of
the capital of an aclministrati.e province it was
called

1: a word which should be transcribed

T'am according to 1\Ir. Birch, Uas according to
M. Brugsch, and Obe according to 1\l. Chabas.
One of its quarters, that which spreads itself
over the right bank of the river, received the
name of Apetn, a name rendered most familiar
to us by the legends which cover the monuments
of Thebes.
The name given to Thebes in the Bible is
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Xo-Amen, or simply No.

The second of these

names originates in the popular name of

;! 1

~Yo, that is to say the city var excellence, which
we find employed in tll.e hieroglyphs, to designate
Thebes, especially in the life-time of those
sacred writers who make use of the name. A
far more difficult matter it is to determine to
,rhat Egyptian prototype the name of 0i]{317,
01'}/3ai refers, so well known among the Greeks.
It "·as certainly through Homer that this name
became current in the Hellenic world, and took
root there. But from what source did Homer
bono,v it in the first instance ? l\I. Chabas derives
it from the Obc already mentioned, placing the
feminine article T before it. But could the
name of a province be thus applied to a town ?
In Tahraka's time, TheLes was called by its
popular name of Xo, but previously, and after
the time of Amenophis III., the monuments
designate it as

c=:::, ~ :

'l'ema, another way of

expressing the city par excellence. ·was it then
in 'l'ema that Homer found that name which to
his Grecian ears would sound very much like
the 0ry{3at of Breotia? One "·ould fain believe it.
The permutation of the l\I ancl of the B is one
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of the most frequently oecurring philological
facts . Was not the personage, who in the
Hebrew text of the Bible is called Nemrod,
designated in the Septuagint Ne{3pw'8? Have we
not both xvov/3L<; and xvovµL<,? Is not Berna the
nati,e name of Meroe? Examples of this kind
might be multiplied ad infinitum. The Egyptian
Te111a might tlms have become Tcba, and Homer,
}Jerhaps almost unconsciously, may have giYen
to the capital of Egypt the name which in its
signification of the city corresponds exactly "·ith
that of l\Iedyneh, by which the Arabs of our
time designate Cairo.
The position "·hich the principal divinity of
Thebes occupies in the Egyptian pantheism is
"·ell definetl. Ammon is the visillle, and so to
speak, the tangible form of the creatiYe force in
nature. In him is symbolised that hidden spring
"·hich presses all things forward towards light
and life. He is therefore perfectly typifi,ed by
the sun. l\Iout and Khons are associated with
him in his character as an tJternal god. l\Iout is
the mother; she is the recipient in which is
accomplished the mystery of creation. Khons
is Ammon himself as the offspring of the other
two divine personages. Being at once his own
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father and his own son, this god of Thebes has
neither beginning nor encl, that is to say he is un
create and eternal.
On arriving at Thebes, the right bank of the
riYer and the left bank are successively visited,
and Luxor being situated at the exact place
where boats generally stop, naturally receives
the tr[Lwllcr's first Yisit.
LuxoR.-Overwhelmecl by the mass of modern
erections ,vhich have invaded it like a rising
tide, the temple of Luxor offers hut a slight
interest to the visitor. Its plan is very irregu
lar, owing it is supposed to the fact tlmt it vrns
originally built at the edge of the river, and
rising abruptly from a quay, ,ms made to follow
its windings.
The temple of Luxor "·as founded by Ameno
phis III., who constructed the whole of the
southern part, including the heavy colonnade
which overlooks the river. To Rameses II. "·e
arc indebted for the remaining portion, namely,
the two obelisks, the pylon, the colossi and the
large court which the mosque by which it has
been invaded so unfortunately conceals. It is
true, the cartouches of Alexander II. are found
on the walls of the sanctuary, and those of
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Amontouankh occur also in other parts of the
lmilcling, together with those of his brother
Horus, of Salmcon thP. Ethiopian, and of Psam
nwtichns I. But none of those kings added in
any way to the construction of Luxor; they
simply ma<lc use of imch portions of the wall as
lHt<l been left lilank by their predecessors, hy
engrnYing their name there; or they restored
Home portion of the temple which was falling
iuto clecay.
Let us ::uld here that Lnxor, as is yery well
known, is the centre of a more or lof-s legitimate
trnflic in tiutiquities. Excavtitions being n,hso
lntely forl,iilden throughout Egypt, there is no
clonht that Luxor possesses certain manufacture s
whPrc statuettes. stPlm and scarabcei arc imifak<l
"ith :1 dexterity which often decei.es even tl10
mo,-t ex1wricnccd antiquarian.
KARNAK-The afternoon may he spent at
Karnak. Karnak is the moot womlcrful _pile of
rnins which can be imagined, arnl it is even
chiefly on this account that it should be visikcl.
For it is simply impossible to attempt to unraYel
at Karnak, as we luwe done at Demlorah, a 11lan,
a unity, or a fixed design. 'l'he unity, if it ever
existed, is now entirely lost, not only on account
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of the devastation which the temple has under
gone, but because of the many successive epochs
which haYe o,erlaid each other during its ex
istence. The JJrofcssed antiquarian therefore
will alone be able to gather something from
Knrnak, but the ordinary traveller must be con
tent to gaze at this temple as a monument of
unparalleled grandeur, whose vast proportions
and bewildering mass of ruins quite overpower
the imagination. In fact, one has neYer seen
enough of Karnak, and the more often one visits
it tho more stupendous it appears.
l'i'o cannot leaye a building of this importance
without lingering over some of its detailR. We
will therefore briefly point out the route tho
traYeller should take from Luxor, and the prin
cipal objects which he will pass on the way,
more particularly deserving of his attention.
The best route to follow lies along the path
that leads from Luxor to tho modern Yillage of
Karnak, passing a.long tho avenue of ram-headrd
i:;phinxes ·which elate from tho reign of AmenophiA
III., until he rea.ches the foot of the lrnndsomo
portal or ga.tewa_y which divides this a,enue
from the temple of Khons. After visiting this
temple the tra,eller should proceed towards the
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north by the side of some modern hovels built
over the ruins of the ancient city. Ile will thus
penetrate into the great temple by its principal
entrance, which is the western portal. The study
of the grand temple being the chief object of the
excmsion, the traYeller should leave no spot of
this celebrated monument unvisited, and quitting
the temple by an opening in the northern side
of the surrounrling wall, should devote a few
minutes to the ruins of the temple of Ammon,
and the monumental portal which forms the
extreme boundary of the temple on this side ;
then returning towards the south, and bearing
slightly to the left, still keeping outside the
temple, he will follow along the ruins of the
encircling wall to the east, until he reaches the
small lake ; he will then visit the third pylon,
so remarkable for its colossal statues, and cross
ing the avenue of lmman-headed sphinxes which
belong to the reign of Horus, he will finish his
exploration by visiting the temple of :\I out.*
The points which the traveller will find most
• Under the title of A Topographical Su1·vey of Karnak
I have published a detailed map of this temple with an
explanatory text, minutely describing a systematic visit to
the temple, of which I am only able here to give a brief
outline.
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interesting and worthy of study in the route just
tmcccl out are as follows :
I. TE)IPLE OF Knoxs.-This temple was con·
structecl by Rarneses II., by whom also it was
founded, and we ha,e every reason to believe
that before his death the entire ,,ork was
finished, including the pylon itself. 'l'hc de
coration of the temple of Khons furnishes us
with the most useful information concerning the
grettt historical fact "·hich pervades the annals
of the X:X.th dynasty in its latter period-we al
Incle to the decline of the royal power under the
Tiarneses', and the ever-increasing usurpation of
authority by the priests of Ammon. At the end
of tho temple, that is to say, near the hall of
eight columns, tho decorntious present no special
interest. Ramcses III., Ramescs IV., Rarneses
XIII. arc there represented in adoration before
the local di.-inity. But a closer study of this
hall giYcs rise to a suspicion that we h:we before
us a series of facts as yet without precedent in
Egyptian history. For the first time, a high
priest, Iler-Ilor, actually occupies the place on
the walls of the temple inrnriably reseryecl for
the sover eign. True, in the hall of the eight
columns, the high priest has not yet appropriated
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to himself any of the royal titles, and it is
together in his own name and in that of the
reigning king that he addresses his speech to
the god. But in the first hall, the one imme
diately following the pylon, the usurpation be
comes flagrant. Here all disguise is thrown
aside, and Her-Hor appears with the urams or
sacred asp on his brow, and his name enclosed
within the double cartouche. 'l'he high prie--;t
Pinet'hem, who was soon to become king, is
depicted on the pylon.
II. Tim GREAT TE11PLE.- In its entire length,
and including the dependencies to the east and
to the west, the temple of Karnak cannot
measure less than <i08 metres, or 1995 English
feet. It measures 366 metres by 106, or up
wards of 1200 feet by 348 in that portion which
is enclosed by the surrounding ·wall of stone,
and this constitutes the true dimensions of the
edifice.
The great temple should be entered b.y the
western portal which we know already as the
principal pylon. The ruins of the temple will
then develop themsefres before the Yisitor in
the order which we shall endeavour to indicate,
taking as our guide the subjoined plan.
12
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The Pylon nnd the lnrr,c Court.-These arc
marked A ancl B in our plan. Until the :X.XIIm1
clynasty the grancl temple of Karnak hacl no
other frontage than the pylon C, which dates
from the time of Rn.meses I., ancl the remains
of which mn,y he seen at the bottom of the court.
In front of this Rtood, apparently unconnected
with the m:-tin building ancl n,s if dropped down
there by chance, the temple D, to the left on
entering the court, which elates from the reign of
Sethi IL (XIXth clynasty) arnl the temple E to
the right, which was fonndecl hy Rameses ITT.
(:X.Xth dynn.sty). To the Buhastites (XX.II"'1
dynasty) is due the honour of hn,;-ing constrnctetl
the two fine encloRing ,rnlls to the north and
to the south.
Tabralm erectccl the douhle
colonnncle in the centre of the court, ancl the
rtolemies commenced the construction of that
immense pylon to the west, which has remained
unfiniRhc1l.
The Jlypo.~tyl JI11ll (F).-This is the most
spacious hall tlrnt the Egyptin.ns e;-er con
structed. It measures 102 metres by 51, or
33± English feet hy 167. The most ancient
rartouches found here are thoRe of Sethi I.
(XIXth dynasty). Certain indications would lead
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one to believe that Sethi was only the constructor
of this hall, arnl that to Rameses I. belongs the
glory of ha,;-ing conceiYed the plan. Originally,
the hall was entirely covered in, and daylight
only entered by the grated windows, some re
maining portions of which may still be seen on
one Ride of tho central nave. An obscure light,
somewhat less dim than at Dornlernh, must have
been all that was permitted to penetrate into the
hall, thus adding to tho general effect by soften
ing the vivid colouring of the paintings "ith
which the columns and ceilings are adorned.
Two large portals opened out from the centre
of the side walls to tho south arnl north of the
Hall of Columns. Passing through these, the
visitor will he onahlecl to study succeRsi-.;-ely the
bas-rclic>fs of the external wall to the south, as
well as those of the external wv11 to the north.
'l'he 13118-rl'li<>fs of the e.rternal .~011th1•m 1rnll of
the Ilypostyl I foll (J).-On the western. side of
this wall near tho door opening out of the large
court will he found a picture worthy of tho
visitor's attention. This picture was sculptiued
in remembrance of a victorious cam1rn.ign againf't
Palestine made by the first king of the XXII 1
dynasty (called in the Bible Shishak). On the
12 ,;,
11 •
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right, Sbisbak himself is r epresented raising bis
arm to strike a group of prisoners who are
kneeling at his feet. On the left, Ammon of
Thebes, and the Thebaid personified by a female
figure holdi11g in her hand the quiver, the bow,
and the battle-axe, present themselves before
him. Xearly 150 personages, "hose heads only
are visible, and whose bodies are, as it were,
hidden behind a sort of castellated oval, repre
senting a fortress or to,,n, follow these t\\'o
divinities. The inscriptions explain the scene.
The gods themselves it is who bring to Shishak
the to\\nS which he bas faken in his campaign.
So many castellatetl cartouches, so many lo
calities conquered. This picture possesses a
peculiar interest of its own which must not be
passetl owr in silence. In the 29th cartouche
Champollion hacl read Jowlah-Jlelck, and he
conduded that the head ,vhich surmounted this
cartouche "·as the portrait of the king of Judah
hi1mclf, conquerecl by Sbishak. But the re
searches of 1\L Brugsch have shown that Jowlah 
.Jlelcl. is, like all the other names, without
exception, the name of a locality in Palestine,
and that there is nothing to justify the idea that
i n the personage who serves to symbolise this
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locality we have a portrait of Jeroboam. We
may add that the sculptor hn,s given a very
similar expression to all the 150 heads, remind
ing one of the general type of tho vanquished
people, but a correct idea of the true physiog
nomy of these nations mn.y be gathered from
tho study of tho heads of those personages,
ovidrntly more carefully drawn, over whom the
triumphant Pharaoh is raising his battle-axe.
The same wall is prolonged towards tho cast
and is soon met by another wall which cuts it at
right angles. ~Iounting on this latter wall, and
looking towards the north, the visitor will have
on his right a long text (II) which is nothing
less than a copy of tho famous poem of Pcn-ta-
-nur, a literary work composed by a poet of that
name in honour of a feat of arms accomplished
by Ramosos IL in the fifth year of his reign,
during his campaign against tho Khotas. To
tho loft (G) will be found what remains of tho
bas - reliefs representing episodes of another
campaign, bearing no date, against tho same
people. At our foot lies the stola where is
ongravecl with all the monumental solemnity
of the time the treaty of peace concluded be
tween Ramesos IL and Kheta-sar, king of the
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Khetas, in the 21st year of the reign of the
Egyptian monarch.
The Bas-reliefs oj the external 1call to the north
of the IIypostyl IIall (K). -These bas-reliefs

contain the most precious records "·e possess
of the reign of Sethi I. Here are represented,
without any strict regard for their chronological
or topographical order, Sethi's campaigns in
"\Yestern Asia against the Remenen (the Armen
ians), the Scltason (the Arabs of the desert),
the Riiten (the Assyrians), the Ehetas (the
Hittites of the Bible). This precious series
of pictures is unfortunately much mutilated.
Some among them, however, may still be made
out which are deserving of the visitor's atten
tion. The scene is laid in the country of the
Remenen, Sethi having carried his victorious
arms into that region. The first picture shows
us the Remenen cutting down the trees of their
forests, which they are bound to deliYer to the
conqueror, probably for the building of his
houses. Sethi is on bis chariot, his horses
(the fast of which is called the Strength o;
Theba"id) bears him into the thickest of the
fray. The foes are the Schasou. Sethi pm·
sues them and pierces them with bis arrows.
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Those who escape precipitate themselves into
the fortress of Kanana where they take refuge.
Kext comes another battle scene. The enemies
are the people of the Kharo country. They fall
pierced with the darts of the king. The Kharo
country becomes henceforth a province of the
Egyptian empire, and the fortresses taken by
Sethi exchange their names for others made
out of that of the victorious Pharaoh. Another
campaign, this time against the liutcn (As
syrians) " who had not known Egypt." The
prisoners are led forward in chains to be pre
sented to the deities of Thebes. The victorious
king returns to Egypt; he stops at Ouat'i-cn
-Sethi, and passes by another fortress called
Ta-smn-ef-cn-pa ... and a third called Pa-ma,
until he at last reaches a walled-in town of
which the name is partly lost (Pithom-n ... ) pre
ceded by numerous prisoners from all nations.
Here, near a stream of water swarming with
crocodiles, he receives the principal function
aries of Egypt who have come to wdcome him.
A grand symbolic scene is here enacted; the
king raises his battle - axe over a group of
prisoners whom he Las seized by the hair of their
heads, and whom he is about to offer in sacrifice
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to the god of Thebes. l\fore war scenes follow ;
the king is seen doing battle with enemies
mounted on chariots, &c., &c.
The Passage bet1ceen the t1ro Pylon.~ (L).-It is
bounded on each side by a pylon; in the centre
rose two obelisks, one of which is now OYer·
thrown. A huge block of granite in its original
place in front of the obelisk " ·hich is still stand·
ing leads one to imagine that a colossal statue
was formerly erected here, like tho one at Lnxor.
The first pylon (l\I) dates from the reign of
Amenophis III., and before the grand hall was
constructed it served as the fa<,ade of the temple
itself. The chronological order of the pylons
i-i thus rigorously obsen·ed. The first pylon
which presents itself when one enters the temple
is of the time of the Lagides (or Ptolemies), the
;;econd dates from Ramcses I. and the third
from Amenophis III. Unfortunately, nothing
now is left but ruins, and all that we can gather
from the remains of some inscriptions sculp·
hu-ed on the south-east fa9ade of the pylon is
that Amenophis III. had reserrncl this side of
the monument which he was building, in order
to engrave there the list of donations made by
him to the temple of Ammon at Thebes. The
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king enumerates a vast quantity of rare stones
and precious metals, which served to embellish
the sacred edifice. Their number was indeed
considerable ; for example, mention is made of
4820 uten of turquoise, 3623 1lfen of a stone
called lienti. These donations were made after
the cam1)aign against the Asiatics, the booty of
which serrnd to enrich the temple of Kamak.
The second pylon (X) is in such a state of ruin
that its plan is hardly discemible ; it dates from
tho time of Thothmes I.; tho portal which
stanch before it was constructed by '11 hothmes
IV., and "·as altered under the XXV1h dynasty
by Sabacon.
Of the two obelisks attached to the pylon of
Thothmes I., one only remains standing, its
four sides being decorated with three columns of
hieroglyphs. The central column contains no
thing but the names and titles of the royal
founder of the pylon, while those on ea.ch side
show us some rather confused cartouchcs, among
which the names of Rameses VI. may be noticed
somewhat indistinctly engraved over those of
Rameses IV. Upon the many fragments of the
fallen obelisk which strew the ground may still
be read the legends of Thothmes III.
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The IIall of Caryatides. (0).-This might
equally well be called the IIall of the Obelisks, or
of the Fourteen Columns. The construction of
this part of the temple belongs to Thothmes I.
The two pylons by which it was shut in to the
east and to the west were standing, as well as
the fourteen columns, when the celebrated regent,
the daughter of this same 'l'hothmes, and sister
of tho two succeeding princes of that name, raised
in the centre of this Hall the two most gigantic
obelisks which exist. One of them has fallen
down, and travellers scarcely notice it ; the
other, which is still standing, is known as the
obelisk of IIatasou.
The obelisk of Heliopolis is 66 ft. 6 inches in
height, the obelisk of Luxor in Paris is 75 feet,
that of St. Peter's in Rome 82 feet 9 inches,
and that of St. Jean de Lateran in Rome 105 feet
6 inches, but the obelisk of Hatasou is 108 feet
10 inches, and is therefore the highest obelisk
known. The precision with which it is put on
its base is remarkable ; it is in the very axis of
the t emple, and this precision, considering the
really enormous weight of the monolith, affords
evidence of the use of mechanical appliances
most exact as well as most powerful. The
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legends which coyer it from top to bottom consist
only of dedicatory formulas in the name of Hata
sou (XYilPh dynasty, about the year 1660 n.c.),
the regent whose name deservedly ranks with
those of Thothmes ancl Amenophis. Round tl.:e
lowest part of the obelisk runs an inscription in
horizontal lines coYering the wl10le of its four
sicles. This inscription makes us acquainted
with certain facts which should not Le passed
over, and which may be interpreted thus :-1°.
The summit of the obelisk was covered OYer with
" pure gold taken from the chiefs of the nation."
Unless this simply implies an apex overlaid with
a casing of gilded copper, as the apex of the
obelisk at Heliopolis must have been, this in
scription possibly refers to the sphere (of gold?)
which is represented on certain bas-reliefs at
Sakl,{,irah. 2°. The obelisk itself was no doubt
gilded from top to bottom; in examining closely,
one may notice that the hieroglyphs w~re care
fully polished, and moreover that the plain sur
face of the monument was left comparatirnly
rugged, from which it may be inferred that the
plain surface, having a coating of white stucco
the like of which may be seen on so many
Egyptian monuments, alone received this costly
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embellishment of gilding, the hieroglyphs them
seh·es retaining the original colour and actual
surface of the granite. 3°. The inscription
further states, as a fact worthy of be;ng trans
mitted to posterity, the incredibly short space of
time in which both obelisks, the one we haYe
drscribed and the other which matched it, were
actually completed and erected, viz., "in seven
months, from the very beginning, when first ex
tracted from the quarry in the mountain." It is
perhaps superfluous to add that the caryatides,
some of which still remain, arc nothing but re
presentations of Thothmes I. in the character of
Osiris as king of all ages and arbiter of man's
destiny.
IIall of the Eighteen Colunrn.~ (P).-This portion
of the temple has greatly suffered and does not
present any particular interest. This Hall was
founded by Thothmes I., whoso cartouchcs are
still to bo seen on the two polygonal columns
sunk in the masonry to the right and to the left
of the entrance. Tho work was completed by
his son, tho same who rendered the name of
Thothmes so famous.
The granite Chambers and thei r D epen dencies. 
"-e here enter a part of the temple of which the
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little hall R is evidently the nucleus and the
centre. This hall was constructed by Thothmes
III., and if no other cartouches but those of
Philip Aridams are now to be read here, it is
owing to the circumstance that the walls of the
chamber having been found in an unsafe con
dition were reconstructed by this brother of
Alexander.
Access is obtained to that part of the temple
which contains the hall R through a pylon (Q).
This pylon is the last of the series of monu
mental portals which lead from the exterior of
the temple up to the sanctuary. This one is
smaller than its neighbour which in its turn is
not so high as the pylon which precedes it.
Thus from the entrance to the end of the temple
the pylons decrease in height progressively and
symmetrically. The first is the truly .gigantic
pylon which forms the western limit of the
temple. The last is the somewhat mean con
struction which now stands before us.
The western frontage of the J)ylon Q is
covered with r epresentations before which it
is impossible not to stop . On one side are
represented 115 personages tied together by
their ar ms and by their necks. The opposite
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si<le is CO'vered in like manner with 115 other
personages. They all bear, attachecl to their
brenst, an embattled scutcheon in which Rome
hieroglyphs are inscribed. There can he no
donht as to tho meaning of these inscriptions.
Tho 115 perRonages to the right symbolise an
e<)lrnl number of towns taken by Thothmes III.
during his campaign in the south of Egypt; the
11;3 to the left personify so many localities con
qnerecl by tho same prince during one of his
cnmpaigns in the north.
The list of the countries to the south !nay be
divided into three parts. The first comprises
E.011.~ch the bad, and docs not carry us beyond the
limits of modern Tigre; forty-six names arc given,
among them Adulis (n° 2) . The second part em
braces the Pount country which )L Drugsch iden
tifies ns .\.rabia Felix, or tho Yemen; we lrnYe hero
forty p-cograpbicnl names. Tho third part takes
us into Libya. Libya, according to IIerodotns,
was inhabited by two indigenous races-to tho
1,onth the Ethiopians; to the north the Libyans.
It is clouhtloss to the Ethiopian region of Libya
tbat tho third part of the list of Karnak refers.
The list of the northern countries will be
found still more interesting. The horizontal
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line of hieroglyphs ,.hich runs along the upper
part fo1·ms the general title which may be thns
translated: "List of the countries of the Upper
Rntcn which his ::\Iajesty (Thothmes III.) con
fined within the town of ::\Iegiddo the "\"\'retched,
and whose children haye been carried away as
fo·ing captives by his majesty to the fortress of
S011hen at Thebes, at the time of bis first
Yictorious expedition, in accordance w; th the
order of his father Ammon who guided him in
the right way." There can be no misgi.ing as
to the exact period of the events in memory of
which this list was drawn up. These events
date from the reign of Thothmes III., am"i refer
to the first out of the thirteen or fourteen cam
pairr;ns of that prince. Xor need we hesitate as
to the name of the country which is here de
signated, it being the same "l"l'hich the )rgends
call High Ruten, or Upper Ru ten; and the
country corresponding to that "·hich tl.te Egyp
tian texts call Upper 11uten can be identified at
a glance. "\Ye have before us, most accurately
rern1ered by the hieroglyphic names : Kade~c:h
(11°- 1), Megiddo (2), Deth-Tapnah (6), ,Tuta (!l),
Damascus (VJ), Beyrout (lD), Ashtaroth-Karna··m
(27), Ilatzor (32), Kennereth, (34), Schuncm
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(38), Xain (45), Acco (.Acre, 46), Jaffa (62), Lod
(64), Ono (65), Socho (67), Ilenganim (70), ~lig

clal (71), Guerar (80), Rehoboth (87), Bcth-;\farka
both (!)4), Beth-Ifanath (10!)), Ziph (U!). Bey
rout lies quite to the north, Rehoboth is as far to
the south. To the west we are carried to the
shores of the l\Ieditenn,nean and io the east "·e
only just cross the Jordan. No doubt whatever
can exist. If these limits are not precisely the
same as the x_th chapter of Genesis assigns to the
land of Canaan, at all events these 115 names
carry us to the very centre and heart of that far
famed country. The data arc certainly very pre
cise "·ith regard both to chronology and geo
graphy. In fact, this list of llJ names is nothing
less than a synoptical table of the Promised
Land, made 270 years before the Exodus.
·when the pylon is passed, on turning sharply
to the left, the last lines of a Yery long inscrip
tion will be found which commences at the fmther
extremity of the wall. In spite of many muti
lations, too often intentional, which this inscrip
tion has undergone, it is still one of the most
valuable among the many texts with which the
walls of the temple of Ifarnak abound. "\Ye find
here inscribed a succinct account of all the wars
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undertaken by Thothmes III. from the twenty
second to the fortieth year of his reign. Fourteen
campaigns are enumerated. As the inscription
is above all due to the anxiety of Thothmes to
apprise posterity of the numberless gifts with
which he enriched the treasure of Ammon, the
author of the text enumerates with minute care
the booty taken from the enemy, and the tribute
imposed upon him. He gi,·es the number of
prisoners made, the horses, the cattle, the iYory,
the ebony, the precious woods, the rare stones,
the chariots, the weapons, the furniture, the
utensils, the corn, ,vine, honey, and odoriferous
perfumes sent into Thebes. Although, in the
account given by Tacitus, the name of Rameses
is quoted, and not that of Thothmes, there is no
doubt that it was the Karnak text that the priests
showed to Germanicus. "Lf'_r/f'lim1tur," s:,,ys
Tacitus, "et indicta gentib11.~ trib11t11, 1w1t-1.lu.~ ar
genti et cmri, nwnenis armorwn eq1wr11nu1ue, et dona
templis, eb1u· atqzw adores, quasqne copias frumenti
et mnniwn 11tensilium q1ueque natio pendcret."
The large Court to the East.-It is a mistake to
consider the granite chamber already mentioned
(H.) as the actual sanctuary of the great tem1ilo
of Karnak. The sanctuary of the grand temple

13
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was anterior to Philip, anterior even to Thothmes;
it ranked among the oldest edifices in Egypt,
since it dated from the second king of the Xllth
dynasty. It was built of sandstone, and stood
in the centre of the large court to the east (S) .
lts renown, its antiquity, and probably also its
riches had the effect of attracting, more than any
other part of the temple, the attention of every
conqueror who invaded Thebes, and it has dis
appeared to its very foundations. "'\Yith the excep
tion of two or three shafts of shattered columns,
on which may still be traced the legend of 'Gser
tusen I., nothing remains to recall its memory.
'J'he Eastern Gallery and its Dependencies (T ).

-All those passages, chambers, and galleries
which form the extreme eastern boundary of the
grand temple of Karnak were set apart for reli
gious purposes. The processions must have
pac;sed through the galleries, ·while some of the
chambers serYed either for the manipulation
and preparation of the offerings, or as a deposi
tory for the sacred objects which were used at
t he celebration of the fetes. This part of the
temple was the "·ork of Tbothmes III., some few
points of which are especially deserving of the
traveller's attention, such as:
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The Chamber X., the sub-basement of which is
remarkable. Thothmes depicted here the fauna
and flora of Upper Ruten, as also of an unknown
country called To-Nuter (the divine land), a
country ·which must be sought for either in the
southern extremity of the Arabian peninsula, or
on the borders of the Persian gulf. These curious
representations are not to be met with in any
other temple of Egypt. The two fine sphinxes
in pink granite which now adorn the principal
court of the Boolak iiuseum were found standing
between the columns of this chamber.
The Chamber U.-All the pictures bear the
name of Alexander IL, but the inscriptions tell
us that the chamber was falling into ruius when
that prince caused it to be reconstructed.
The Cham!Jer V.-A smaller chamber was en
closed in chamber V. Some thirty years ago it
was taken down and transported to Paris, and is
known in scientific circles as the IIall ofAncestors.
Thothmes is there represented as offering homage
to sixty kings chosen from among his predecessors
on the throne.
We will conclude this notice of the grand
temple of Karnak with one more observation.
Every one is awe-struck at the marvellous heap
13
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of Rtones which makes this grand temple at
Karnak, from a certain point of view, the most
picturesque monument of Egypt. Is this stupen
dous ruin the result of an earthquake? 'iVas
the destruction of Karnak brought about by the
ravages of Ptolemy Lathyrus, and the pitiless
sack to which that king delivered the city of
Thebes, after a siege of seven months ? 'iYas it
not rather owing to the faulty construction of
the temple, and to its position with regarcl to
the Nile?':' This last hypothesis is the most
probable ; for the Pharaonic temples were, gene
rally speaking, built with extreme carelessness.
The western pylon, for instance, has given way,
simply on account of the hollowness of its con
struction, ancl the inward inclination of the
·walls, far from supplying an element of strength,
proYed rather a source of insecurity. For many
years the grand temple of Karnak has, more
than any other Egyptian temple, been assailed
by the infiltration of the Nile, whose ,mter,
saturated as it is with nitre, eats away the sand
stone. The temple of Karnak, therefore, has
suffered in an exceptional degree from the effects
• The pavement of the temple is about six feet below
the present level of tile surrounding plain.
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of time through the negligence of its constructors,
and above all through its relatiYe position towards
the Xile; and as the same causes produce inces
santly the same effects, one may predict that a
time "·ill come when, one catastrophe follo\Ying
anotber, the magnificent hypostyl hall, whose
columns are already so much eaten away at
their base, will give way and collapse altogether,
as has been the case with the columns of the
grand western court.
III. TnE Rums TO THE NoRTII.-Our route
now lies to the north of the great temple and
in the very midst of the ruins with which this
portion of Karnak is strewn. The t\Yo sanc
tuaries which lie to the left are of the XXYJ!h
dynasty, ancl possess but little interest. The
temple which abuts upon the encircling ",tll
was begun Ly 'l'hothmes III., and successinJy
enlarged by Sabacon_ and the Ptolemies. Ou the
other si<le of the same encircling wall, and cor
responding with six doorways pierced in it, are
six small temples all in ruins, ·which belong to
the period comprised between the XX1l11'1 and
XXYJ!h dynasties. Again, quite to tbe north
stands an edifice dedicated, like the grand
temple of Karnak, to the principal personage
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of the Theban triad. This edifice was founded,
and 1Jrobably entirely constructed by Amenophis
III. Under the Ptolemies, the front 1mrt of the
monument, including the chamber which is sur
rounded with columns, was repaired in con
formity with the style of the period, as wrts
also, in the same manner and at the same
time, the monumental portal to the extreme
north. Already, in front of the temple properly
so called, Rameses IL had raised the two granite
obelisks, of which nothing but the debris is now
to be seen. The temple itself is in a state of
utter ruin; in certain parts the walls have dis
appeared to their very foundations, in others they
have preserved only a foot or two of their origi
nal height. However, one entire gateway may
still be seen standing, as well as a few remains
of rather high walls at the south west corner.
IV. Tim Rums TO THE SouTrr.-"\Ye now r e
trace our steps southwards, that is to say towards
Luxor whence we started, and continuing along
the wall which bounds the grand temple to the
east, "'e find our way to the three remaining
points which we have yet to visit: the lake, the
four pylons to the south, and the temple of l\Iout.
The Lake.-The sacred barks of the temple
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went in procession on the lake during the fete
days. This lake had been dug out by Thothmes
III., who, in one of the inscriptions of the temple,
boasts of having himself presided over the com
mencement of the works. There is no canal con
necting this lake with the Nile, its waters main
taining their level by gradual infiltration alone.
The Four Pylons to the South.-These are all
more or less in ruins. Judging by the position
they occupy in the general l)lan of Karnak, they
"·ere evidently intended as a link between the
temple of Mout and the grand temple; but the
singular divergence of their axis constitutes a
problem not so easily solved. Perhaps, on the
vast space of ground left bare by the side of the
grand temple, these pylons were erected as so
many triumphal arches, intended to perpetuate
the glory of their royal founders. This seems
more than probable, especially if one tries to
recall in imagination the two high towers of the
pylon, their large central entrance gate, and the
heroic battle scenes with which their sides were
covered. The two southernmost pylons date from
the reign of Horus (XYIIJth dynasty). The third
was begun by Queen IIatasou, after she had been
associated on the throne with her father Thoth
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mes I. The fourth is of the time of Thothmes
III. Numberless inscriptions, overlaying each
other in the names of Sethi I., Rameses II.,
Rameses I V. and Rameses YI., are to be seen
at var ious points, particularly on the second
of these pylons.
Colossal statues adorned each side of the four
pylons. These are destroyed, or, at least, any
portion that remains is in a deplorable state of
mutilation. The two statues of fine white lime
stone, which are attached to the northern side of
the first pylon, represent Rameses II. Six co
lossi once stood in front of the southern side of
the tbird pylon, but those to the west have alone
left any Yibible remains. The first represents
'l'hothmes II. seated. The second is the colossus
of Amenophis I., of ·which we ha.-e already
spoken; and on the base of the third may be
read the cartouches of Thothmes III.
Between the first and second pylons, in the
centre of the enclosing wall that connects them,
is a temple of peculiar construction, of which it
may be interesting to point out the special pur
pose. The whole of this temple belongs to the
time of Amenophis II. ; in it we may recognise
a perfect model of that sort of resting place
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where, during the grand commemorative fetes
of the principal temple, the processions halted
for the performance of some special ceremonial.
The Temple of 11Iout.-We have now reached
the southernmost extremity of Karnak. The
temple of :Mout has suffered more than any of
those previously described, and we cannot help
feeling a still deeper regret at the ruined state
to which it has been reduced when we reflect
that here we have an entire temple, with its
surrounding wall, its pylons, sphinxes and sanc
tuary, and even its lake. The temple of Ammon
to the north of Karnak was founded by Ameno
phis III., and it is again the same king whose
name we find given as the founder of tbe temple
of l\fout to the south.
The lion-headed figures ,vhich decorate the
temple raise a problem which as yet has scarcely
been sohed. The first court "·as, so to speak,
filled with these figures, as well as the second
court and the t,rn passages which run round
the temple from east to west. They are all cut
out of black granite, and are all almost exactly
alike as to size and execution. Symmetrically
ananged along the "·all in a single, or some
times in a double row, they sit so close togdher
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that their elbows almost touch. Finally, if we
try to reconstruct the whole from the data fur
nished by such of the statues as still remain
in their original position, and supply therefore
reliable evidence, we shall find that the temple of
Mout was originally adorned with no less than
five hundred statues, uniformly representing a
lion-headed goddess.
We now pass to the left bank of the riYer.
Here the route Yaries with the season. ,vhen
the ~ile is low, and the "·estern plain is dry,
and especially when a landing can easily be
effected on the left bank, immediately opposite
Luxor, it is better to fix the head quarters at
Luxor, as from that central spot the town itself
can be Yisited as well as the left bank of the
river. But when the Nile is OYerflowing its
banks, and even for some time after its "·aters
have begun to subside, the plain is covered with
pools of water and traversed by numerous canals;
nor is it an uncommon occmrence at that time
of year for a boat starting from Luxor to run
aground before reaching the opposite bank, and
travellers have to be carried from the boats by
the Arabs to a distance of perhaps two or faree
hunch-ed yards. Therefore it is advisable when
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the Nile is full to leave Luxor and to seek a spot
some three miles further clown the stream, where
a better landing may be effected, and whence
easy access is obtained to the ruins. In other
words, when the Nile is low the temples ou the
left bank may be visited from the south ; when
the Nile is high it is as well, as we are about to
do, to commence from the north.
The temples to be visited on the left bank are
as follow:
THE TEMPLE OF GooR::-AH.-This is the most
northerly of the temples on the left bank ; it is
situated at the extremity of the cultirnted laud,
and at the entrance of the gorge which leads to
Bab-el-iiolouk. Two pylons once stood iu front
of this temple, but a few stones are all that now
remains to mark their place. Built at the same
time as the temple of Sethi at Abydos, the
temple of Goornah is likewise on a somewhat
fantastical plan, the purport of which cannot be
thoroughly realised, as the inscriptions in the
interior throw no light on the details of those
ceremonies for which either temple was set
apart. ,This temple, like that of Abydos, is fune
real in its character, and herein lies its origin
ality ; for whilst at Abydos the deity of the
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temple is Osiris himself, king of the Egyptian
infernal rngions, here the deity of the temple is
Rameses I. to whose memory the monument was
raised by his son Sethi. The position of the
tt,mple on the borders of the desert and at the
entrance to the necropolis is thus explained. The
temple is, in fact, a cenotaph. We have had
occasion more than once, in the early part of
this work, to refer to that portion of the masta
bah, so thoroughly distinct from the well, where
on certain days in the year the relatiYes as
semble(l and the defunct was treated almost as
though he were still alirn. The main idea of
the t mple of Goornah is in some respects the
same, allowance being made for the interval
which, from an Egyptian point of view, separ
ates the king from his subjects. The temple of
Gooruah was, so to speak, haunted by the memory
of Hameses I. It was the memory of this king
that the faithful came to ernke on certain clays
prescribed by the rite. The mummy itself re
posed afar off, deep down in the hypogeum of
Bah-cl-1lolouk, just as in the mastabahs of the
Ancient Empire the nrnmmy reposed at the
bottom of an inaccessible "·ell.
Tho style of the bas-reliefs at Goornah also
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recalls forcibly those at Abydos. On both i:;ides
one secs the same artistic design, the same
largenlSS of treatment and the same dolicac.-y of
touch. After entering the hall of six columns
by the central doorway, the visitor will find, on
one of the walls of tlie third clrnmLcr to the
right, an admirable hciul of Sethi, searcely
inferior to the most beautiful of those wo have
already admired on the walls of ALydos. 8ethi,
whose filial piety had raised this templl', left
some portions unfinished; of these Ramcscs II.
took posi:;ession, and, in his turn, cledicatotl them
to the memory of bis father Sethi.
TnE RurESEC)I. -Thc Ramcsoum is n •achcd
from Goornah in following the edge of the culti
vated land. The route lies past Drah-abon·l
-Xeggah, across a part of El-Assassif, and ~kirts
the necropolis of Scheikh Abd-el-Goornah. Pre
sently, some imposing ruins are reached, from
the midst of which the colossal caryatitle,; and
the majestic columns stand out in golden relief
against the neighbouring mountains- this is
the Rameseum.
The Rameseum was erected hy Bameses II.,
whose cartouches are sculptured on each of
its walls; it was formerly styled the Palace of
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lllemnon, and the Tomb of Osymanclyas, but it
was much more appropriately called Rameseum
by Cbampollion-a name it bas retained.
The idea which presided at the construction
of the temple of Goornah presided also at the
erection of the Rameseum. Here also the
temple is a cenotaph. Only, instead of being
founded by the son of the deceased king, this
temple is a monument raised by Rameses II.
to himself. In speaking of the tombs of the
Ancient Empire we stated that they were con
structed by the defunct during his lifetime, a
fact which is beyond dispute. When Ameni
-Amenemba, for instance, relates at Beni-Hassan
ho,Y, as general of infantry, be defeated the
Ethiopians, and as moudir of the prm·ince of Sab
he "·as generous to the widow and the orphan,
it is not from the devotion of the survivors that
this panegyric proceeds, it is Ameni-Amenemba
himself "·ho, in a sort of autobiography, thus
extols bis own virtues. In the same way,
Rameses raises in the necropolis of Thebes,
in the very centre of the district of the dead,
a monument where after his death his subjects
shall come and evoke his memory, and wherein
be natlll'ally displays his piety, his glory, and,
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as a matter of course, his campaigns. In fact,
the Ram(>seum, whilst a funereal edifice in the
main, accorcling to its founder's intention, be
comes historical in its details, thanks to the
numerous historical pictmes which are sculp
tured on its walls.
Like the temple of Goornah, it was preceded
by two pylons, now more or less demolished.
The sculptures on the first of these P:·lons are
only visible at a certain hour in the day when
the light becomes sufficiently crisp. The sculp
tures are historical, and refer to one of the most
remarkable episodes in the reign of Rameses II.
The scene is laid in Syria, on the borders of a
riYer which everything seems to point out as the
Orontes. Rameses is present in person, aml
comes, fully armed, to di:spute the possession
of the country against a rnst confederation of
people designatetl under the generic name of
Khetas. Kadesh is the nearest town. Through
a concourse of circumstance s which do not
exactly reflect credit on the Egyptian generals,
Ra.meses finds himself suddenly surrounded by
his enemies. The soldiers who formed his es
cort bad taken flight. Ha.meses stands alone>,
and "there is no one with him." With unre
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fleeting valour he throws himself among the
chariots. He kills the chiefs of " the vile
Khetas," forces their troops to recross the
river in hot haste, and by his personal courage
turns the threatened rout into a complete vic
tory. This brilliant feat of arms is what the
first pylon of the Rameseum commemorates.
On one side, Rameses is seen precipitating him
self into the thickest of the fight ; the enemy
fly in terror; some are crushed under the feet
of the horses, and under the chariot-wheels ;
others lie dead on the ground pierced with the
arrows shot by the king's own hand; others
again leap into the river and aro drowned. On
the opposite side, the king is represented seated
on his throne ; his officers come forward tender
ing their congratulations, but it is with reproofs
that the king receives them : "Kot one among
you," be exclaims, " has behaved ·well in thus
deserting me and leaying me alone in the midst
of the enemy. The princes and captains did
not join hands ·with me in fight; by myself haYe
I done battle; I have put to flight thousands of
nations, and I "·as all alone! . . ." In de
scribing the temple of Lux.or we have mentioned
the two obelisks which stand before the pylon, and
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the pylon itself, but we omitted to add that the
representations which cover the outer wall of this
pylon are historical. It is to this same episode
of the wa1· with the Khetas that they refer, ancl
Rameses is there also represented as accom
plishing the exploit which he evidently con
sidered one of the greatest eycnts of his reign;
for he reproduced it at the Rameseum, at Luxor,
at Karnak, and at Ipsamboul, and we shall
again find it recorded upon the second pylon of
the temple we are now describing.*
What remains of the second pylon seems to
prescn·e its equilibrium only by a miracle, and
if we dicl not know that the artists who accom
panied the French Expedition some seventy-five
years ago saw it and sketched it in the same
state in which we see it and sketch it at the
present day, we should fear at eycry moment to
sec it fall. This second pylon garn access to a
court surrounded by pilasters supporting large
figures of Rameses invested with the attributes
of Osiris - an arrangement in harmony with the
funereal character of the temple.
In front of the pylon, that is to say on the
* This episoile is the subject of the poem of Pen-ta-our,
of which we have spoken above (page 165).
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eastern side, stood the most gigantic statue that
the Egyptians ever carved out of a single block of
granite. It measured 17 met. 53 cent., or 57 feet
5 inches in height, and its weight could not be
less than 1,217,872 kilos, or upwards of 1,198
tons. Hamescs, it need hardly be said, is the
personage represented. Unfortunately, of one of
the most prodigious works which have come from
the Egyptian chisel nothing now remains hut
fragments. The face even is mutilated, and in
looking at this enormous monolith broken in
pieces, the victim of an implacable fury, one does
not know which to wonder at most, the patience
and strength of those who brought it entire from
A-soniin to scne as ornament to a temple, orthe
strength and patience of those who overillrew
the monster and laid him low.
On the interior fa<;>acle of tlle pylon, against
which the colossus of Hameses rested, are sculp
tured numerous historical pictures, where we
again find the episode of the battle against the
Khetas. The light here is more favourable, and
the details of the scene can be better studied.
Rameses is in the centre of the affray, deal
ing death around him, and already numerous
corpses strew the field of battle. Here Graba
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tousa, the armour-bearer of the prince of Rheta,
falls pierced by the arrows of the king; there
Rabsounma, captain of the archers, meets with
the same fate. The Orontes lies in the path of
the Khetas, wbo fly in disorder. They precipitate
themselves into the stream, and on the other
side of the river one sees being drawn out of the
water one of the enemy's generals, whom his
soldiers suspend with his head downwards, in
order to expel the water which threatens to suf
focate llim. The episodes which the artist has
introduced here and there with more industry
than talent, are as numerous as they are inter
esting, witness the difierent portions of the large
bas-reliefs whicll cover the pylon. In other parts
of the edifice there are many religious scenes
representing Rameses in adoration before the
Theban gods, some lengthy lists of princes and
princesses of the royal family, and an astronomi
cal table which Biot's learned descriptions hiwe
rendered famous. The hall conducting to the
ceremonial chambers of tlle temple has graceful
columns with capitals of expanded flowers, which
contrast favourably with the heavy columns of
Karnak.
'l'nE C0Loss1.-The Colossi stood before the
14 *
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pylon of a temple which has disappeared to the
, try foundations. It ,rns built of limestone and
O\\ cs its destruction to the value of its materials.
The colossi are of breccia, a kind of pudding
stone mixed with agate-like pebbles, and as they
were of no use as food for the neighbouring lirnc
kilns, they ha.-c sun-inid. Doubtless the temple,
the entrance to which was so majestically guarded
IJy these colossi, was to Amenophis III. what the
Hameseum was to Rameses II., and what :\Icdi
uet-Abou was to Ramcscs III. It may therefore
he inferred that the de;;truction of this edifice
has deprived science of documents which would
proba,bly hii.-e thrown much light upon one of
the most interesting reigns in Egyptian history.
Originally, the colossi ,.-ere monoliths. The
northern colossus having been robbed of its upper
portion by an accident, to which we shall ha.-e
occasion to refer presently, was restored with
blocks of sarnfatonc disposed in layers . Each
c·0Jossus rests on a separate basis, also of breccia.
When these two statues stood in front of the
pylon, rising so grandly from their base, they
were rn met. 60 cent. or 61 feet 4 inches high; that
is to say, about the height of a five-storied house.
InJepenclently of theil: pedestal the statues them
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selves only measure 15 met. GO cent., or 51 feet
2 inches. They are buried in the ground, like
the temple of Karnak, to a depth of about Gfeet
3 inches. ·we need hardly add that both statues
represent Amenophis III. seated in the hieratic
posture. The fignres at the side represent the
mother and the ,,ife of that sovereign.
The more northerly of the two stn,tucs is the
Cvlossusof.Jlemnon, so renowned among t_ravellers
who, in the two fin;t centuries of the Roman do
minion in Egypt, Yisited the land of the Pharaohs.
Destined by Amcnophis as an ornament to the
fa9ade of his temple, this colossus had remained
known to all the world as the statue of Amcno
phis until the upper part ,ms destroyed by an
carthr1uake in the year 27 n.c.* Strange to say,
this same accident by which the colo--sns was 60
materially damaged proved the chief cause of its
celebrity. It soon became apparent that from
the headless trunk a sonorous ringing sound, re
• Tltcbm .lEgypli 1rnque ad solum rlirufcc wnl, mys
Eusebins. If the enrthqnakc proYetl so Yiolent, we mny
nttrilmte to the same cause the fall of tho pylon nt K.'r
nak, tho aecmnulatet! stones of which impress one so
strongly on entering the large court, nlthouglt, as we haYC
pointed out, Karnak has fouml its principal enemy in the
nitre thnt corrodes the base of its walls.
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sembling the human voice, was heard when the
first rays of the morning sun fell upon the statue.
Doubtless this sound was merely the result of
the cracking of the stone, wet with the morning
dew, under the influence of the rays of the sun.
But by the Greeks and the Romans who visited
Egypt at that time the phenomenon soon began
to be looked upon in the light of a miracle. The
colossus was situated in a district of Thebes
called the .'\Iemnonia. Memnon was, according
to the tradition accepted by foreigners, the
legrndary founder of the edifices of this part
of the city. Was not the voice thus heard the
plaintirn voice of 1Iemnon imploring his divine
mother Aurora? The fame of the colossus soon
sprrad nbroad. From all parts of tho known
"orld people came to hear the marvellous voice,
and the mania arose for engraving on the legs of
t.he statue tho tokens of admiration of those who
were fortunate enough to become witnesses of
this miracle. Eventually, after the lapse of
two centuries, Septimius Severus, thinking to
stay the plaintirn cries of the hero, and to impart
clearness and beauty to his voice, restored the
colo~sus. He, howernr, only partially succeeded;
the hero, it is true, no longer uttered his plaintive
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cries, but all souncl was effectually smothered and
for ever silenced under tho blocks of sandstone
which we see to this <lay.
One may easily sec, on inspecting the legs of
tho colossus, how numerous were thC'se tokens
of admirntion. l\Iany of them arc datecl, the
most ancient being of tho time of Nero, the
most recent of that of Soptimius Soverns. 'rho
reign of Hadrian alone added twenty-sown to
tho collection, ancl there are others, still more
numeronR, which arc not accompanied by any
date. )lost frequently these inscriptions arc in
prose, ancl run thus : " Sahina Augusta, tho con
sort of the Emperor Crosar Augustus, has twice
heard tho voice of )Icmnon during the first hour."
Ancl again: "I, Vitalinus, cpistratcges ofThelmid,
wilh my wife, Publia Sosis, I have heard :\Iomnon
in the year III. . • . in tho month of Pachon (or
ninth month), twice at half past one o'clock." But
sometimes also poetry is employed, arnl we may
quote tho two following samples : "I, Petronia
mus, who inherit from my father the name of
Dillius, an Italian hy birth, I honour thee with
those elegiac ,erses, in offering to the god "·ho
speaks to me a poetical gift. But, in return, 0
king, grant me a long life l Many are they who
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come to this spot to know whether Memnon
presen·cs a voice in that portion of his body
which rcmaillS to him. As for him, seated on
his throne, deprived of his heacl, he breaks into
sighs to complain to his mother of the outrage
of Cambyscs, and when the brilliant sun shoots
forth his mys, he announces the return of day
to the mortals here assembled."-" Thy mother
Aurora, the rosy-fingered goddess, 0 far-famed
~Iemnon, has rendered thee Yocal for mo who
was desirous to hear thee. In the twelfth year
of the illustrious Antoninus, during tho month
of Pachon (the ninth month), reckoning thirteen
clays, twice, 0 divine being, have I hoard thy
voice when the sun left the majestic waves of
the ocean. In olden times, Jupiter, the son of
Saturn, made thee king of tho East, and now
thou art nothing but stone, and out of a stone
proceeds thy voice. Gamclla, in his turn, has
written these Yerses, having come here with his
beloYed spouse Rafilla, and his children."
DEIR·EL-1foor.mrr.-Between the colossi and
~fodinet-Abou, behind that part of the ancient
necropolis called Goornat-,1Ioura"i, is a small
temple hidden in a hollow. It was begun by
Ptolemy Philopater, and finished by his sue
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cessors. Tho place which it occupies in the
necropolis, and tho presence of Osiris among
the deities of tho interior, undoubtedly mark
this temple as a funereal monument. The in
scriptions, however, give no certain clue to the
defmite intention nor to the general idea which
it served to commemorate.
c would scarcely recommend it to the notice
of the ordinary traveller, \Yere it not that its ele
gant fa~mclc, constructed upon a design of which
no better example can be found in Egypt, is well
worth a visit. There is also a curious window,
opening out of the southern wall of one of the
inner chambers, which may be studied with
advantage.
hlEDINET-Anou.-Proceeding from the north
along tho western side of Thebes, which i~ tLe
route we arc now following, one perceives from a
distance, lying some way off to the south, a large
sombre-coloured mound, out of which emerge
here and there some constructions of a golden hue.
This gloomy-looking mound is a Coptic village,
which, at the downfall of the Egyptittn religion,
grew up all round and above a temple ·whose
rnins we begin to discern, until it almost entirely
buried it. The temple is that of hlcdiuet-.\.bou,
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so called after the very village which, fungus
like, had fastened itself on to its ancient walls.
By many the temple of :Medinet-Abou is con
sidered a sort of Versailles, raised to celebrate the
glory of Rameses III. But, in reality, 1\Iedinet
-Abou is composed of two separate temples.
1°. Temple of Thothmes III.-The florid capi
tals of the columns standing at the encl of the
first court, as also the clumsy style of the
sculptures and especially of the hieroglyphs,
clearly indicate that the entrance is of the
Roman period. In fact, the names of Titus,
Hadrian, and Antoninus may be read in various
parts of the court. A Roman origin also may
be assigned to the half-finished pylon which
succeeds the first court, although the portal
placed between them dates on one side from the
reign of Ptolemy Lathyrus, ancl on the other
from that of Philip Auletes.
We next come upon a smaller court which
terminates in a pylon of the most elegant con
struction. The elates here can only be arrivecl
at, so to speak, by intuition. True, some few
cartouches are visible here and there that belong
to Tahraka (XXVth dynasty, 660 n.c.) and to
Nectanebo II. (XXXth dynasty, 350 n.c.); but
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sometimes one has to chscover the original owner
of a cartoucho which Ptolemy Lathyrus took
from Nectanebo who himself had taken it from
Tahrnlrn.
Passing through the central doorway of the
pylon across a third court, one enters the temple,
properly so called. The most ancient cartonches
foul1(1 here are those of Thothmes II., whilst
those of Thothmes III. are tho most numerous.
Then follow, clown to Ptolemy Physcon, car
touches of almost every epoch, whichttro curiously
entangled in the midst of the many restorations
the temple has undergone. Having tlrn-i far
ascertained tho founder of the temple, and the
different epochs with which it is associn.tccl, we
may wonder for what purpose this little edifice
was designed before Rameses III. erccte<l so
close to it tho grarnl monument which now
absorbs all the traveller's attention. The in
scriptions throw no light on thi>J point.
2°. Temple of Rameses III.-The temple of
Rn.meses III. by its size, by tho harmony of its
parts, its historical importance, its style, and the
variety of pictm·es with which it is adorned, is
one of the monuments of Egypt that leave the
most agreeable, and at the same time the most
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lasting impression on the traveller's mind. It
consists of two parts separated by a court ; the
first, which is found immediately on entering the
edifice by the main gateway, has been called the
Palace. :Xext comes the real Temple ushered in
by a magnificent pylon.
A. 'l'be Palace possesses all the characteristics
of a regal habitation. 'l'wo large square towers,
the four walls of which incline symmctri<.atlly
towards a common centre, form the main body
of the building. 'l'he architectural details are
worthy of attention. Externally, cspoci:tlly on
the north side, the windows arc smTomuled hy
singularly original and cmious ornaments. On
the upper stories arc seen r esting on the backs
of r ecumbent prisoners slabs evidently intcn<led
to support the extremities of the .-ernu<lah which
must have extended over the entrance corridor,
so as to shade the eastern fa<;adc from the sun.
But it is chiefly in the interior chambers that
the priYate character of the edifice is manifested.
Here Rameses III. is r eally in his home sur
rounded by his family. One of his daughters
brings him flowers; he plays draughts with
another , and he is offered fruits by a third whom
he caresses by way of thanks.
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It is not to be expected that in a construction
of such importance, Ramcscs should be un
mindful of future history, or indifTcrcnt to the
expediency of exhibiting himself as a con()_ucror.
In fact, at the very entrance ga,te, Ramescs is
represented bringing to the gods the prisoners he
has cn,pturcd. ·with most remarkable skill the
Egyptian sculptor bas succeeded in giving to
en,<:11 one of these prisoners tho distinctirn type
of his race. "\Ye must remember tlrnt we are
here in the thirteenth century before our era,
and the ethnologist will nowhere fiml more
authentic specimens of the nations who then
inh,thited "\Yestern Asia,, Libya, and the Somlan.
At the most eastern cntranre gate, the passa6e
leading to the palace suddenly spreads itself out
into two small square courts. The sculptures
which adorn the western wall of these courts
shoultl be carefully studied; here especially will
be found portraits of captives in true artistic
style which must have been drawn from the life.
To the right, that is to say on the northern side,
are cnptives belonging to the nations of the
l\Iediterranean, and to Western Asia; on the
south side are those from Libya and the Kousch
country. The former are thus described :-1°.
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"The vile chief of the Kitetas, a living prisoner;"
he is full-faced and beardless; his ears are
adorned with large rings, and his bead is covered
with a tight-fitting cap from "hich falls a tress
of hair ·which hangs do"'n bis back. The Kbetas
formed a confederation of people who inhabited
Syria and a part of Palestine.-2°. "The Yile
chief of the Amaro country" has a long face and
pointed beard; this is the King of the Amorites,
the inhabitants of the western shores of the
Dead Sea.-3°. "The chief of the enemies from
1"akkara" wears a quaintly-shaped cap, hollowed
out at the side and flattened at the top ; he has
a round face and no beard. We are achancing
towards the north, and the T'akkaraou represent
the 'l'eucrians who inhabited the coast of Asia
Uinor.-4°. " The country of the Sclwrdi1ui
which is in the sea ; " the personage represent
ing this country is remarkable for his helmet,
surmounted by a round ball; the Schardina are
easily recognised as the ancestors of the
Sardinians.-5°. "The chief e,f the enemies
from /::Jclwsozi; " the Scbasou are well known in
Egyptian history; they frequent that part of the
desert which extends along the Egyptian fron
tiers by the Isthmus of Suez.-6°. "The country
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of Toursa which is in the sea ; " these are the
Tuscans or Etruscans.-7°. "The chief of the
enemies from Ka . . . ; " the mutilation which
this portion of the precious list has undergone
unfortunately precludes all possibility of identi
fying this people. The file of prisoners from
Libya and from the Kousch country is even more
mutilated; we may, however, still read :-1°.
" The chief of the vile race of Kausch ; " the
artist bas exceptionally given him the fratures
of a negro, although Kousch was more accurately
included by the Egyptians themselves in the
Chamitic race.-2°. Destroyed.-3°. Also de
stroyed; the individual represented here "·as
plainly a Kouschite.-4°. "The chief of the
country of LilHm; " bis beard is pointed, and a
lock of hair hangs oyer his ear. Here the iden
tification is easy. These are evidently Libyans,
the neighbours of the Egyptians on the ·western
side.-5°. "The chief of the country of tl.1e
Toursas;" another type of the Kouschites, whose
aquiline nose and long fringed robe must not
pass unnoticed.-6°. "The chief of the country
of the Jlasclwouasch," so striking by the grancleur
of his physiognomy. The Maschaouasch are
the MJ.gu€, of Herodotus ; they inhabited the
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northern coast of Africa, and constituted an
important snbdiYision of Libya.-7°. "The chief
of the country of the Taraoua;" this seYenih
pen,onage completes, with tho first, thinl ancl
fifth, the series of the four Kouschito tribes who
figure in this picture sicle by side with the
Libyans.
In connection with the edifice to which this
curious otlmographical series serves, so to
speak, as an introduction, a question suggests
itself which it ,Yill not be amiss briefly to discuss.
Was the edifice which we have just entered
really a palace? If so, this pavilion of 'l\Icdinet
-Abou is the only example of civil architecture
which ,ve po,;sess. And yet, juclgin 6 from this
one specimen, we are led to assume that palaces
were built of stone as solidly as the temples
themseh·es. How is it then that we have uo
remains whateYer of any other palace ? '\Ye are
not prepared to clecicle here the question as to
where the kings had their abode, a question
,vhich has become more and more difficult to
solve since we have ascertained that they did not
inhabit the temples. '\Ye are, however, inclined
to think that the founcler of Meclinet-Abou nernr
intended to ma,ke this pa.-ilion his dwelling
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place. Its general architecture, as seen from
afar amidst the landscape, recalls those triumphal
towers (migdol) represented in the bas-reliefs
of Karnak, of Luxor, of the Rameseum, and of
:.Icdinet-Abou itself, and which the kings of
Egypt were wont to erect on their frontiers,
at once as a means of defence, and as a memorial
of their victorit)s. The pa,ilion of illedinet-.Abou
might therefore be considered not as an example
of civil architecture, but rather as a monument
of military achie,ement, commemorative of a
king pre-eminently warlike.•
B. The temple of Medinet-Abou was, like the
palace, entirely constructed and decorated by
Rameses III. The first pylon forms by itself
a monograph which would afford interesting
materials for special study. Large stelm brnring
date of the 11 th and 12th years record the history
• It will be noticed that the summit of tho encircling wall
of the towers that form tho mnin pnrt of the pnlnco is crenel
lated, which giYOs still morn to tho edifice the appear
ance of a fortification. Tho form of these )Iedinet-Abou
battlements leads one to snpr,-isc that they may originally have
be~n formed of tho shields of soldiers thus disposed in rows,
so as to he seen from tho out>,iJe in time of peace, or to protect
the warrior in the hour of battle. "'e should not ventme
upon tbis conjecture if a passage in Ezekiel (xxvii. 11), refer.
ring to bucklers suspended rouml the walls of Tyre, di,l not
seem to afford some founda,wu to the idea.
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of the glorious expeditions undertaken by Rameses
against the Libyans, the hlasclrnouash, and other
nations from the coasts of the l\leditorranoan
"·ho had leagued thelllsolves together against
Egypt. On the northern side of the fa~·ade of
the pylon is a picture ,vhich clesenes a special
lllention on account of the poetic turn imparted
to one of its inscriptions. The king strikes "·ith
his falchion a group of kneeling prisoners.
Alllmon-Armachis presents him "·ith tho battle
axe. 'fhe deity addresses the king in a speech
which 'WC reproduce in the words of an excel
lent translation lately supplied by our friend
1\1. Chabas : 
" l\ly son, the fruit of my loins, thou whom I
loYe, the lord oyer the two worlds, Ramcses III.,
champion of the sword over the whole earth, the
Petti of Nubia lie stretched out at thy feet.
" I bring thee the chiefs of the southern coun
tries with their children on their backs, together
with the precious produce of their lands.
Spare the life of such as thou mayet;t choose
alllongst them ; kill as many as it may seem
gooLl to thee.
" I turn my face to the north and I overwhelm
thee with manols. I bring 'l'o-tescher (the reel
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land) under thy feet. Crush thy foolish enemies
between thy fingers ; overthrow the Jierouschaozt
with thy victorious sword. I bring to thee also na
tions that know not Egypt, their coffers filled with
gold, with silver, with pure lapis-lazuli, and all
kinds of precious stones ; the choicest products of
To-nuter arc before thy fair face.
" I turn my face to the east and I overwhelm
thee with marvels. I unite them all together
into thine hand ; for thee I gather together all
the produce of Pount; all tho })rOduce in kami
and in precious ana, with every sort of odori
ferous plants, is before thee.
"I turn myself to the west and I overwhelm
thee with manels. Rtvage the country of the
1'ahe1111ou ; may they bow down before thee in
adoration, or may they fall down as they fly
from thy terrible voice."
In tho court which immediately follows the
f1r::;t pylon, we find a remarkable instance of
what Sir Gardner Wilkinson has ingeniously
calh:d the symmetroplwuia of the Egyptians.
This court is bounded on one side by large
columns whose capitals represent the half-opened
bud of tho lotus ; but on the other side, instead
of similar columns we find massive stone pillar s,
15 *
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to which are attached colossal statues of Ra
meses III. clothed "·ith the attributes of Osiris.
On entering this court one faces the frontal of
the second pylon. The southem pier is covered
with a large picture. Ammon ancl ~font arc on
one side ; on the other is Ramcscs bringing be
fore the divinities a group of prisoners ranged
in three rows. To judge by the general ap
pearance of their costume, these prisoners must
represent three branches of the same trunk.
The lower group represents the J>oulis/11, a people
in whom JU. Chabas recognises the Pelasgians,
and "·ho, according to another opinion, may be
taken for Philistines, the ancestors of those ,rho
at a later period established themsel,es on the
confines of Egypt. The middle group represents
the T11r11wouna, who are the Daunians. Finally,
in the upper group are the Sclwkasclw, or Siculi,
whose name is supplied by the inscription placed
in front of the king. All these people, as we
shall sec, are inhabitants of the islands or of the
shores of the l\Ieclitcrranean, who had leagued
themselYes into a hostile confederation, and whom
Rameses succeeded in conquering after brilliant
encounters by land and by water.
On the northem pier is engraved a very long
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ancl ,ery precious inscription which has been
ably interpreted by :M. do Houge. The first
fifteen lines are little more than a tedious enu
meration of the titles accorded to the king. Tho
interest commences at the sixteenth line. Yarious
nations of Asia, the people of Kheta, of Kati, of
Karkamruika, of Aratou, and of Arasa were allied
against Egypt. A second group, the P o11fota
(tho Pelasgians), the T'akkaraou (the Teucrians),
the 8clwkllsclui (the Siculi), tho Taanaouna (tho
Daunians), the Ouaschru;cha (the Oscans), all
maritime people, had joined the Asiatic nations.
The encounter took place in a somewhat yaguely
defined spot, possibly one of the mouths of the
Nile. Yictory crO\vned the efforts of RameRes,
and Egypt once more escaped the danger of the
terrible inyasion with ,vhich she was threatened.
The granite doorway which unites the two
piers of the second pylon is next passed, and a
vast court is entered, which, taken as a whole,
may be regarded as the most valuable relic that
ancient Egypt has bequeathed to us. The court
is completely surrounded by galleries coYered
"·ith sculptures embellished with tho most Yivid
colours. In front of the northern and southern
galleries stand massive columns, their capitals
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representing the closed flower of the lotus. The
eastern and western galleries were supported by
square pillars, against which leant statues of the
king. Roughly hewn shafts of sandr.;tone columns
encumber the centre of the court, ,vhile five of
the same columns still remain upright. These
are memorials of the time when, Meclinet-Ahou
being a Coptic town, this magnificent court had
been converted into a church. The pictures
which cover the inner walls of the galleries are
so numerous that it is impossible to describe
them all. To the left on entering is a battle
scene. The ,isitor must now be familiar with
these gigantic figures of the king galloping in
his chariot over enemies who fly in disorder.
This time the enemies are the Libon (Libyans) ;
low down in the picture, with a simplicity more
surpriRing than pleasing, the artist has repre
sented them tumbling one over the other. On
the southern wall a second scene sh01rn us Egyp
tian princes and generals leading prisoners before
the victorious monarch. The prisoners, says an
inscription, number one thousand, and there
were three thousand slain. By the side is an
inscription, unfortunately in a bad state of pre
servation, ·which refers to the same campaign.
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In the third picture, the king returns to Egypt.
Ile is preceded hy several groups of prisoners in
chains, ancl is nccompaniccl by the troops. A
fourth picture represents him entering Thebes
and offering his prisoners to the gods of the e:ity.
These large battle scenes occupy the whole of
Urn lower register of the eastern, southern, and
northern sides of the court. But on the upper
register arc represente d scenes of a difllrcnt
eharactC>r, which arc no less worthy of attmtion.
The illustrious founder of Egyptolog y describes
them so well that we cannot do better than re
produce his words. "Rameses ," says Cham
pollion (L.:ttres ecritrs <l'E!f.1flllr, p. 344 of the
1st edition), "<Flits his palace, carried in a richly
clecornted naos, or shnne, home hy twelve ,,,,.i.~
or military chiefs, whose heads are 1uloruetl with
ostrich feathers. The monarch, decorated with
all tho marks of his so,ereign power, is seated
on an elegant throne, ,Yhich golden images of
truth nml justice overshaclo,v with their wings;
the i:;pbinx, emblem of wisdom combined with
i,trength, and the lion, emblem of courage, stand
near the throne, which they seem to protect.
Officers wave around the naos tho customary
fiabella and fans, young children of tho sncenlotul
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caste march near the king, carrying his sceptre,
the case for his bow, and his other insignia.
" Nine princes of the royal blood, high func
tionaries of the sacerdotal caste, and military
chiefs follow the naos on foot, ranged in two
lines. 'iYarriors carry the pedestals and the
steps of the naos. The procession is closed by
a hody of soldiers. Groups quite as varied 1 re
cede tlie Pharaoh; a band of music, wherein
ma:· be distinguished the flute, the trumpet, the
clrnm and chorus singers, forms the head of the
procession; then come tlie relatiYes and fayourites
of the king, among whom may be noticed seyeral
high priests; and lastly, the eldest son of Bameses,
second in command of the army, burns incense
before his father's face.
"The king anfres at the temple of Horus, ap
proaches the altar, pours out the libations and
burns incense; twenty-two priests cany upon rt
rich palanquin tlie statue of the divinity, "hich
adrnnces snrrounclecl by fiabella and fans and
flowering branches. The king, on foot, crowned
with the simple diadem of the 'lower country,'
precedes the god, and follows closely the white
bull, the liYing symbol of Ammon-Horus or Am
mon-lb,, his mother's consort. A priest waYes
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incense before the sacred animal. The queen, the
spouse of Rameses, witnesses all this religious
pomp from an elevated position, and whilst one
of the high priests reads aloud the prescribed in
vocation at the moment when the sacred light of
tho deity passes the threshold of his temple, nine
teen priests advance, carrying on their shoulders
the .-arious sacred standards, the vases, tables of
offerings and all the utensils belonging to the
ceremonial ; seven other priests lead on the re
ligious procession bearing statuettes on their
Rhoulders; those are the images of the royal an
cestors and predecessors of Rameses, who thus
participitte in the triumph of their descen.l ant."
Then comes the scene of the four birds, of which
we curtail the description. The four birds are
genii, children of Osiris and patrons of the four
cardinal points. The high priest lets them fly,
in order that they may proclaim to the south, to
the north, to the west, and to the east, that,
following the example of the god Horus, Rameses
has crowned himself with the emblem of his do
minion oyer the 'Upper and Lower Countries.'
"The last part of the bas-relief," says Cham
pollion, " represents the king, crowned with the
pschent, giving thanks to the god in his temple.
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The monarch, preceded by the entire sacerdotal
body and by the sacred music, is attended by the
officers of his household. Ile then cuts some ears
of corn with a golden sickle arnl, wearing his mili
tary helmet as "·hen he left his palace, pours out
a libation and thus takes leave of the god Am
mon-Horus, who has retired within bis sanctuary.
The queen is again. witness of the two last cere
monies; the priest inrnkes the gods ; a priestly
scribe reads a long prayer; and th e white bull
and the images of the ancestral kings once more
figure side by sitle with the Pharaoh."
The ,vestem side of the temple has been for
some time the scene of considerable excavations,
and some idea may be gathered of the enormous
mass of rubbish that has been cleared away, from
the fact that this point was the highest summit
of the mournl fo rmed by the Coptic village above
the temple. Unfortunately, the works haye not
produced the hopecl·for results, as decapitated
columns, empty chambers, and religious inscrip
tions of a tri,·ial character are all that has been
brought to light.*
* It was in the chamber of the nor th-west comer that,
in raising the flagstones with which it is prwecl, neal'ly a
thousand statuettes in bronze were found, all r epresenting
Osiris, and all more or less mutilated from the legs down
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The rnst amount of historical facts "·hich we
ha;rn just been examining might lead one to ima
gine that all efforts were exhausted on the interior
of the temple, and that :lfedinet-Abou could have
very little more to show us. But this is far from
being the case. A list of fetes to be celebrated
in the sacred edifice is engraYed on the south
side of the external wall. ,Ye will, howeYer,
pass this oYer in silence as it offers but little
interest to such as do not wish to go deeply into
the subject. But the north side of the external
wall, half-buried though it be, is like a gallery in
a museum. Ten pictures, symmetrically arranged,
describe the incidents of a war undertaken by
Rameses in the ninth year of his reign against the
Libyans and the T'akkamo1i.
1st pictare.-Departure of the king and of the
army; the soldiers are in marching order. Tho
accoutrements of the troops should be studied.
211d picture.- Grand battle and grand -victory.
The enemy are the Libyans of the race of the Tama
hou. Like tho heroes of Homer, the king is fighting
in person, and the carnage is indescribable.
wards. This is but another proof that the custom pre
vailed of plll"ifying the area of n temple by strewing it with
divine images buried underground.
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3rd picture.-12,535 of the enemy are killed;
the generals bring the prisoners before the vic
torious king.
4th pict11re.-IIarangue of the king to the
general of the army. The troops arc under arms,
ready to march anew against the enemy. ~Iany
curious details.
5th pictnre.-Once more the troops arc setting
out and filing past. Herc, as elsewhere, the texts
consist of only a series of praises addressed to
the king, and of thanksgivings to the gods.
6th picture.- Another battle and another
victory. 'rhc enemies are the T'akkaraou whom
the king overthrows. "\Yomcn and children talw
flight in chariots drawn by oxen.
7th picture.-Thc march is renewed, and the
enemy passes a country infested with lions,
probably one of the fastnesses of Lebanon. The
king has killed one lion and wounded another.
It was probably somewhere about here that
Amenophis Ill. killed the one hunched ancl ten
lions, which, on a scarabc:cus in the Booliik
Museum, he boasts of haying slain with his own
hand during the first ten years of his reign.
8th picture.-IIere we find the only representa
tion which Egypt affords of a naval combat.
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Tho scene is laid either close to the coast, or at
the mouth of some riYcr. The fleet of the
'1'"11kl.-am1111, reinforcul by that of the Sclumli1111,
att1u:ks the Egyptian ships. In the confusion
that prornils, one of the enemy's vessels has sunk,
and is seen floating keel upwards. Ramescs
fitauds on the shore, and liis archers contribute
to the victory of the Egyptian fleet by piLrcing
the rnemy with tl..teir darts.
!Ith pict11rc.-Tho army sets out for Egypt, and
stops at a fortified place called Jli!fclol-m
-ltt1111cscs-l111!.-on. The dead are counted by the
1rnmber of hands cut off on the field of battle.
A long file of prisoners passes before the king,
who harangues his fions autl his generals.
lOt/1 pidurc.-Tri nmphal return to Thebes.
The king gives thanks to the gods. Speechi·s
from the gods, speechec; from the king, speeches
ernn from the prisoners themselves who entreat
tho king to spare their lives that they may
long cdcl.mite his comage and valour.
This description of ~Icdinct-Abou "·ill suffice,
wo trust, to show the great importance of the
a,lmirable monument which we have just been
studying in its most remarkable parts. If we
uow seek to realise the king's purpose in erecting
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it, the problem only admits of the same solution
as in the case of the Rameseum. "\Ye may rest
assured that the spot selected for its site, border
ing at or.ce on the desert and on the necropolis, was
not idly chosen. We may read therein, as it were,
an anxious thought forpostcrity and the founding
of a sort of perpetual reminder of the illustrious
dead. It is the memory of Ramcses III., it is his
very person that lives at Medinet-Ahou.
Tim XEcROPOLis.-The necropolis is reached
from Luxor by the same route as the temples.
The large square courts pierced on three sides
with doors symmetrically disposed, "·hich may
be observed on the ,vay to Goornah, are common
tombs not worth noticing. But on leaving the
temple of Goornah and following the border of
culkrnted land, one secs to the right some ter
raced hills in front of which the ground has
been disturbed by innumerable excavations.
This is the necropolis called Drah-abou'l-Xeggah,
undoubtedly the most ancient in Thebes. The
tombs mostly elate from the XPh and the XVIlth
dynasties, and from the beginning of the XYIIPh.
It was here that the Icings Entef (X!lh dynasty),
whose mummy-cases are in Paris and in London,
were found. IIere also we discovered the sarco
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phagus of Queen AaJ1-Hotcp, with its celebrated
collection of jewels, now in the Boolak Museum.
l'nfortunatel y, there is not a single tomb in
])rah-aliou'l- Xeggah which is wortlly of a Yisit.
The wealth and pomp of that }leriod "·ere nil
exp<.nded on tlle mummies; and external chapels,
,rhith moreoYer were of rare occurrence, bore no
ornament ,rbateYer.
Further towards the south another part of
the necropolis is reached, quite different in its
aspect from Drah-abou'l-XL•ngah. This is El
-.-1.~~,,ssif. At Drah-abou'l-Xeggah the earth
disturbed liy the excavation is yellow minglccl
,rith an infl.rior sort of broken brick, and it i,;
only now nncl then that one comes upon a frag
ment of limestone. But at El-..\.ssassif the soil
consists, so to speak, of nothing but pounded
limestone. This difference is accounted for
partly by the fr.ct that the rock out of which the
tombs ha,e heen hollowed consists of a Yery fine
"·bite limestone, partly also by the customs of
the period. Some of the tombs of El-Assassif
belong to the XIX. th and XXIInd dynasties, and
especially to the XXXI·t ' and date therefore
from a time when a greater amount of luxury
,ms displayed in the ornamentati on of the
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exterior chapels. In some places a few small
edifices had been constructed which are un
fortunately clostroycd.
On the other lrnrnl
thick w,llls, also of limestone, which no doubt
served to mark out tho limits of the rescrrn(l
portions of the necropolis, arc frequently met
"·ith. All this lrns giYen to El-Assassif an aspect
sui [Jen eris " ·hich Drah-abou'l-Keggah is far from
possessing. ,Ye may add that the mummies
arc found here, not at the bottom of a cleep well
as at Sakkarah, but either simply in the earth
itself, or in rnults constructed only a few feet
below the surface. The tombs which can still
be visited at El-Assassif, however, arc neither
numerous nor interesting. It would be impos
sible to describe their position without the help
of a plan. The best ,vay is to trust to the
guides "·ho arc in the habit of showing them to
travellers.
The two portions of the necropolis callecl
respectively Schcikh-abcl-cl- Goornah, aucl Goornat
.J\lourc(i, are found beyond that sort of circus of
rocks of "·hich El-Assassif occupies the centre.
Here the tombs are hollowed out in the sides of the
rocks themselves. Large square doorways open
here and there upon the plain, ancl some of them
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are arranged in such regular order that seen
from a distance they look like the batteries of a
fortress. Moreover, an interest attaches to these
tombs which those of El-Assassif and Drah
-abou'l-Neggah do not possess. The arrange
ments are, generally speaking, on the same plan
as at 8a¼.\,arah and Beni-IIassan. A chamber
cut in tlie rock takes the place of the exterior
chapel, where the survivors assemble to do
honour to the defunct. A well opens out of that
chamber, giYing access to a mortuary vault
closed to all eternity. The decorations afford in
some instances materials of most interesting
study, especially when episodes in the life of the
defunct ham furnished the subject. Thus the
tomb of an individual called II01t"i, a functionary
of the XVIIlth dynasty, contains some paintings
which, unfortunately, are rapidly fading away,
but which are none the less deserving of being
studied. Houi:, under the title of prince of
Kousch, had been governor general of the Soudan,
and one of the pictures represents him in the act
of arriving to take possession of bis government.
People of every shade of complexion and of
every race present themselves before him. Some
are negroes with distinctive features strongly
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marked; others are of the negro type but hrom1
in colour; others, also copper-coloured, haYe
more northerly features ; there are also men of a
red tint like the Egsptians, mingled with white
complexioned women. Giraffes and oxen "·ith
long horns terminating in the forlll of human
hands are brought before Houi:, who albo receives
rings of gold, ingots of copper, skins of wild
animals, long-handled fans and ostrich feathers.
Another picture shows IIoui: returning frolll tt
mission into the country of the ll11ten11on (the
Assyrian.,) and presenting to the king, seated
on his throne, the ambassadors of that nation,
whose dress consists of a large robe of gaudy
colours rolled sernral times round their body.
Of their slaves, naked to the waist, some arc
r ed, some white. All wear a pointed beard.
The gifts which they bring to the king consil-,t of
horses, lions, ingots of precious metals, and vases
of gold and silver curiously fashioned. 'rhis one
example suffices to show the interest that at
taches to the tombs of S0heikh-abd-el-GoornaJ1
and of Goornat-:Mourai:, which are almost without
exception monuments of the XVIIIth and XIXt11
dynasties.
The visit to the tombs of the southern hills
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being over, we retrace our steps, and, bonding
slightly to the left, proceed to Deir-cl-Balwri.
On our way, ·we cross diagonally the western
extremity of El-Assassif. At the bottom of a
sort of ravine, the guides point out tho en
trance to a large tomb, that of Petamenophis;
but no one should venture to enter it who is
likely to be incommoded by tlie overpowering
odour of bats which it exhales. A little farther
on, a sort of large gateway iu crude bricks
attracts attention by the singular disposition of
the bricks in tlie archway."' It is diJlicult to
master thoroughly the part of the necropolis to
which this gateway belongs, because, plundered
in turn by the dealers in antiquities n,nd the
o,rners of the adjacent limekilns, it has suffered
more during the first half of the present century
than during the two or three thousand previous
years of its existence. All that we may ventme
to assert is, thitt in tlie western corner of El
-Assassif the most ancient tombs belong proba
bly to the XVIIJth dynasty, and the most modern

* The hricks are !lisposcil transversely, as in the arches
of the IIoluorn Viaduct, where this arrangement was
supposed to constitute a novelty, as well as a mane! of
engineering.
I(j

*
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may with some show of reason be assigne::l to
the immediate successors of Alexander.
DEIR-EL-B.rnrnr. - The temple of Deir-el
-Bahari occupies the centre of the semicircle
·which encloses El-Assassif. It lies close against
some fine perpendicular rocks, which, on the
opposite or north-western side, run down into the
.-alley of Bab-el-Jlolouk. There can he little
doubt as to the origin of this temple. Deir-el
-Balrnri was raised to the glory of Queen Ifotasou
just as :i\ledinet-Ahou was raised to the glory of
Hameses III. '.l'he site of these commemoratiYe
temples was chosen from religious motiYes pecu
liar to Egypt, to which there is no need again
to allude. The walls of Deir-el-Bahari are
co,-ered with various cartouches which at first
sight are calculated to cause a certain confusion
in the visitor's mind. The fact is IIatasou took
to herself different names according as she either
shared the throne with her two brothers Thoth
mes II. and Thothmes III., or as she subse
quently governed with the title of Regent in the
name of the latter of these two princes, or
again, as she eventually reigned alone in her
own name. Science has not yet, we think, said
its last word on the subject of these different
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names, and perhaps the solution of the problem
may be found in some inscriptions lately brought
to light in the temple we are now examining.
Deir-el-Bahari was constructed on a singular
plan, and even from a distance it bears no re
semblance to any of the other temples of Egypt.
It was preeedecl by a long alley of i:,phinxes, now
utterly destroyed, and by two obelisks of " ·hich
nothing at present remains but the base. Beyoml
these, it stretched out in terraceR as far as the
mountain, one court leading up to another by
easy ascents. It was built of a fine white lime
stone, and one might well wonder that a single
block of wall should remain standing, if one dicl
11ot remember that El-Assassif, by the almndance
of its materials and its proximity to the plain,
offered to the enterprising plunderer much greater
facilities of spoil than could be obtained at Deir
-el-l3ahari. Moreover, it is probable that this
temple was soon abandoned. Even as early as
the XXIl'"1 dynasty it was already used as a
cemetery, and in one of its chambers were found,
piled up one above the other almost to the ceiling,
mummies of the Grecian period, lying over rows
of other mummies, of which the most ancient
probably belonged to the XXVJth dynasty.
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History is not forgotten at Deir-el-Bahari, any
more than at the Hamesemn and at Medinet
-Abou. But it is no easy matter to determine
whether the fragments of pictures one meets
with scattered here ancl there form part of any
one common tlwme. Reaching tho temple from
the east, that is nearly at its lowest part, we
come upon the first of these bas-reliefs. Troops
are marching, preceded by trumpets and officers;
the soldiers arc fully equipped, some carrying in
their hands branches of palm trees; their stan
dards are surmounted by tho cartouches of
Ihtasou. EYidently we haYe before our eyes
the triumphal entry of troops returning from a
campaign. Further on, almost at the extremity
of the temple, and only a few stops from the
granite gatemty which forms so conspicuous
an object from all parts of the surrounding plain,
is another picture somewhat more distinct; but
unfortunately the final portion only remains,
Hatasou bad sent her troops on a campaign
into Arabia, a country celebrated for its per
fumes, its spice-bearing and odoriferous trees,
its gold, its ebony, and its wrought fabrics of
ernry sort. The expedition was to lay in a stock
of such treasures as it could collect tog~ther,
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and to bring them back to Thebes to be stored
in tlw temple of Ammon. No obstacle, it would
seem, checked the progress of the detachment
sent for this purpose to the shores of the Hod
Sea. The principal inlrn,hitants of tho country
embarked more or less willingly on the Egyptian
fleet to lay at the feet of the magnificent Regent
substantial prnofs of their Rnbmission. Snch
are the principal episodes of that campaign as
clcscribe<l in the bas-reliefs of Dcir-cl-Baha ri.
The Rce110 is laid on the sea-shore, the trans
parency of the water nai\·cly allowing the fishes
to he pcrct'i,·ed. Somo Egyptian soldiers are
drawn up on the coast. 'rho inhabitants of tho
Ponnt country qnit their dwellings, whose white
roofs h,tYc tho form of a cupola, and bring tho
produce of the soil arnl of their industry. Some
arc piling up tho ficontod gum into enormous
hcnps, others bring entire trees, tho roots of
which nro tied up in cou.f}i·.~ or frail baskets.
Tho clothing of thesP imfo·iduals, thPir weapons,
arnl the <'Olour of their skins, deser\'e especiitl
study. The Egyptian fleet is drawn up close
hy, arnl the loading of the Rhips is proceeded
with. Bales of goods, earthen jars, live animals,
trces-m·cryt hing is carefully arranged in its
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appointed place. The ships are propelled both
by sail and by om·s. Thebes at last is ren,checl,
and the different items are enumerated. There
is quite r~ procession of cynocephalous monkeys,
panthers, giralTes, and short-horned oxen; while
collars, chains, bracelets, daggers and hatchets,
are all being classed in order. Ammon is witness
of the scene, and addresses his congratulations
to the Queen Regent. In a side chamber to the
south, another subject is presented. 1.Vt' ham
now no longer the green wr.ters of tho Red Sen,
but the blue waters of the ;,,rile. In tho lowest
compartment of the picture, more troops arc
seen marching. But, interesting as thC'y arc,
one cannot be sure whether these episodes refer
to the same campaign which has been so
minutely described on tho walls of the principal
chamber. Close by, a fine doorway, with many
ruins heaped up before it, leads into a clrnmber,
the colours of which haYe retained all their
vividness. On eaeh side of the passage foacling
to this chamber, an admirable sculpture r<'pre
sents a royal pen;onage, who quenches his thirst
with the milk of Ilathor under the form of tho
most beautiful cow that the Egyptian bas- reliefs
can show us.
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BAD·EL-1'IOLOUK.-Bab-el-Uolouk is the St.
Denis of tho kings of the XJXth and the XX th
dynasties. A bifurcation of the road leads into
another valley situated a little further to tho
west, where tho last kings of tho XVIII1h dynasty
are interred. The former only of those two
valleys is usually visited, being the burial place
th dynasties.
of the kings of the XIX th and
The path which leads to it may, indeed, he
called the path of the dead. Not a blade of
grass is to be seen ; all is sad and gloomy as if
burnt up with some internal fire which has split
and blackened tho rocks. 'l1hc distance from
the banks of the Nile is nearly four miles.
The "Tomhs of the Kings" at Bttb-el-)folo uk
arc all oxca~ atocl out of the solid rock, and con
sist of inclin(•d passages which penetrate moro
or k•bs deeply into the mountnin itself. When
once the royal mummy had been deposited in its
resting-place , the entrance was walled up, and
the surrounding rock was lcvdlccl so as to leaYo
no external trn.cc of the situation of the tomb.
This shows that the spirit in which these ~·oyal
monuments were erected is totally different from
that which regulated tho construction of all other
tombs. In thtl case of these royal sopulttires,
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the ordinary external chamber where the sur
,ivors assembled to do honour to the memory of
the dead ,vere r epresented by the large com
memorative edifices erected u.t ·the entrance of
the necropolis. Of these the most important,
being solidly constructed, have alone stood the
test of ages. The number of tombs open in the
principal valley, up to the year 1835, was twenty
one; during our explorations the number has
reached twenty-five, but they arc not all king~'
tombs. Princes and even functionaries of a
high rank were admitted to the honour of seeing
their tombs excavated by the side of those of the
sovereigns of their country. "AboYe the Jlem
110niw11," says Strabo, "arc some tombs of
kings cut in the rod, in the form of grottoes,
about forty in number, admirably wrouglit, arnl
well wortliy of a .-isit." On the face of this
1mssage, it was surmised that well-directed ex
cavations in Bab-el-~Iolouk might lead to tbe
discovery of the fifteen missing tombs. But it
may be that Strabo incluc1ed in his reckoning
the tombs of the Y alley of the Queens. Be that
as it may, from Amenophis III., with whom the
series begins (as the first kings of the XYIII th
dymtsty are not at Bab-el-~Iolouk), clown to the
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lac;t king of the XX.th dynasty, there is no
prince of any note mi;;sing except Horus. Now,
as Horns is th<' last soren•ign of the XYIIPh
dynasty, llis tomb is more likely to he found in
the Yalley of the West, and we arc strongly
inclined to think that excaYatiom;, bo\\CYl'r
vigorously carrird on at Bah-ol-r.Iolonk, ,1·oul<l
not be rewanlt·<l by results commensu rate with
tho labour which tl.10 remotenes s of ti.le spot
and the difficulty of s11pplying the workmen with
water must necessarily entail. The Yalley of
tho West is alone worth exploring, pick-axe in
hand ; for the kings of tho XYill th dynasty
whose tombs are yet unknown might be dis
covered there.
Such trasellers as do not make archmology
thrir special stucly may content themselres
with vi;;iting foe four following " Tombs of the
Kings": 
10. 1'11111/J of Sethi I., commonly called Bcbmi's
'Tomb. This is the mokt magnificen t of all the
Tombs of Bab-el-Iiiolouk ; hy its grandeur and
the profusion of sculptures with which it is
adornl'd, it eclipses :di others. It was dis
covere1l in 1817 by Belzoni. It had already been
violated, but still not a single bas-relief was
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then missing from its walls, and its pictures yet
retained their original freshness. The visitor,
however, will soon perceive to what sad mutila
tions it has since been subjected. Rumolll!
attributes these acts of vandalism to certain ex
plorers of Egypt who must, however, be above
the reach of such suspicion by virtue of the very
services they have rendered to Egyptology. It
is more correct to say that that desecration of
one of the most valuable monuments of Egypt is
the work of dealers in antiquities, or even of the
tourists themselves. The fact is that the latter
in their recklessness purchai:;e almost at any
price relics which, after all, are simply the pro
ceeds of an irreparable wrong done to science.
Immediately on entering the tomb, the visitor
finds himself actually transported into a new
world. The almost joyous pictures of the Sa!, 
l~arah and Boni-Hassan tombs have altogether
disappeared. The defunct is 110 more to be seen
at home, in the midst of his family. No more
making of furniture; 110 more building of ships;
no more extensive farm-yards, with cattle, oxen,
antelopes, wild goats, geese, ducks, demoiselle
cranes, marching in procession before the
stewards. All bas become, so to speak, fan
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tastic and chimerical. Even the gods them
selves assume strange forms. Long serpents
glide hither and thither round the rooms, or
stand erect against the doorways. Some con
victed malefactors are being decapitated and
others are precipitated into the flames. "\Yell
might a visitor feel a kind of horror creeping
over him if he did not realise that after all, under
neath all these strange representations lies the
most consoling of all dogmas, that which vouch
safes eternal happiness to the soul after the
many trials of this life. Such in fact is the mean
ing of the pictures which adorn the walls of this
tomb. It has been said that before according
to their kings the honours of burial, the Egyp
tians passed judgment upon them. This legend
must of course be understood in an allegorical
sense. The judgment of the soul after being
separated from the body, and the many trials
which it will be called upon to overcome by the
aid only of such virtues as it has evinced while
on earth, constitute the subject-matter of the
almost endless representations which cover the
tomb, from the entrance to the extreme end of
the last chamber. The serpents standing erect
over each portal, darting out venom, are the
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gnardians of the gates of heaven-the soul can
not pass unless justified by works of piety and
benevolence. The long texts displn,yecl ornr
other parts of the walls are magnificent hymns
to which the soul gives utterance in honour of
the divinity whose glory and greatness it thus
celebrates. When once the clead has been
adjudged worthy of life eternal, these ordeals
arc at an end; he becomes part of the divine
essence, and, henceforwarcl a pure spirit, he
wanders over the yast regions where the stars
for ever shine. Thns the tomb is only the
emblem of the voyage of the soul to its eternal
abode. The soul has no sooner left the boJy
than we arc called upon from room to room to
witness its progress as it appears before the
gods ancl becomes gradually purified, until at
last in the grand hall at the end of the tomb we
am present at its fmal admission into that life
"which a second death shall never reach."
When Belzoni discoyered the tomb, a fine sar
cophagus in alabaster stood in the furthest cham
ber, but this was subsequently carried away to
England, and is now in Sir John Soane's Mu
seum. In the centre of this same chamber is a
passage which penetrates some distance into the
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ground. The tomb was to have extended further
in that direction, but whether Sethi died before it
could be finished, or whether, as was more pro
bably the case, a layer of argillaccous marl was
encountered which offered serious obstacles to
further progress, this passage was discontinued,
ancl its entrance out of the chamber was hidden
by a paving stone over which the sarcophagus
was finally deposited.
2°. 1'omb of R aml'se.~ III., commonly called
Bru ce's T omb, or the Tomb o.f the JiarpiM.~. If
Sethi's tomb is remarkable for the perfection
of its sculptures and the beauty of the models
which it affords to the student of art, that of
Ilameses III., on the contrary, is mean, and un
"orthy of the hero of 1\fodinet-Abou, and yet the
nature of the subjects is extremely interesting.
Towards the middle of the tomb and on either
side of the two first passages are some chambers
which merit attention. 'l'he most varied scenes,
with boats, household furn[ture and utensils,
coats of arms, bows, arrows, and pikes, are re
presented here. One of these pictures, treated
with a breadth of style not to be found in the
other parts of the tomb, is that of the celebrated
harpists, already so well known by the many
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copies which have been made of them. The name
of 13r11ce·s Tomb was giYen to the tomb of Ram
eses III. in memory of the traveller of that name
who was the first to visit it and to make it known
to the world.
On entering the tomb it soon be'lomes apparent
that the original plan was departed from, and
that the entrance passage instead of continuing
in a straight line suddenly bears to the right.
This is owing to the carelessness "·ith which the
Egyptians excavated their tombs. The architect
entrusted with the piercing of the tomb of Ram
eses bad in fact taken his measure so badly that
a few yards from the entrance he stumbled upon
an adjoining tomb which he "·as obliged to avoid
by modifying his original design.
In the principal chamber of the tomb formerly
existed a sarcophagus in pink granite, cut in the
form of a royal cartouche. This was carried
a way by 11lr. Salt ; the lower part is at the LomTe
and the cover is at Cambridge, in the Fitzwilliam
Museum.
11Iany Greek graffiti are found in the tomb of
Rameses III. This feature, however, is not
peculiar to the subterranean tomb we are LOW
considering. Many other sepulchres are covered
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with similar inscriptions, and often in still greater
numbers. This shows that the tombs of Bab-el
-1\Iolouk were visited by strangers even as far
back as the times of the Ptolemies; these, how
ever, could only be the tombs of which the r oyal
mummies had already been violated and dis
persed by Cambyses, a circumstance which, in
the eyes of the Egyptian, entirely took away the
sacred character of these monuments.
3°. Tomb of Sethi II. This tomb, which is
situated at the extreme end of the valley to the
west, possesses nothing worthy of attention ex
cept some pictures clumsily sculptured in relief
which are seen to the r ight and to the left on
entering. The eye which has grown accustomed
to tho delicacy of the sculptures of the tomb of
Sethi I. will not easily become reconciled to the
l'OUndness of style of these sculptures, however
attracti.-e they may appear at first sight.
4°. 'l'omb of Rameses IT'. This differs from the
others by its width, the high pitch of its roof, and
the Yery slight inclination of its floor; it might
be visited, so to speak. on horseback. At the end,
lies the granite sarcophagus of gigantic propor
tions. The insipid paintings of this tomb, how
ever, and its lifeless sculptures can hardly prove
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of much interest after Belzoni's tomb, especially
as they are covered with a mass of Greek graffiti
which make them still more indistinct.
To such travellers as are not already satisfied
with the inspection of the four grand tombs
we have just described we would point out the
Tomb of Rmneses VI., which, judging by the
testimony of the grajjiti found in the interior,
was, for some unknown reason, designated by
the ancients the Tomb of l,lemnon. It is r e
markable for the astronomical representations on
its ceiling. The tomb of Rameses IX. also pos
sesses a certain interest. The amount of time
which the artists must have spent in the de
coration of the walls is something appalling.
In the strange pictures where the principle of
generation plays so large a part one should only
see a forcible and energetic application of those
ideas of resurrection after death and of the im
mortality promised to the deceased ,Yhich per
vade this tomb. The tomb of Rameses VI. is
the Nq 9 of Wilkinson ; that of Rameses IX.
is called Nq 6; and it is under these numbers
that they are usually pointed out to travellers
by the guides.
There are three routes to choose from in
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leaving Bab-el-Molouk. Tourists who have but
little time to spare will return by the way they
came, that route being the most direct. If time
permit, the path which ascends the mountain
may be taken; and the summit once reached, the
descent, which is rather steep and available only
for pedestrians, may be made either to the cast
or to the south. The former path leads by
Deir-el-Bahari to El Assassif; the latter, after a
rather long detour, comes out behind l\fodinct
-Abou, and thus affords the opportunity ofreYisit
ing that temple, as well as the Rameseum and
the temple of Goornah.
V.-ESNEH.

From Luxor to Erment
,, Erment to Esneh
From Luxor to Esneh
From Boolak to Esneh, 500 miles.

l\Iiles
\)

27

3G

The temple of Esneh is situated in the middle
of the town. The only part that is now Yisible
is the hypostyl hall which has been cleared out
to the pavement. It is said that other parts of
the temple still exist almost intact under the
houses in the town "'hieh effectually conceal
them from view. According to another account,

17 *
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Champollion himself visited the sanctuary where
he recognised the name of Thothmes III. ; but
these statements are not sufficiently authenticated.
Be that as it may, the large portico or entrance
hall supported by columns is all that is now to
be seen of the temple of Esneh.
The fac;ade and columns of this portico are of
the Roman epoch. Here one meets with the
cartouches of Claudius, Domitian, Commodus,
Septimius Severus, Caracalla and Geta. Further
in the style is Grecian and can be traced to
Ptolemy Philometor. 'rhe sculptures in this
temple arc of the very worst execution, and the
inscriptions are so spoiled witll the forced mean
ings of letters, with puns and double entendre,
tllat it requires a very closr, attention and special
aptitude to guess the exact sense which lies
hidden under these wretched hieroglyphs. And
yet the capitals of columns, through their coat
of black smoke, show a careful and delicate
workmanship and a purity of form which at first
sight one is surprised to meet with in a temple
of this period. The fact is, architecture did not
follow engraving and sculpture in their rapid
downfall. Indeed, whilst almost from the advent
of tho Ptolemies engraving and sculpture had
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begun to decline, as if the Greeks could not
accommodate themselves to the conventionalities
and somewhat unnatural forms with which trn,
dition had trammelled both arts, architecture,
on the contrary, received a fresh impetus and
gainecl materially in freedom of style. Although
the principle of monolithic architraves was not to
be given up at once, so as to allow of the space
between the coluw.ns being widened, yet the
column itself became more graceful aml rose
more boldly to the ceiling ; and it was especially
in the decoration of the capitals that the im
provement was felt. Doubtless the lovely group
of full-blown lotus of which the capitals of the
columns at Pbilm, for inst::mce, afford such
striking exa,mples, is already in bud at )Iedinet
-Abou and at Karnak. But these ancient forms
were modified tind modernii;:ed under the Greeks,
and new ones created. In short, the Greeks
allowed the grand traditional art of sculpture in
relief to perish in their l.utnds, almost from their
arrival in Egypt; but, on the other band, archi
tecture, being less hieratic in its character, took
a fresh start from that same period ; for it was
only under the Greek dynasties that a form of
column began to appear which no longer seemed
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crushed under its architraves, together with that
form of capital "·ith curiously interlaced lines of
,rhich the pronaos at Esneh offers some remark
able specimens.
VI.-EDFOU.

Miles

Fi-om Esneh to El-Kab
,, El-Kab to Edfou

20
12

From Esneh to Edfou
From Boolak to Edfou, 582 miles.

82

Between Esneh and Edfou the only spot "·orth
stopping at is El-Kab, the ancient Eileithyias,
or the "city of Lucina "-a place famous for its
grottoes and for a very small temple of the
XYIIPh dynasty, built in the plain, about two
miles a,vay from the river. This was formerly
a strategical point, being situated at the entrance
of the mountain-gorge down which the IIerouscha
(the Bisharees of the present day) were enabled
to mu,ke frequent inroads into the Egyptian
territory, as recorded in the inscriptions of the
time. A fortress had therefore been erected here,
ancl its ramparts may still be seen. It was built
of crude bricks, and probably dated from the
ancient empire.
The Temple of Edfou is one of those monu
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ments which speak for themselves, and to which
no description can do justice. Its magnificent
pylon and encircling wall are unique in Egypt.
As for the temple itself, no one can fail to be
struck with its close resemblance to that of Den
derah in its general plan, if not in its architec
tural details. The excavation of Edfou is the
most extensive archreological work ever executed
under the auspices of H.H. the Khedive. A few
years ago, the modern village had invaded the
temple, its very terraces being covered over with
dwellings, stables, and storehouses of every kind.
In the interior the chambers were filled with rub
bish almost to the ceiling. 'l'he amount of time
and trouble expendtd on the excavations will
be realised on entering the temple, where every
single line of inscriptions has now become
perfectly accessible to the traveller and the
antiquarian.
The Temple of Edfou was founded by Ptolemy
IV. Philopator, who constructed the sanctuary
as well as the surrounding chambers, the chapel,
and, generally speaking, the whole of the further
most part of the temple properly so called. The
decoration of some of the inner chambers was the
work of Ptolemy VI. Philometor . The hypostyl
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hall, which forms a sort of monumental frontage
to the edifice, was constructed by Philometor and
Ptolemy IX Euergetes II. The outer passage
bears on one side the names of the same Euer
getes, and on the other those of Ptolemy XI
Alexander; lastly, the pylon was decorated,
if not actually constructed, under the reign of
Ptolemy XIII Dionysos.
Some curious inscriptions, which cover a portion
of the sub-basement, deserve notice. They inform
us that each chamber had its name, so that no
thing would be easier than to draw up in hiero
glyphs the topographical plan of the edifice.
The dimensions of all the chambers are also given
in cubits and in subdivisions of cubits, and as we
are able to refer to the chambers themselves, we
thus possess an exact and valuable standard of
comparison between the ancient and modern
Egyptian measures. Moreover, the architect of
the temple, whose name was Ei-em-hotep Oer
-si-Phtah (!mouthes, the great son of I'htah) has
put bis name to his work. Nor must we omit to
mention that another inscription tells us that the
temple, begun under Pbilopator, finished under
Euergetes II., was completed, after interruptions
caused by wars, in ninety-five years; which state
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ment doubtlE,ss applies to the actual construction
only, and not to the decoration, since from the
beginning of the reign of Philopator to the death
of Dionysus, the last of the kings whose cartouches
appear on the temple, no less than 170 years
elapsed.
In a corner of one of the chambers, where it
has most probably been thrust by comparatively
modern bands, is a monolith of fine speckled gray
granite which deservedly attracts attention. At
Denderah the sanctum sanctormn is a niche in
the wall of one of the chambers at the extreme
end of the temple. Here the most holy place
is represented by the monument we are now
considering. The inscriptions with which it is
covered certify both as to its date and as to the
spot from which it was originally hewn; and we
may take it for granted that this very monolith
was hollowed out by Nectanebo I. (XXXth dynasty)
to serve as the naos or shrine of a temple now
destroyed and which was replaced by the present
edifice. We need not add that this massive sort
of shrine served here, as at Denderah, to enclose
the mysterious emblem ·which was the tutelary
deity of the temple.
The temple of Edfou, exclusive of the pylon
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and the encircling wall, has a frontage of forty
metres, or 131 English feet 3 inches, and a total
depth of 71 metres 85 c., or 236 English feet.
Including the pylon, its fa9ade measures 249ft.
lOin., and its depth 451ft. 6in. The height of the
pylon is 114ft. lOin., being 32ft. lOin. less than
the Vendome column.
It is so evident that the temples of Edfou
and Denclerah were constructecl on the same plan,
and sprang up from the same train of thought,
answering to the same religious requirements,
that the practical use to which certain portions
were put must have been the same in one t emple
as in tbe other. The study of the inscriptions at
Edfou leaves no doubt as to this point. 'rhe
priests assembled in the second hall of columns;
the grand procession of New Year's day was pre
pared within the chapel, the offerings were stored
up in certain chambers, &c. As for the pylon,
notbing indicates that it was ever used for any
other purpose than to signal from afar the edifice
to which it served as an ornamental gateway. On
the external frontage of the pylon are four prism
shaped cavities which are vertical at the bottom.
The purpose of these is manifest. It was into
these cavities that the enormous masts were fitted
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in, whose long pennants contributed to the deco
ration of the pylon. These masts must have been
nearly 150 feet in height, and could never have
been sufficiently secure had they not been sup
ported against the pylon by some suitable appa
ratus ; it was as receptacles for this apparatus
and to give it fair play that those inner chambers
of the pylon were used, the square windows of
which may be seen from the exterior in the ver
ti:ial lines of the grooves.
VII. -GEBEL-SILSILEH.

From Edfou to Gebel-Silsileh
,, Boolak to Gebel-Silsileh

J\Iiles

2G}
558}

Owing to the excellence of the sandstone, the
proximity of the stream on either side, and the
facilities of landing afforded to heavily laden
boats, the spot we have now reached has long
been the centre of the most extensive stone works
which exist in Egypt.
The most remarkable quarries of Gebel-Sil
sileh are on the right bank of the river, and are
mostly open to the sky. Some are cut in sharp
edges to the height of fifty or sixty feet, others
are arranged in tiers of huge receding steps. The
methodical care, however, we had almost said
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the extreme caution, with which the stone has
been quarried, is remarkable throughout. It
would seem as though the mountain had been cut
into blocks with as much regularity as planks
would be cut by a skilful carpenter from the
trunk of some valuable tree. Were we not already
convinced of the fact, a visit to · Gebel-Silsileh
would pro,e that the explosive force of gunpowder
was unknown to those by whom these quarries
were worked.
The quarries on the left bank are neither so ex
tensive nor so easy of access. But the existence
at the Yery edge of the stream of a certain number
of grottoes invests them with an interest which
the others do not possess. Of these grottoes some
are mere ordinary tombs. The most numerous
are clue to the custom which prevailed among
the Egyptians to leave a proscynem, a stela, or
a monument of some sort, as a record of their
visit to certain spots considered holy. Thus at
Gebel-Silsileh, where the Nile, which is here shut
in between two mountains, was the object of a
special worship, we find, engraved on tho rock,
hymns addressed to the river by no moans
wanting in a certain loftiness of style. 'l'he
type of those commemorative monuments is tho
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large speos, conspicuous from a distance by its
foru· massive pillars. It dates from the reign
of Horus, the last king of the XVllllh dynasty,
but was made use of later on by many person
ages who have left here valuable records of their
passage. Our limits will not allow of our at
tempting to describe all that is interesting in
this speos. We will only refer to the two
pictures which are sculptured side by side in the
south-west angle.
The one on the southern wall represents a god
dess nourishing Ring Horus, still an infant, with
her divine milk. Egypt, it is true, neYer at
tained to the ideal of the beautiful as did Greece,
nor indeeJ is it probable that she eyer made the
attempt. But, taken as a specim~n of Egyptian
art, tlw bas-relief of the speos of Gebel-Silsile h
is a most beautiful -work. Nowhere can greater
purity of outline be found ; and this picture is
marked hy a placid sweetness of expression
"·hich excites at once -wonder and admiration.
Close by, on the western wall, is the other picture
wdl known under the title of the Triumph of
Jlorus. 'rhe king is seated on his throne, borne by
twelYe officers of his army; two other warriors
hold o;-er his head a long-handled flabellum.
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This is the triumphal return into Egypt after
a victorious expedition against the Kouschites of
the Soudan. Armed soldiers lead the procession,
followed by terror-stricken prisoners.
VIII.-ASSOUAN.

From Gebel-Silsileh to Ombos ...
Ombos to Assouiin

"

Miles

15

27½

From Gebel-Silsileh to Assouiin
42½
From Boolak to Assouiin 601 miles.
Ombos is passed on the way from Gebel
Silsileh. There is hardly anything to be said
about this monument, which sooner or later is
doomed to become the prey of the Nile, however
carefully it may be protected. The work of
Grecian princes, the successors of Alexander,
like Edfou and Denderah, it bears in several
places the names of Philometor, of Euergetes IL,
and of Dionysos. It presents the peculiar
feature of consisting to a certain extent of two
temples placed in juxtaposition, dedicated to
the two eternally antagonistic principles-that
is, on the one hand, light adored under the name
of Horus; on the other, darkness symbolised by
the crocodile-god Sebek.
If Ombos were to be visited with the intention
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only of finding out its date, it would scarcely be
necessary to land. The very first glimpse one
obtains of the temple mar ks it out as of Ptole
maic origin. The ideas suggested by the temple
of Esneh are in fact reproduced here. With the
arrival of the Greeks, Egyptian architecture
received an impetus which gave birth to the
column with a capital sui generis found only on
temples of Greco-Egyptian origin.
The distance between Ombos and Assouan is
not great. After a few hours' journey, one begins
to perceive towards the south mountains ap
parently crowned with forts. At their feet lies
an island of vivid green dividing the stream into
t,rn almost equal parts. To the left a few white
houses in the midst of an oasis of date-palms
faintly light up the landscape. But what chiefly
characterises the approach to Assouiin is that
the river seems to end here, and tho eye seeks
in vain for some outlet.
Assouiin always takes tho traYellcr by sur
prise. One seems to be quite in a new world
-Egypt finishes and another country begins.
Nowhere does one find such a motley cro"·d of
Egyptians, Turks, Barabras, half-naked Bisha
rees and negroes of ever y tribe. The inhauitants
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of Khartoom especially are remarkable by their
grand mien, their black skin and their finely
formed head that reminds one of the best types
of northern races. To complete the picture, on
the shore may be seen merchandise, gums,
elephants' tusks, and skins of animals, in out
landish-looking packages which add to the
bewilderment of the traveller. In the midst of
the crowd circulate hawkers, no longer trading
in antiquities, but in bludgeons of ebony, pikes,
lances and arrows the iron points of which are
said to be poisoned. Assouan has scarcely re
tained any vestiges of the past, but there are
many points of interest in the town. A little
away to the south, in a hollow of the ground,
lies a small temple of Ptolemaic origin lately
discoYered. About half a mile further on, is an
obelisk still adhering by one of its sides to the
quarry out of which it had begun to be hewn.
On the western side of the river immediately
opposite to Assouan is the island of Elephantine.
·whibt at Assouiin the Egyptian element still
predominates in the population, at Elephantine
the traveller finds himself entirely surrounded
by Nubians. At the beginning of the century
a temple might still be seen at Elephantine,
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already in ruins, which was called by the authors
of the great ·work of the Egyptian Commission
the :Northern Temple. There was also a temple
of admirable proportions called the Southern
Temple, and, judging by the drawings made at that
time, it must have been built by Amenophis III.
Assouan boasted besides of a monumental gateway
of granite, and a quay rising abruptly from the
river flanked on the northern side by a nilometer.
In 1822, both temples as well as the nilometer
disappeared. The quay of Roman workmanship,
for which many remains of still more ancient
edifices were utilised, is still standing, as also the
granite portal which bears on each of its uprigbts
the cartouches of Amenophis IL Close to the
modern dwellings, an indifferent statue of Osiris,
on which may with difficulty be deciphered t-he
names of :Menephtah (XIXth dynasty, 1350 n.c.),
marks the spot where once stood the fac;ade of
the temple of Amenophis III.
IX.-PHILlE.

Miles

From Assouan to Philre
,, Boolak to Philre

5

606

The excursion from Assouiin to Philre may
be made by land as far as the convent of the
18
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Austrian Mission, from whence travellers are
conveyed to the island in boats. But a branch of
the same road leading to the village of Shella!,
where boats may also be had, will be found far
more picturesque, when the condition of the
river makes it practicable.
From Philro back to Assouan a different route
is generally followed, in order to enable the
traveller to visit the so-called cataract.*
From Assouan to the convent of the Austrian
Mission the journey lies the whole way through
the desert. H ere we find ourselves surrounded
by a granite formation which crops out above
the surface of the ground on all sides ; and this
granite heaped up into gloomy masses gives a
peculiarly desolate appearance to the landscape.
• Paul Lucas, a traveller of the time of Louis XIV.,
described the cataract as precipitating itself with such
force from the top of the rocks that the inhabitants of the
district were cleaf for several miles around. Now this is
a manifest exaggeration. Incleecl, if by cataract we are
to understand the fall of water caused by the sudden
loweriu~ of the entire bed of the stream, as for instance
in the case of the Rhine at Schaffhau~en, it may cer
tainly be said that there exists no cataract at Assouan.
True, when the Nile is low, the rocks with which its bed
is obstructed project out of the water and small falls are
thus produced, which in some places swell into cascades.
But when the river is high these cascades are consider
ably reduced, and the rock being almost entirely covered
they dwindle down into mere rapids.
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In describing Gebel-Silsileh we alluded to the
custom which prevailed among the Egyptians
of recording their passage through certain
places by a stela or an inscription. Of this we
have innumerable instances along tl.ie route
from Assouiin to Philre-insc1·iptions on the
rocks abound un all sides. Sometimes they
consist merely of proper names, but more often
they assume the proportions of a tableau. The
passer-by has represented himself as adoring
the gods of the cataract ; underneath is the in
evitable form of prayer. On more memorable
occasioi:;s we read of generals, princes, and even
kings returning from an expedition into Soudiin
who have left on the rock by the wayside a last
ing record of their passage. It is easy to realise
what valuable data may occasionally be supplied
by these memorials, which bear more upon his
tory than on religion. Schayl, a small island
in the cataract, not always easily accessible, is,
so to speak, covered with such records, some
of which have yielded a clue to historical facts
now universally accepted.
'rhe history of Philm is soon told. Its most
ancient monuments precede only by a few years
the time of Alexander, as no name occurs here
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of an earlier date than that of Nectanebo IL
This monarch it was who raised the little temple
situated to the extreme south of the island, and
of which only a dozen columns now remain; he
also it was who erected the large portal placed
between the piers of the first pylon. We will
not weary the reader with the enumeration of
all the Ptolemies and Cresars who subsequently
erected numerous edifices over the island.
Numbers of Greek laudatory inscriptions, es
pecially on the first pylon, have been left by
pilgrims visiting the shrine; and from two of
these proscynems we gather this important fact,
that, so late as A.D. 453, under the Emperor
i\farcian-i.e., about seventy-four years after the
edict of Theodosius had abolished the Egyptian
religion-there still lived in the "Holy Island "
priestly families who continued to celebrate the
time-honoured mysteries of Osiris and Isis.
But perhaps in a spot unequalled throughout
Egypt in beauty it would be too much to expect
of the visitor that he should examine closely
into the origin of the monuments. In fact, at
Philre, as at Karnak, the impression of the
moment must prevail orer the memories evoked,
and no one can help being fascinated by the
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pictmesqu e beauty and striking grandeur of the
landscape, with the sombre rocks that frown on
all sides, and the cataract that roars in the
distance. On the other hand, the effect produced
on the mind by the first view of the lovely
columns of the little temple commonly known
as Pharaoh's Reel defies all attempts at descrip
tion. Nor is that first impression otherwise than
fully confirmed by a stroll through the island;
and one feels that such a spot is the most fitting
crowning point to the Yoyage in Lpper Egypt.
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